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Abstract 

The geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle based on the von Karman 

theory of thin plates is first described. This finite element, which is believed to be 

the simplest possible element to pass the totality of the von Karman patch test, 

is employed throughout the present work. It possesses the special characteristic of 

providing a tangent stiffness matrix which is accurate and without approximation. 

The stability of equilibrium of discrete conservative systems is discussed. The 

criteria which identify the critical points (limit and bifurcation), and the method of 

determination of the stability coefficients are presented in a simple matrix formu

lation which is suitable for computation. An alternative formulation which makes 

direct use of higher order directional derivatives of the total potential energy is also 

presented. 

Continuation along the stable equilibrium solution path is achieved by using 

a recently developed Newton method specially modified so that stable points are 

points of attraction. In conjunction with this solution technique, a branch switching 

method is introduced which directly computes any intersecting branches. Bifurca

tional buckling often exhibits huge structural changes and it is believed that the 

computation of the required switch procedure is performed here, and for the first 

time, in a satisfactory manner. Hence, both limit and bifurcation points can be 

treated without difficulty and with continuation into the post buckling regime. In 

this way, the ability to compute the stable equilibrium path throughout the load -

deformation history is accomplished. 

Two numerical examples which exhibit bifurcational buckling are treated in de

tail and provide numerical evidence as to the ability of the employed techniques 

to handle even the most complex problems. Although only relatively coarse finite 

element meshes are used it is evident that the technique provides a powerful tool for 

any kind of thin elastic plate and shell problem. 

The thesis concludes with a proposal for an algorithm to automate the compu

tation of the unknown parameter in the branch switching method. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background and motivation 

Many problems in engineering are concerned with the calculation of stresses and 

displacements in thin elastic plates and shells which are flat and curved structures, 

respectively, for which the thicknesses are much smaller than the remaining dimen

sions. 

These kinds of thin-walled structural components are used e.g. in high-performance 

flight-vehicle structures and pose difficult problems for the structural analyst. In 

many applications, service loads cause the structure to operate in the geometrically 

nonlinear regime, and even when load levels vary slowly, dynamic events such as 

snap-through or buckling can occur. 

Hence, there are situations where nonlinear effects must be incorporated for a 

realistic assessment of structural response. In general, it is possible to identify five 

areas where nonlinear stress analysis may be necessary, c./. Hinton [He92]: 

1. direct use in design for both ultimate load and serviceability limit states (high 

technology industry requires higb performance and efficient components, e.g. 

in aerospace, automobile or nuclear industries); 

2. use in the assessment of ezisting structures whose integrity may be in doubt 

due to visible damage (cracking etc), special loadings not envisaged at the 

design state or concern over corrosion or general ageing; 

1 
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3. use to help to establish the causes of a structural failure; 

4. use in research to help establish simple 'code-based' methods of analysis and 

design, to help understand basic structural behaviour and to test the validity 

of proposed 'material models'; 

~. use in the simulation of materials processing and manufacturing, e.g. metal 

forming, glass forming and casting process. 

Note that in the present work nonlinearity always means geometrical nonlinearity; 

material nonlinearities are not discussed. 

Analytical solutions for nonlinear problems are scarcely obtainable and are re

stricted to essentially one-dimensional problems. Thus, the need to develop ap

proximating numerical techniques in order to solve the governing differential equa

tions becomes imperative. The Rayleigh-Ritz energy method and the finite difference 

method were the first methods to be employed for this purpose but since the advent 

of powerful computers, the solution cost is no longer such an obstacle and the finite 

element method has overshadowed all other approximating numerical methods for 

the solution of nonlinear thin plate and shell problems. 

Modern finite element methods of computational structural mechanics employ 

discrete idealizations, based on appropriate physical laws, to characterize real con

tinuous systems for numerical calculation. In particular, a discrete system for the 

prediction of the static equilibrium paths of elastic structures under varying loads 

is generally derived using the principle of conservation of energy. The behaviour of 

such a system is governed by nonlinear equilibrium equations, formulated in terms 

of the nodal finite element variables, with an imbedded parameter corresponding 

to a physical quantity such as the intensity of the applied loading. Solutions of 

these equations, for varying values of the parameter, represent points on the static 

equilibrium paths of a discrete system. 

While a rigorous analysis of the complex phenomena of nonlinear thin plate and 

shell problems must account for dynamic effects, the desire to apply existing static 

analysis methods to general structural configurations has led to the development of 

techniques for following equilibrium solution paths past critical stability points and 

through regimes of unsta.ble equilibrium. A number of these techniques a.re discussed 
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by Riks [Rik84a]. By tracing equilibrium solution paths through regimes of stable 

and unstable equilibrium, a qualitative understanding of transient dynamic events 

can often be obtained. 

Now it is well known that points of stable equilibrium paths of a conservative sys

tem are the local minima of a continuously differentiable potential energy function; 

other stationary points correspond to states of unstable equilibrium. The transition 

from stable to unstable equilibrium occurs at a singular point where the Hessian 

matrix of second derivatives of the potential energy has a zero eigenvalue. These 

points signify bifurcation or limit point behaviour of an equilibrium path, and this 

has important implications for the subsequent physical behaviour of a system. An 

essential requirement of a satisfactory solution technique, therefore, is to locate and 

identify singular points on a stable equilibrium path. 

A very extensive literature on the numerical solution of nonlinear equations with 

singular points is available in mathematical publications, as shown by the reviews of 

Mittelmann and Weber [MWSO], Allgower [AllSI] and Allgower and Georg [AG92]. 

But numerical methods for nonlinear problems in engineering applications have de

veloped independently. In the field of structural mechanics a common approach for 

calculating solution paths of nonlinear equilibrium equations has evidently evolved, 

c/. Riks [Rik79], [Rik84a], Crisfield [Cri91] and Hinton [He92]. The system of equa

tions is augmented by an extra equation incorporating a new parameter, usually 

taken as an approximation to the arc length of the solution path; the original natu

ral parameter of the equations is treated as an unknown variable to be determined. 

At limit points this procedure leads to an augmented set of equations whose Hessian 

matrix is nonsingular and so the standard Newton-Raphson method may be used to 

calculate local solution points. The Hessian matrix of the augmented equations used 

in the arc length method remains singular at bifurcation points, however, and diffi

culties of convergence then arise in the numerical solution of the equations. Special 

techniques for accurate location of limit points and bifurcation points are, hence, of 

great importance. 
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1.2 Aims and objectives 

Keeping all the above in mind and being aware of the problems one can encounter by 

employing the standard Newton-Raphson method - convergence is often very slow 

or the method fails due to numerical errors in computation - a basic methodology 

is now sought for efficient calculation of the stable equilibrium paths of discrete 

conservative systems with singular points. A first step in this direction has been 

made by Allman [Al189a). In his paper, the governing system of nonlinear equations 

is not augmented by an extra equation, as in the popular arc length method, so that 

intrinsic properties of symmetry or bandedness of the associated Hessian matrix 

may be readily exploited in a numerical solution. Points on stable equilibrium 

paths are located reliably by a generalization of Newton's method, c/. Allman 

[A1l84], which converges only to minima in applications to find stationary points of 

a function of several variables; stable equilibrium paths are therefore preferentially 

followed. This simulates the behaviour of a real continuous system, with a varying 

natural parameter such as an applied load, where unstable equilibrium states are 

unat tainable. 

As discussed earlier, most finite element codes are capable of computing nonlinear 

deformation paths as long as the path is sufficiently smooth. In case of bifurcations, 

however, there are difficulties in the direct computation of intersecting branches. 

The reason for this is that, although the underlying theory is reasonably well estab

lished, the switch procedures which enable these computations have not yet been 

implemented into the finite element codes in a satisfactory manner. 

Therefore, the general objective is to provide a careful finite element implemen

tation of the works by Koiter [Koi45] and Allman [A1l84] , [A1l89b] , [AU89a] by 

following the stable equilibrium path throughout the load-deformation history, i.e. 

to be able to perform the following four steps with repetition: 
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1. follow stable equilibrium path 

4. continue from critical point 
in an orderly fashion 

2. locate critical point 
precisely 

3. identify critical point 

5 

The emphasis in the present work is given to the continuation from bifurcation 

points since no generally valid method has been developed for this. Limit points can 

be handled without difficulty by employing the arc length technique as mentioned 

earlier. 

1.3 Strategy 

In order to make it feasible to follow the above mentioned steps, use is made of: 

1. Allman's solution technique; 

this is the generalized Newton-Raphson method by Allman [All89a], as men

tioned earlier, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

2. Adaptive step size criteria; 

the critical point is located precisely with help of a step size adaption technique 

which decreases the step size whenever the tangent stiffness matrix is no longer 

positive definite. 

3. RetleritHJtion of Koiter'. tDOrk by AllmGn; 

the rederivation of the classical criteria by Koiter [Koi45] in a computationally 

simple form is also due to Allman [All89b]. These criteria precisely define the 
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nature of the critical point, i.e. a clear distinction is made between a limit 

point, a symmetric bifurcation point and an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

Further criteria are available to assess the stability of equilibrium. Since then, 

Allman's work has been rewritten by Bangemann [Ban92] into a more con

venient matrix form for computation which is presented in Chapter 5. The 

proper evaluation of critical points requires higher order derivatives of the po

tential energy function. Currently, this presents a formidable task since for 

most finite elements even the tangent stiffness matrix consisting of the sec

ond derivatives of the potential energy function is an approximation, i.e. there 

are serious doubts about the sensibility of even attempting to calculate higher 

derivatives. 

4. Development of the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle finite 

element by Morley; 

the problem of calculating higher order derivatives of the potential energy 

function is overcome by making use of the geometrically nonlinear constant 

moment triangle finite element by Morley, c.f. [Mor91], which is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 4. The triangle is based on the Hu-Washizu variational 

principle and bas constant strains and constant moments within each element. 

It is a fundamental element which passes the von Ka.rma.n geometrically non

linear patch test. Most importantly for the present work, the geometrically 

nonlinear constant moment triangle allows a ready and accurate calculation of 

all directional derivatives of the potential energy function and, thus, enables 

determining the type of critical points exactly. 

5. Bmnch switching method; 

once the critical point has been identified, a branch switching method as pre-

sented in Chapter 6 can be employed to enable entering the post critical regime. 

It should be mentioned here that the intention of the present work is not to 

derive the most accurate results for a particular problem or problems. Rather, the 

emphasis is on developing a methodology and the numerical examples are used to 

exhibit this. 
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For setting the scene, in Chapter 2 relevant plate and shell theories are dis

cussed wi.th the introduction of tensor notation. Of special interest here is the von 

Ka.rma.n nonlinear plate theory. The concept of practical components which enables 

the conversion of curvilinear tensor connectors into physically realistic orthogonal 

displacement components is made extensive use of in the current work and is there

fore drawn attention to. The finite element method both in the linear and nonlinear 

theory is presented in Chapter 3 with a more detailed examination of the geomet

rically nonlinear constant moment triangle finite element, which is used throughout 

the thesis, following in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 investigates the stability of equilib

rium of discrete conservative systems and provides a rewrite of Koiter's [Koi45] and 

Allman's [All89b] works in a convenient matrix form suitable for finite element com

putation whereby the stability of critical points is determined by so-called stability 

coefficients. An equivalent formulation for determining the stability coefficients is 

based on a report by Morley [Mor94] and makes direct use of higher order directional 

derivatives. The various calculations required are discussed in Chapter 6. Here, All

man's solution technique is described and some computational aspects such as e.g. 

step length adaption are considered. For the continuation from bifurcation points a 

branch switching method is presented which has been developed during the course of 

the current research work. This method has been applied successfully at bifurcation 

points in order to enter the post buckling regime on the stable equilibrium path. Nu

merical applications follow in Chapter 1 where two problems are examined in detail 

with concluding discussions: firstly, a square flat plate under uniaxial compression 

and, secondly, a cylindrical panel under biaxial compression. Chapter 8 concludes 

the thesis by summarizing the achievements of the present work and also gives some 

thought regarding future developments. 



Chapter 2 

Thin elastic shell and plate 

theories 

2.1 Introduction 

There exist many thin shell theories. Plates are shells with zero curvature and, 

therefore, plate theories can easily be derived from shell theories. Most of the shell 

theories are based on the well-known Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis which states that 

the entire deformation of the structure is described by the deformation of its middle 

surface. In this chapter, first equations regarding the geometry and deformation of 

the middle surface are looked at with the introduction of some basic concepts of 

tensor analysis. Then, Love's first approximation of the strain energy and Koiter's 

relevant results are given. Details are presented of Marguerre's theory for thin shal

low shells and the von Ka.rma.n nonlinear theory for thin plates which is of special 

importance to the present work. Finally, the concept of practical components is in

troduced. With the help of this notation, curvilinear tensor connectors which are not 

immediately useful in engineering applications, are converted into physically realis

tic orthogonal displacement components. The presented thesis carries on from the 

work by Providas [Pro90] and, thus, makes use of the same theoretical background. 

Due to this, similarities to [Pro90] may be found. 

8 
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2.2 Geometry of the undeformed middle surface 

Let :z:i , i = 1,2,3 describe a fixed, right-handed Cartesian coordinate system in 

three-dimensional space with ~ being the corresponding unit vectors. Also, con

sider ea 
, Q = 1,2 to represent an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system on the 

undeformed middle surface. Then the undeformed middle surface is completely de

scribed by the position vector 

The base vectors which are tangent to the coordinate curves ~a are 

or 
r,a = aea • 

(2.2.1 ) 

(2.2.2) 

The above summation convention which is employed throughout the current work 

makes use of the following: 

• Latin indices have range 3 and the summation convention applies to repeated 

indices in any position; 

• Greek indices have range 2 and the summation convention applies to repeated 

indices in mixed positions; 

• Primed Greek indices have range 2' and the summation convention applies to 

repeated indices in any position. 

Commas preceding a subscript indicate partial differentiation with respect to coor

dinates xi or ~a, as specified at the time. 

The distance between two neighbouring points is defined by 

(2.2.3) 

with 

aa(J = r,a . r.IJ (2.2.4 ) 

being the covariant or first fundamental tensor of the undeformed middle surface. 

Here, the vector dot-product is applied in the usual way. The contravariant compo-

nents of the metric tensor are defined by 

(2.2.5 ) 
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where 0{3 is the Kronecker-delta. The normal vector n to the undeformed middle 

surface is 

1 
n = - Eo.{3 r x r,{3 2 .cr ( 2.2.6) 

where X denotes the vector cross-product and the right-hand screw rule is employed. 

Eo.{3 and Eo.{3 are respectively the covariant and contravariant components of the two

dimensional permutation tensor where 

o 

Va 
1 

Va 

(2 .) -) .-. , 

and a = lao.{31 is the determinant of the metric tensor. The curvat Ufe or second 

fundamental tensor bo.{3 is defined by 

where the sign convention is adopted from Sanders [San63], i.(. giving positivp CUf

vature to a sphere when the surface normal n points outwards. ('ontravariant and 

mixed variant components of the symmetric tensor bo.{3 are then 

(2.2.9) 

These ways of raising or lowering indices afe standard procedures in tensor theory. 

The invariant quantity, i.e. a quantity which remains invariant against coordinate 

transformations, related to bo.{3 is the Gaussian curvature 

(2.2.10) 

where b = Iba {31 is the determinant of the CUfvature tensor. 

The Christoffel symbols have proved useful in tensor analysis. The ('hristoffel 

symbols of the first and second kind are defined respectively by 

and 

r ,\,) 
o{n a . 

(:!.:!.ll) 

( 2.2.1:2) 
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Christoffel symbols are used for covariant differentiation. It is prudent to note here 

that they do not form tensors. They are symmetric with respect to the first two 

subscripts and only the third index can be raised or lowered as with tensors. 

Covariant derivatives of two-dimensional vectors and te s V O r n ors, e.g. v = ,0 

and ba {3, with reference to ~a coordinates are 

(2.2.13) 

Note that there exist similar expressions for contravariant and mixed variant and 

higher order tensors, c./. e.g. Niordson [Ni085]. It is evident that when considering a 

scalar quantity, the ordinary and covariant differentiations are identical, e.g. W,o 

W la. 
Two well-known formulae should be stated here, the Gauss formula 

(2.2.1-1 ) 

and the Weingarten formula 

n,a = b~r.,\ . (2.L.15) 

Hence, the geometry of the undeformed middle surface is specified completely by its 

first and second fundamental tensors. These two tensors should satisfy the Gauss 

equation and the Mainardi-Codazzi equation which entail the integrability conditions 

for the above mentioned equations (2.2.14) and (2.2.1.1). The Gauss equation states 

that 

(2.2.16) 

where Ro {3"(iJ. is the Riemann-Christoffel tensor. and the Mainardi-Codazzi equation 

IS 

(2.2.17) 

2.3 Deformation of the middle surface 

Under the deformation of a shell we understand t hat a material point of thf' und(l

forllwd middlf' surfac(' with coordinat('s ~" moves to a position on the middl(' surface 

of the d('form(ld sh('ll. lIere we a.ssunw that the furvilin(>ar coordinate Il(>t deforms 
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with the body and, hence, the new position can be specified with the same ~o. The 

new position vector is given by 

-r = r + u (2.3.18) 

where 

(2.3.19) 

is resolved with respect to r ,0 and n of the undeformed middle surface. Here, the U O 

denote the in-plane displacements and w is the deflection or normal displacement. 

Partial differentiation of r in equation (2.3.18) gives (with help of the Weingarten 

formula, equation (2.2.13), and equation (2.3.19» base vectors, tangent to the de

formed coordinate curve eo, as 

(2.3.20) 

The metric / first fundamental tensor of the deformed middle surface is 

iio{J = r ,cr • r ,{J (2.3.21 ) 

and the unit normal vector 

_ 1 ~n _ _ 
n = -c ~ r x r n • 2 ,cr ,~ (2.3.22) 

The curvature / second fundamental tensor of the deformed middle surface is 

b- - -cr{J = -n· r,o{J • (2.3.23) 

Recalling the equations for the geometry of the shell it can thus be said that the 

deformed lniddle surface has its equivalent equations to those given for the unde

formed middle surface. Components corresponding to the deformed geometry are 

denoted with a tilde. 

Equation (2.3.20) can be used for establishing various quantities. These include 

the surface vector tPa describing rotations in the un deformed directions eo of the 

normal to the middle surface (sign convention as in [San63] ) 

tPa = - n' r,o = -w,o + bo(Ju{J = -w,o + ~up • (2.3.24) 

The asymmetric surface tensor is 

lo(J = r,o' r,p - AolJ + up 10 + w60 IJ • (2.3.25) 
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The skew-symmetric part wo(J is called the rotation tensor in the middle surface and 

is defined by 

1 
2 ( up 10 - U o I(J ) . (2.3.26) 

The invariant 
1 1 

4> = 2EoPwop = 2E°(Ju{J 10 (2.3.21) 

is called the rotation about the normal to the middle surface. 

For the deformation of the middle surface there exist two measures. Firstly, the 

strain tensor 

(2.3.28) 

and, secondly, the curvature change tensor 

(2.3.29) 

Note that "'fop, K,oP can be expressed in terms of uo , w, 4>0 and 4> and covariant 

derivates with respect to the un deformed middle surface. These are, however, usually 

simplified by neglecting various terms. For alternative definitions of K,0{J see Koiter 

[Koi66] and Pietraszkiewicz [Pie84]. 

2.4 First approximation shell theories 

Many existing shell theories are based on the Love-Kirchhoff assumptions which 

state that 

1. the transverse normal stress component can be neglected in comparison with 

the other stress components; 

2. normals to the undeformed middle surface move to normals on the deformed 

middle surface and suffer no extensions. 

Therefore, under these assumptions it is evident that the deformed state of a shell is 

determined entirely by the deformed configuration of its middle surface and, hence, 

an initially three dimensional problem is reduced to a two dimensional problem. If it 

is additionally assumed that the strains are small then the equations describing the 
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deformation of the middle surface simplify considerably. In this category of small

strain theories there are several subclasses. There is no generally accepted shell 

theory for each subclass. Also, as there is no agreement on the best approximation 

form for "'ap, many different theories exist and are employed. 

Koiter [Koi60] makes use of the assumptions that 

1. the shell is elastic, homogeneous and of an isotropic material; 

2. the thickness h is constant with ~ <: 1, where R is the smallest principal 

radius of curvature of the undeformed configuration; 

3. '7 <: 1 where '7 is the largest principal strain (strains small everywhere in the 

shell). 

Under these assumptions the strain energy per unit area (strain energy density) 

equals approximately the sum of the extensional and bending energies per unit area, 

I.e. 

v V"Y + VIC (2.4.30) 

where 

(2.4.31 ) 

Here, HOtP)." is the elastic moduli tensor, E is Young's modulus and " is Poisson's 

ratio. Equation (2.4.30) is known as Love's first approximation. From this the 

symmetric contravariant strain resultant tensor 

(2.4.32) 

and the symmetric contravariant strain couple tensor 

M Ot{J = oV = h'l HOtP)."",, \ 
o""aP 12 ~" 

(2.4.33) 

are obtained. Equations (2.4.32) and (2.4.33) form the linear constitutive equations. 

In his work Koiter [Koi60] states that " .. the Love's so-called first approximation 

for the strain energy, as the sum of stretching or extensional energy and bending or 

ftexural energy, is a consistent first approximation, and that no refinement of this 
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first approximation is justified, in general, if the basic Love-Kirchhoff assumptions 

(or equivalent assumptions) are retained .. " , and in another place ".. the relative error 

in this approximation does not exceed ~ or ~ whichever of these may be critical." 

Here L is the smallest wavelength of the deformation pattern of the middle surface. 

Interpreting these results it becomes clear that they are valid for both geomet

rically linear and nonlinear shell theories and that it is permitted to add terms of 

the type b!1'~p to K,OtP without affecting Love's first approximation's accuracy. By 

defining 

(2.4.34) 

where d is the distance of a point from the lateral shell boundary it can be stated 

that the error in the first approximation of strain energy is of order 82
, i.e. 0(82

). 

2.5 Marguerre's theory for thin shallow shells 

Geometrically nonlinear theories in the presence of finite rotations are associated 

with many complexities and are, thus, usually a.voided. The shallow shell theories are 

the members of the simplest possible category of small strain theories. Marguerre's 

theory underlies the following assumptions: 

1. U Ot small compared to W; 

2. t/>Ot (bending rotations) moderate; 

3. t/> (rotation about the normal to the surface) small such that 

1 1 
1'OtP "2 ( UOt Ip + up lOt ) + bOt{JuJ + 2W ,Ot w,{J , 

K,OtP - - W IOtP . (2.5.35) 

If the shell is nearly flat and parallel to the :tOt-plane then the approximations by 

Sanders [San63] can be used, where 

(2.5.36) 
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Here, z = z3, UOI are the in-plane displacements (in the directions of eo projected 

on the zOl-plane) and Ua the normal displacement (in the direction x3 ) such that 

1 
'YOIP 2 ( UOI Ip + Up 101 + Z,OIW,(J + Z,(JW,OI + W,OIW,(J) , 

-W IOIP • (2.5.37) 

The differential equations of equilibrium in the horizontal and vertical directions are 

then given by 

NOIP Ip + pOI 0 , 

QOI 101 + ( Z IOIP + W IOIP ) NOIP 

+ (Z,OI + W,OI ) NOIP Ip + p o , (2.5.38) 

where QOI denotes the transverse shear stress resultants, whereas pOl and p are the 

intensities of horizontal and vertical surface loads, respectively. The third equation 

in (2.5.38) can be used to substitute QOI into the second equation in (2.5.38), thereby 

reducing the number of equations from three to two. 

If it is now assumed that the boundary of the un deformed middle surface is a 

smooth curve C with no corner points (and hence no concentrated forces), then the 

boundary conditions to be applied become 

NOlP-np or UOi , 

{QP + (Z,Ol + W,Ol ) NOIP }ip + :s ( MOIPtOi np ) or w, (2.5.39) 

MOIP- -nOinp or </J - 01 OIn , 

where use is made of 

dr 01 
t = - = t rOi ds ' 

(2.5.40) 

in which t and ii are the unit tangent and unit normal to C, respectively, and s is a 

length parameter taken positive in the anticlockwise sense. All the above equations 

agree with those of Washizu (Was82] when transformed into Cartesian coordinates 
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2.6 The von Karman nonlinear theory for thin plates 

Plates are shells with zero curvature. Therefore, they have fiat middle surfaces 

when undeformed. H a plate is considered with small thickness compared to its 

other dimensions and if the ;ta-plane coincides with the undeformed middle surface, 

then putting baP = 0 gives rise to von Ka.rman's theory derived as a special case 

of Marguerre's theory. Again, the usual assumptions apply, i.e. the Love-Kirchhoff 

hypothesis is presumed to be valid, also the strains are assumed to be small, the 4>a 

are moderate. The term 4> is small and W is allowed to be several times larger than 

the thickness but small compared to other dimensions. 

The strain tensor in the von Karman theory is hence defined by 

1 
'Yap = 2 ( U a Ip + up 10 + w,aw,p ) , (2.6.41) 

and the curvature change tensor is 

K.ap = -w lop . (2.6.42) 

Thus, the differential equations of equilibrium reduce to 

o. (2.6.43) 

The boundary conditions on C, assuming that C has continuously turning tangent, 

to be applied become 

NaPnp or U o , 

(QP + W,a NaP) np 
d + ds ( MaPtanp ) or W, (2.6.44 ) 

MaPnanp or 4>0 nO 

In the original paper of Theodore von Ka.rman [vKI0] the equilibrium equations 

are given in terms of W and a stress function for the middle surface stresses, see 

also Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [TWK59], Timoshenko and Gere [TG61), 

Novozhllov [Nov53] and Niordson [Ni085] for works from the point of view of me

chanics and e.g. Berger [Ber77] for a thorough mathematical treatment. For the 

purpose of the current work (nonlinear constant moment triangle) a displacement 
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formulation of equilibrium equations is more appropriate. Ciarlet [CiaBO] gives a 

mathematical justification of von Karman's two-dimensional approximation in re

lation to three-dimensional elasticity equations and also proves the equivalence of 

the original derivation to the displacement formulation presented here. In the case 

of ea = x a
, the covariant differentiation in equations (2.6.41), (2.6.42) and (2.6.43) 

is substituted with ordinary differentiation as in Washizu [Was82]. For the present 

work it is of importance to know that, for sufficiently large compressive forces along 

the lateral surface of the plate, the von Karman equations and, indeed, the Mar

guerre equations may possess several distinct solutions, which correspond to the 

experimentally observed buckling phenomenon, c.l. [Ber77]. 

2.7 Practical components of surface vectors and ten-

sors 

Vector and tensor components with respect to arbitrary curvilinear coordinates ea 

are not useful in engineering applications as they represent quantities not capable 

of physical measurement. Morley [Mor87] introduces so-called practical components 

which are a useful and more versatile alternative to the traditional concept of physi

cal components originally defined by McConnell [McC31] and Truesdell [Tru53]. The 

symbols developed h~" h~' have the property that, in products with surface vectors 

and tensors referred to the coordinates ea , they give at once physically significant 

components measured in the directions of an orthogonal set of unit vectors tal which 

is orientated as required with respect to the coordinates ea. 

Figure 2.1. Base and unit orthogonal tangent 

vectors at a point of the surface. 
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Consider, here, {3 to be the angle between the base vectors r.l and r.2 and ~ 

the angle between the arbitrarily orientated vectors t.1, and r,l' With a o = I r.o I 
denoting the magnitude of the vector r,o, it can then be shown that 

t,o' = h:, r,o, (2.7.45) 

where 

hI, = sin ( (3 + ,\ ) h~, 
sin ~ 

1 al sin {3 Q2 sin {3 , 

h~, 
cos ({3 + ,\) 

h~, 
cos ,\ 

(2.7.46) 
01 sin (3 a2 sin f3 • 

Similarly, 

r,o hO
' a to' (2.7.47) 

where 

h~' = al cos'\ 12' "1 Ql sin'\ 

/1 ' "2 = Q2 cos( f3 + ,\ ) h2' 2 Q2 sin ( {3 + ,\) . (2.7.48) 

The symbols h:, and h~' exhibit an ordered algebra which is a natural extension to 

that of tensor theory. Some of their properties are 

ho - OP hO' 
, 0' - a P' 

/ a' hO £0' hO' / P £0 "0 P' = up' , a "0' = up , (2.7.49) 

Practical components of vectors and tensors referred to the undeformed middle sur

face of a shell or plate readily follow. For example, 

ho - hO hP - hO hP 
Uo' = a' Uo , 'Yo'P' - a' P' 'Yap , "'o'P' - a' P' "'oP , 

/ 0' hP' NaP M hO' I P' MOP N a'p' - l.a P ,a'p' = a l.p , (2.7.50) 

with inverses 

0' _ 0' P' • I P' 
Uo = ho Uo', 'Yap - ho hp 'Yo'P', K.oP = h: hp "'a'p' , 

NaP = h:, h~, Na,p' , Mall = h:, h~, MaIP' • (2.7.51) 

The contravariant elasticity moduli tensor in equation (2.4.31) may be written 

(2.7.52) 
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where 

with fJo.'{J' being an alternative form of the Kronecker delta. The H 0.'3' )..'Jj' defines 

the elasticity tensor for an isotropic plate with reference to a pair of middle surface 

Cartesian coordinates. 

On the boundary C of the middle surface of an undeformed shell or plate it IS 

feasible to orientate the orthogonal unit vectors t l , and t 2, such that they coincide 

with the normal Ii and tangent t vectors, respectively. In accordance with this, the 

third equation in (2.5.39), for example, may be written 

M / 1' hI' MO'{J Mo.{J - - A. /.0' A. A.- o 
1'1' = ~o. {3 = nO' n{3 or ~l' = t 1, ~O' = ~o 71 . (2.7.54) 

In general, the widely used convention for suffices nand t (or $) to denote quantities 

referred to normal and tangential directions at the boundary is directly equivalent 

with the use of suffices l' and 2', c.g. 

Ut , (2.7.5.5) 
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Linear and- nonlinear finite 

element analyses 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2 so~e classical differential equations were presented. Solving these 

equations analytically has not been possible except for very simple cases with spe

cific boundary conditions and/or simple geometry. The simplest examples of all are 

the plane stress and bending problems in the linear theory, c.l. Timoshenko and 

Woinowsky-Krieger [TWK59]. The first approximation theory allows independent 
'\ 

and accurate reductions of linear shell differential equations. In this way, differential 

equations describing membrane or inextensional bending actions are obtained with

out mixing them. Analytical solutions of such reduced equations for cylinders and 

spheres can be found in Fliigge [Flii73]. Exact inextensional bending solutions for 

real shells whose surfaces are described by an arbitrary polynomial are given by Mor

ley and Mould [MM87] with additional numerical results presented by Bangemann 

[Ban92]. 

Nonlinear plate and shell differential equations are very complicated. Thus, 

analytical solutions are restricted to essentially one-dimensional plate problems, e.g. 

uniformly loaded circular plates and infinitely long strips, c./. Mansfield [Man89]. 

In engineering applications the solutions of the above mentioned equations are 

a prerequisite for further work in which a non-analytical course of proceedings is 

21 
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sought. This leads to the need to develop approximating numerical methods for the 

solution of thin plate and shell differential equations. The two methods used in the 

early stages for this purpose were the Rayleigh-Ritz energy method and the finite 

difference method. Since the advent of powerful computers, however, the finite ele

ment method (FEM) has overshadowed all the other numerical techniques. All these 

applicable numerical methods possess the common feature of replacing the original 

problem, described in terms of differential equations in the unknown continuous 

functions, by a suitable formulation including algebraic equations in the discrete 

values of the unknowns at a finite number of points, i.e. the continuum model is 

approximated by a discrete model. In the beginning the finite element method was 

for a long time used for mainly solving linear problems in structural mechanics and 

few worked on the finite element analysis of thin plates and shells with material 

and/or geometric nonlinearities. This then changed and in the last two decades the 

finite element method has been extended and used widely for nonlinear problems. 

In this chapter the finite element method is presented. First, a general introduc

tion to the FEM is given. Then, different finite elements are discussed. Implications 

of the method's application in the geometrically nonlinear analysis of thin plates 

and shells follow and the chapter concludes with a short note on convergence and 

the patch test. 

3.2 The finite element method 

A common problem occurring in continuum mechanics is that of solving a set of 

differentiaJ equations 

A(v) = o in n (3.2.1 ) 
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with boundary conditions 

B(v) = 

B}(v) 

B2(V) 
- 0 on on 

23 

(3.2.2) 

where n represents the space occupied by the continuous body, on is the boundary 

of this continuous body, A and B denote specific differential operators and v is 

the unknown function. Normally, a reformulation of the above problem is possible 

and leads to that of finding the unknown function v that minimizes the integral 

functional 

11 = In F(v , V,l , ••• )dn + lao E(v , V,l , •.• )don (3.2.3) 

where F and E are appropriate operators. The subscript preceeded by a comma 

indicates differentiation with respect to independent variables, e.g. Cartesian co

ordinates xi. Integral functionals of the above form can be derived directly from 

the principle of minimum potential energy, the principle of minimum complemen

tary energy and other variational principles, c./. Washizu [Was82] for a complete 

treatment. 

In the finite element analysis, which was first developed in the 1950's, c./. Turner 

et ale [MJTT56], the continuous body is divided into a number of fictitious elements 

of finite magnitude (finite elements). Each element has a domain ne and a boundary 

ane , part of which may coincide with a part of an. The use of the superscript e is 

introduced here to represent the local element level and for distinguishing between 

local and globalleve1s. In each element the unknown function v is approximated by 

v ~ v = E Nr~ = Nae (3.2.4) 
r 

where N r are so-called shape functions prescribed in terms of the independent vari

ables and a e represents the vector with the unknown element nodal connector quan

tities (element degrees of freedom). H the assumption is made that the N,. are 

chosen such that v satisfies the minimum continuity requirements in each element 

and across interelement boundaries as well as boundary conditions, then the func-
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tional in equation (3.2.3) can be approximated by 

M 

n = L ( f F(Nae
, ••• )dn + f E(Nae , ••• )don) 

e=1 Jo Jao 
(3.2.5) 

where M is the total number of elements used to model the continuum. The only 

unknown quantities here are the nodal connectors in the whole model denoted by a, 

say, which make up the total degrees of freedom. Therefore, the problem of finding 

v that minimizes equation (3.2.3) is transferred to the problem of finding v that 

minimizes equation (3.2.5) with respect to a. 

The functional n attains a minimum/stationary value where 

c5IT = 0 • (3.2.6) 

The fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations, c.l. Courant and Hilbert 

[CH53], applied on this then leads to a discrete form of equilibrium equations 

where 

Ka=p 

M 

K = L K
e 

e=1 

M 

, P = L pe . 
e=l 

(3.2.7) 

(3.2.8) 

Here, K denotes the coefficient matrix and p is the right hand side column vector. 

Therefore, we can summarize that the finite element method can be described 

by the following step-by-step procedure: 

1. Discretization of the problem into elements in such a way that the body is 

separated into a number of finite elements using imaginary lines by stipulating 

that element connections can be found at a discrete number of nodal points 

on the element boundaries. 

2. Forming the element coefficient ma.trices Ke, which can be derived directly 

through the various energy theorems. 

3. Assemblage of the global coefficient matrix K using the element coefficient 

matrices already ca.lculated. 

4. Assemblage of the right hand side column vector p. 
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5. Solving the global coefficient equation Ka = p with boundary conditions for 

unknown a. 

6. Use of the solution for a in order to find secondary variables if required. 

The most popular finite elements in structural analysis are based on a displtacement 

formulation where v represents the assumed displacement field, a is the nodal dis

placement connection vector, K the stiffness matrix and p is the loads vector. For 

linear problems K is always constant and should be symmetric and positive definite. 

Equation (3.2.7) can then be solved uniquely by employing a numerical technique 

such as Gaussian elhnination or Cholesky factorization. For nonlinear problems K 

depends on a and is in general not symmetric. Equation (3.2.7) must then normally 

be solved through the use of a numerical iterative technique. Here, the tangent 

stiffness matrix KT obtained from the second variation of n with respect to a (Hes

sian matrix) is required. It is prudent to note that KT is in general symmetric and 

depends on 8. In the current work a lot of attention is given to the definiteness of 

KT as it is of great importance in the structural stability analysis. Also it is noted 

that p is independent of a in both linear and nonlinear problems, i.e. conservative 

problems are treated. 

Other finite elements in common use include elements derived by using the prin

ciple of minimum complementary energy or equilibrium models. Here, v represents 

the assumed stress field over each element and a is the unknown generalized force 

connector. Approximate solutions tend to be overftexible (overstiff solutions with 

conforming displacement models based on minimum potential energy principle). 

Mizell finite elements are usually derived through generalized variational principles. 

v may represent both stress and displacement fields and a may consist of both force 

and displacement connectors. The elements may be overstiff or overftexible. One 

drawback is that the coefficient matrix may be indefinite and, hence, they are not 

preferred for nonlinear problems. Each of these models has its own advantages and 

disadvantages but a displacement formulation is preferred, c./. Zienkiewicz [Zie77] 

and Cook (C0081]. 
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3.3 Plate and shell finite elements 

Finite elements exist in various shapes. They can lie flat on a plane or be curved. 

If flat they can have straight or curved sides. They can be one-dimensional, two

dimensional or three-dimensional. The best choice of element depends, on pref

erence, on the geometry of the structure, the physical behaviour of the structure 

and the resources available. In Chapter 2 the Love-Kirchhoff hypothesis was stated 

and explained. With help of this the reduction of an initially three-dimensional 

problem to a two-dimensional problem was achieved. Thus, it allows the use of two

dimensional elements to model the middle surface of thin plates and shells. Although 

not of direct relevance to the present work, it is worth noting that the relaxation 

of the Love-Kichhoff assumption that normals remain normal to the middle plane 

after deformation extends the applicability to thick plates. Finite elements derived 

using this theory are known as Reissner-Mindlin elements. 

Common finite elements to be used for thin plate problems are common flat 

elements which are either triangles or rectangles, or isoparametric elements, i.e. 

elements in which the displacements and geometry are interpolated to the same 

order, usually curvilinear triangles or quadrilaterals. In the linear theory, these 

elements are either membrane elements (for the solution of plate stretching problems) 

or bending elements (for the solution of plate bending problems). 

Four thin plate elements are relevant to the present work. The constant strain 

tr;,angle by Turner et ala [MJTT56], which is the first finite element ever developed. 

It is a membrane triangle with linearly varying in-plane displacements. The con

stant moment triangle by Hellan [He167] and Herrmann [Her67] is an element that 

corresponds to the constant strain triangle in the bending analysis of plates. It is a 

mixed finite element model and has a constant bending moment field with a linear 

representation of tile deflection within each element. The degrees of freedom are 

taken as the nodal deflection at the vertices and the normal bending moment at 

the midpoints of each side. The main drawback of the element is the indefiniteness 

of its stiffness matrix. The displacement version of the constant moment triangle 

by Morley [Mor71] is an equilibrium element and provides an alternative derivation 

based on the theorem of minimum potential energy. In this way, a positive definite 
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stiffness matrix is obtained. The deflections vary quadratically and are expressed in 

terms of the nodal deflections at the vertices and the rotations at the midpoints of 

each side. No definite agreement has been found in rating the performance of this el

ement. Irons and Loikkanen (1183) and Kikuchi [Kik86], following on from the work 

of Dawe [Daw12], classify it as over-flexible in the linear thin plate analysis, whereas 

Morley and Mould [MM87] find it to perform extremely well for linear thin shell 

problems. The geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle possesses connec

tors which are identical to those obtained by the superposition of the constant strain 

triangle and the displacement version of the constant moment triangle as described 

above. This element is used throughout the present work and is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 4. 

Shells are curved structures and, therefore, no effective separation of membrane 

and bending actions is possible in both linear and nonlinear theories. There are 

various options for modelling thin shells. Curved elements based on either a shallow 

or deep shell theory possess the advantages that it may be possible to represent 

the actual curvature of the middle surface exactly and that the desired coupling of 

membrane and flexural actions is attained within each element. On the other hand, 

their derivation is formidable and their use is very expensive. Additionally they are, 

in general, not able to reproduce rigid body movements without straining. Curved 

degenerated elements obtained through the use of the isoparametric concept are the 

elements most widely used today. They are solid three-dimensional elements but 

there is the danger that the large number of simultaneous equations may become ill

conditioned. The coupling between membrane and bending actions is accomplished 

through inter-element continuity, e.f. Cook [CooS1]. The lower-order displacement 

elements are prone to membrane locking and, hence, overstiff solutions and slow 

convergence might be the consequence. Higher order elements can be derived so 

as to exclude membrane locking but the formulation is expensive. Therefore, they 

are not suitable for the nonlinear analysis since the recomputation of the stiffness 

matrices may be very expensive. Flat facet elements are simple to formulate and 

capable of rigid body movements without straining. They require a minimum of 

input data and are easy to mix with other types of elements. For the purposes 

of the present work they are preferred because their use in the nonlinear analysis 
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is cheap due to the simplicity of their stiffness matrices. In general, however, their 

performance is poor and, thus, a fine mesh is required for accurate results when shells 

with significant membrane actions are analysed. Most flat facet elements utilize a 

constant strain field to represent the actual membrane strains. H the geometry is not 

simple, a large number of elements is needed to reduce physical idealization errors. H 

displacement based elements are used, displacement compatibility between adjacent 

elements which do not lie in the same plane is violated (often true for a planar array 

of elements). This arises because of the different orders of the displacement fields in 

available membrane and bending elements. 

3.4 Developments in the geometrically nonlinear 

analysis 

Thin elastic plates are highly flexible in bending and thin elastic shells undergo 

deflections which are often larger than their thickness. H accuracy is required and 

the study of post buckling bebaviour is of interest then geometrically nonlinear 

effects must be considered in the finite element formulation. Geometrical nonlin

earities enter into the analysis because of extra nonlinear terms added into the 

strain-displacement relations and the effect of deformation on the equilibrium equa

tions. The earliest nonlinear finite element formulations were simple extensions of 

linear analyses developed for specific applications on an intuitive basis. Today there 

are three well-known finite element approaches for the solution of geometrically non

linear thin plate and shell problems, c.l. Mattiasson [Mat83] for a comprehensive 

review: 

1. total Lagrangian formulation; 

2. updated Lagrangian formulation; 

3. co-rotational formulation. 

In the total Lagrangian formulation, all static and kinematic finite element vari

ables are referred to the initial, stress-free state of the structure, whereas in the 

updated Lagrangian formulation all variables are referred to the last calculated de

formed configuration. The co-rotational formulation was developed independently 
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by many. It has also been given various names, e.g. 'natural approach', c./. Argyris 

et al. [JHAS79], or 'convected coordinate formulation', c./. Hinton [He92J. This is 

a geometrically nonlinear formulation in which a local Cartesian coordinate system 

is attached to the element and is allowed to rotate continuously with the element as 

the deformation proceeds. The main characteristic, hence, is the separation of the 

element rigid body movements from the local deformations which occur within the 

finite element itself. This approach entails the separation of large nonlinearities (as

sociated with the connectors) from the smaller local nonlinearities appearing within 

the element. The equilibrium equations are derived by considering the deformation 

of the element relative to the current position of the moving Cartesian system in 

its undeformed shape prior to the transformation to global coordinates. In the case 

of small strains local nonlinearities are often ignored and geometrical nonlinearities 

are introduced solely through the transformation from local to global coordinates. 

It should be mentioned here that the total and updated Lagrangian formulations 

are based on the corresponding well-established theories from nonlinear continuum 

mechanics, c./. Bathe et al. [KJBW75], and should, therefore, yield the same nu

merical results as they are theoretically equivalent (provided that the transformation 

from local to global level is performed correctly in the updated Lagrangian formula

tion). The advantage of the updated Lagrangian formulation and the co-rotational 

formulation over the total Lagrangian formulation is that, in case of small strains, 

there is increased difficulty in solving geometrically nonlinear problems as rotations 

are allowed to become larger. This is because finite rotations are nonaccumula

tive quantities, i.e. they do not comply with vector addition as is explained e.g. 

by Malvern [Mal69]. The motion of individual elements for thin plates and shells 

consists to a large extent of rigid body movements. Therefore, rigid body rotations 

may be eliminated and deformation rotations relative to local coordinates become 

smaller quantities. 

3.5 Convergence and patch test 

Validation of the approximate computed results is accomplished by proving that 

the results converge towards the exact solution of the problem when the mesh is 
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refined. Most of the finite elements employed today do not satisfy the inter-element 

continuity requirement for convergence as the minimum Cl continuity demands a 

high-order displacement polynomial representation and many degrees of freedom. 

Elements violating this condition are called nonconfonning elements as opposed 

to conforming elements. Experience has shown, unexpectedly, that nonconforming 

elements can perform even better than their conforming counterparts. 

The patch test, first introduced by Irons et ale [BCIZ65], provides a means 

to check whether the solution obtained in using a given element converges to the 

correct answer, when the mesh is arbitrarily refined. Considering a patch of finite 

elements containing at least one internal node, i.e. a node completely surrounded 

by elements, the element then passes the patch test if the computed results for the 

internal point coincide with the exact theoretical values. For simple finite elements 

already known to pass the patch test, the patch test is usually employed as an a.id 

to verify the computer program or code. 

A finite element based on a nonlinear theory should ideally be capable of repro

ducing exactly the following physical actions: 

• three translational rigid body movements; 

• three rotational rigid body movements; 

• three independent constant states of membrane stra.in "YOI(J; 

• two independent constant states of curvature "0101 and a constant curvature 

state ~12 satisfying the integrability condition (~12)2 = ~11"22; 

• all the above actions in any possible combination. 

It is prudent to note that the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle, 

which is used throughout the present work and discussed in more detail in Chapter 

4, is based on the von Karman nonlinear plate theory as described in Chapter 2 and 

passes the totality of the nonlinear von Karman patch tests for constant strain and 

curvature, c.f. Providas [Pro90]. 
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The geometrically nonlinear 

constant moment triangle 

4.1 Introduction 

A great number of finite elements suitable for solution of geometrically nonlinear 

problems of thin plate and shells are based on either the updated Lagrangian formu

lation or the co-rotational formulation. When the local nonlinearities are ignored, 

linear equations are obtained on the local level which makes the formulation eas

ier. Therefore, the introduction of geometrical nonlinearities through transformation 

from element to system level extends the applicability. Evidently, there is a restric

tion upon the size of the finite elements and that, in case local nonlinea.rities are 

disregarded, patch test solutions cannot be covered exactly. 

Therefore, the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle, which is a flat 

triangular element and is itself based on a geometrically nonlinear theory, has been 

developed by Morley [Mor91] with the hope that in this way no restrictions upon 

mesh size exist anymore and that more reliable solutions are obtained for a coarser 

mesh. This flat triangular element, derived through the total Lagrangian method, 

is based on the von Karman geometrically nonlinear theory, which was discussed 

in Chapter 2, and passes the totality of the nonlinear von Karman patch tests for 

constant strain and curvature, c./. [Pro90]. It is the simplest possible geometrically 

nonlinear finite element which is accurate for the solution of general problems for 

31 
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thin plates and shells (moderate 4>01 and small 4». The element has constant stresses 

and constant moments and its connection properties are identical to those of the el

ement obtained by the superposition of the constant strain triangle by Turner et ale 

[MJTT56] and the displacement version of the constant moment triangle by Morley 

[Mor71] in the linear analysis. It is an equilibrium element which in its displace

ment formulation is a nonconforming finite element, i.e. interelement continuity is 

violated, but is believed to be equally important as the constant strain triangle a.nd 

the constant moment triangle in the linear finite element a.nalysis. In particula.r, 

from the mathematical viewpoint, existence of the nonlinear triangle introduces a. 

new basis from which to consider convergence a.nd accuracy of approximate solutions 

when using nonconforming finite elements. 

In this chapter the geometry of the triangle is described first of all. Then, 

equations from the von Karman theory are stated, followed by the finite element 

derivation of the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle for which, in the 

concluding section, a matrix formulation suitable for finite element computation is 

presented. 

4.2 Geometry of the flat triangle 

The un deformed middle surface of the flat triangle is described by the position vector 

(4.2.1 ) 

where xi denote the Cartesian coordina.tes in the space with reference frame of unit 

vectors ei and the eOi are oblique rectilinear coordinates aligning with sides 1 and 2 

of the triangle, c./. Figure 4.1. 

In the sequel use is made of ei such that 

( 4.2.2) 

where x~ gives the magnitude of xi at vertex j. The natural base vectors along eOi 

are 

r,OI • • ( 4.2.3) - X,OI e. 

where 

x' x' x3 x' x' i (4.2.4) 
,1 - 1 ,2 - 2 X3 • 
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sidel side3 

3 e 1 
~----------.:::::a._ ~1 

(0,0) side2 (1,0) 

Figure 4.1. Geometry of the triangle. 

Covariant components defined as in Chapter 2 are 

where Ii is the length of side i and 

112 - (l.)2 + (12)2 - (13)2 , 

123 _ (12)2 + (13)2 - (1.)2 , 

131 - (13)2 + (l1)2 - (12)2 . 

The determinant of aOt{J is 

33 

(4.2.5) 

( 4.2.6) 

( 4.2.7) 

w here A denotes the area of the triangle. Alternatively, A can be ca.lculated from 

( 4.2.8) 

The unit vector orthogonal to the undeformed middle surface defined as in Chapter 

2 is 

n = n' ea (4.2.9) 

where 

(4.2.10) 
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and the remaining components follow by cyclic permutation of the superscripts. 

The triangle is enclosed by the boundary C consisting of straight lines (sides of the 

triangle). Tedious algebra yields values of h:, and h:' important for computation 

as in Table 4.1. 

side 1 side 2 side 3 side 1 side 2 side 3 

h~, -ft I 4'1~3 hI' 2A 0 2A iii; 1 -T." 13 
h~, & _.h... Jll.. ~' 0 2A 2A 

2A 4AI3 -12 1; 

h~, 0 1 1 h1' -¥t; 12 -~ 12 -13 

h~, 1 0 1 h2' -It h2. ~ -"h 13 2 212 

Table 4.1. 11.:, and h~' values along triangle sides. 

4.3 Equations from the von Karman nonlinear theory 

Recalling the strain and curvature equations 

1 
'"Ya{J '2 ( uo,{J + u{J,a + w,aw,{J) , 

""a{J - -w,o{J, (4.3.11) 

with displacement vector 

(4.3.12) 

constant curvature states associated with inextensional bending prevail when '"Ya{J = 
0, leading to a system of three differential equations which upon elimination of the 

1£Ol reduces to a single differential equation 

( 4.3.13) 

Satisfaction of this equation guarantees that strains '"Ya{J are integrable. 

For constant stress resultants Na{J and constant stress couples Ma{J the von 

K8.rm8.n differential equations of equilibrium reduce to 

POl 0 , 

(4.3.14) 

where pOl and p denote the surface and out-of-plane loads, respectively. 
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Consistent with the above, a Hu-Washizu functional nG for the energy can be 

set up as 

n 1 1 Hap). ( h
2 

G = 2 A '" 'YOI{J'Y).", + 12 K.OIpK.).", ) dA 

L (p*w) dA 

L {'YaP - ~ (uOI,p + Up,OI + w,oW,p ) } Nap dA 

L (KOIP + W,OIP ) M°{J dA 

- f {NI'OI' (uOI , - uOI') + Hi (w" - Wi) JOK 

+ VI' (W - 10) + M 1'1' ( 4>1' - (PI' ) } ds 

- f (Ni,OI'uOI, + R';Wi + VI~W + Mi'I,t/>t, ) ds , JOT ( 4.3.15) 

c.!. [Was82]. Here, A denotes the area of the element, Hi is the concentrated normal 

force at the i'th corner Ri = Mt2' - Mp2, where the superscripts + and - refer 

to values calculated at positions st = lim(_o(s + E), si = lim(_o(s - E), with E a 

small positive scalar and VI' is the Kirchhoff force which under the assumption of 

constant Nap and Map becomes VI' = NI,OI'w,OI" The term C = CK + CT describes 

the total element boundary with CK being the part of the boundary where kine

matic conditions are prescribed and CT is the part of the boundary where tractions 

are prescribed. The only subsidiary condition to be satisfied is <Pt' = -W,I" All 

independent primary quantities 11,01' wand KOI{J are subject to arbitrary variation as 

well as the Lagrange multipliers NaP, MaP, NI,OI', Hi, VI" MI'I'. The uOI,(s), w(s) 

and ~l'(S) represent prescribed displacements and rotation quantities on CK with 

wi being the prescribed displacement w at vertex i. Analogously, Ni,OI" VI~ and 

Mi'l' are the tractions prescribed on CT with Ri being the prescribed concentrated 

load in direction of n at corner i. 

Putting 

.sna = 0 ( 4.3.16) 

gives all fundamental equations which underlie the displacement formulation of the 

von Karman theory. Note that the subsidiary condition 

4>1' == -W.I' (4.3.17) 
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is determined from 

-w ,a 

( 4.3.18) 

The von Karman patch test refers to displacements U o and w which provide 

constant values for 10(3 and K,a(3. This entails the requirements for displacements 

U o to be complete cubic polynomials, whereas the displacement w has the form of 

a complete quadratic polynomial. The terms Ua and w can be written in either 

Cartesian coordinates, c.!. Allman [AIl82], or alternatively in oblique coordinates, 

c.!. Morley [Mor91] and Providas [Pro90]. 

4.4 The geometrically nonlinear constant moment 

triangle 

The triangle has 12 connectors, c.!. Figure 4.2. These are recognizably identical with 

those from the linear analysis with the superposition of the constant strain tria.ngle 

of 'lUrner et ale [MJTT56] and the displacement version of the consta.nt moment 

tria.ngle of Morley [Mor11]. 

The geometricaJIy nonlinear constant moment tria.ngle passes the totality of the 

von Karman patch tests for constant strain and constant curvature in the sense 

that recovery over the patch domain is achieved of displacement w with attendant 

curvatures "01(3 = -w.o(J and bending rotations fJo = -W,o, while recovery of dis

placements Uo is restricted to their collnector positions with recovery of the consta.nt 

strains iolJ limited to integrated averages taken over the triangle. 
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sidel side3 

e2 

e 
3 5 1 

Ua 3, W3 4>1'5 Ua l, WI 

side2 

Figure 4.2 Connectors for the geometrically nonlinear 

constant moment triangle .. 
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It is readily observed that for passing the patch test the U a and W must be 

cubic and quadratic polynomials, respectively. On the interelement boundaries, the 

in-plane displacements ua and the deflection w vary linearly whereas the normal 

rotation 4>t, is assumed to be constant along each side. The modified generalized 

Bu-Washizu variational principle with the constant strain tensor 7aP is defined by 

7a(J = ~ L 'Ya(J dA = ~ l4 (ua.(J + uIJ,a + w,aw,IJ) dA ( 4.4.19) 

where A is the element area. In the distributions for the assumed cubically varying 

Ua it is found that the terms eiej(ei - ej) (no sum) and ete2e3 are superftuous 

to the calculation of 7aIJ and hence also to the design of the non-linear triangle 

which accordingly is proceeded on the basis that the distributions of Ua and W 

are all quadratically varying. These quadratica.1ly varying distributions of Ua and 

W when substituted into the weak form of the strain/displacement relations give 

constant strains 7ap which are identical with those from equation (4.4.19). The first 

variation of the Bu-Washizu functional then reduces to a statement of virtual work 

a.nd the remaining finite element formulation proceeds in conventional manner. 

Considering the boundary conditions, if side 1 coincides with part of the patch 

boundary, it is then appropriate to prescribe as contributions to the boundary con-
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ditions at connectors 2, 4 and 3, c.l. . Figure 4.2, the quantities 

4'1 Ni'I' or • 1£1'2 , 

4ltNi'2' or • "2'2 , 

4'1Ni'I' or • 1£1'3 , 

~IINi'2' or • 
~'3 , (4.4.20) 

Mi'2' -ltNi'I,(~<pi'4 - 112lt~i'2/) 
-It Ni'2'{ 2~1 (wi - wi) - ~llK2'2'} or • W2 , 

- Mi'2' - It Ni'I'( ~<Pi/4 + 112'l~i'2') 
-It Ni'2'{ 2~1 (wi - wi) + ~ll~2'2'} or • W3 , 

11 {Mi'l' + 112(lt)2~i'2'Ni'1'} or <Pi '4' , 

where an asterisk denotes magnitude at the solution or increment point depending 

on the case. 

4.5 Matrix formulation 

A matrix procedure which sets up the left hand side of the nonlinear equations of 

equilibrium as well as the tangent stiffness matrix is presented in a way convenient 

for finite element computing in Morley [Mor91] as in the following. 

Let 

a (4.5.21 ) 

with 

u - (1£111£21 1£12 1£22 UI3 U23)T , 

w (Wt W2 W3)T , ( 4.5.22) 

where the connectors of u are as in Figure 4.2. Also, 
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Nll 

N N22 (4.5.23) 

2N12 

Mll 

M M22 

2M12 

The finite element derivation described in the prequel reveals that the 1o.{J be 

expressed by 

ill 

so that 

fry = B6u + Bw6w + B,,61t ( 4.5.25) 

where 

2 0 0 0 -2 0 

B 
1 

- - 0 0 0 2 0 -2 
2 

0 1 1 0 -1 -1 

2( WI - W3) 0 -2(Wl - W3) 

Bw 
1 

2(W2 - W3) -2(W2 - W3) - - 0 
2 

(4.5.26) 

W2 - W3 Wt- W3 -Wt - W2 +2WJ 

Kn + K22 Kn -2Kt2 

B" 
1 

-2K12 - 12 1';22 Ktt + K22 

K12 K12 Kn + K22 - 3K12 

Since 

Bw6w - eSBww , 

B"eSlt - eSB,,1t , (4.5.27) 

it follows that 

(4.5.28) 
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The practical components for the strains and curvatures are as defined in Table 4.1 

so that 

With 

ha h{J -1a'{J' - a' {J,1a{J , 

11'1' 
~, 

, 12'2' 

11'2' 

"1'1' 

"1'2' 

this becomes in matrix notation 

'1' H'1 , 

(4.5.29) 

(4.5.30) 

(4.5.31 ) 

where H is the matrix containing the practical components used for transformation 

between local oblique and global systems and is given by 

h~,h~, h~,h~, 2h~,h~, 

H - h~,h~, h~,h~, 2h~,h~, (4.5.32) 

h~,h~, h~,h~, h~,h~, + h~,h~, 
which has the inverse 

l' hI hI l' 
l 2' I 2' 11 11 211' 12' 11 11 

H-1 - hrl~' h2' h2' 2 2 2~'hr ( 4.5.33) 

11' hI' 
II 2 h2' h2' 1 2 hl'~' h1'1 2' 1 + 2 11 

Introducing the further notations 

N1'1' 

N' N 2'2' 

N1'2' 

MI'I' 

M' - (4.5.34) 
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with 

1 ., 0 

D' = Eh 
(4.5.35) 1- .,2 

1 0 

sym 2(1 - .,2) 

appropriate to a triangle made of isotropic material with E the Young's modulus, II 

the Poisson's ratio and h the thickness, it then follows that 

(4.5.36) 

with inverses 

( 4.5.37) 

which allows the constitutive relations to be written as 

N' = n'-y' M' = h
2 

D' ,,' , 12 

h2 

, M = 12 D" (4.5.38) 

where 

D = HTn'H . (4.5.39) 

Using the reduced Hu-Washizu functional, the total strain energy n is written as 

n ~ Lf ( No{J ;Yo{J + M°{J K.o{J ) dA 

A 11,2 
- 2" (-yT D -y + 12 itT D,,) 

A [( uTBT + !wTB~ + !"TB!) D (Bu + -21 
Bww + -2

1 
B"" ) 

2 2 2 

h2 

+ 12 "TDIt] 

- aTKsEa 

where KSE is the symmetrical matrix 

BTDB iBTDBw 

KSE - A lB~DBw 

sym 

Taking a. variation c5n gives 

112 
c5n - A ( c5-y D -y + 12 c5" T D It ) 

( 4.5.40) 

i BTDB
" 

lB~DB" (4.5.41) 

1 T h2 D 
:tB" DB" + 12 

1 1 h2 

_ A {( c5uTBT + c5wTB~ + c5"TB!) D (Bu + '2Bww + '2B",,) + 12 c5"T D It} 

_ c5aTKa (4.5.42) 
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where K is the asymmetrical stiffness matrix 

K - A B~DB !B~DBw !B~DB" (4.5.43) 

BrDB !BrDBw !B"TDB" + ~;D 
The column matrix Ka now gives the left hand side of the nonlinear equations of 

equilibrium, i.e. the generalized forces, taken with respect to the variations lJaT as 

Ka - A 

- A 

BTN 

BTN w 

BrN+M 

NIl 

NI2 

N I2 

N22 

_(Nll + N22) 

_(N22 + N 12 ) 

(WI - w3)Nll + (W2 - w3)N12 

(W2 - w3)N22 + (WI - w3)NI2 

-(WI - w3)N ll - (W2 - w3)N22 - (WI + W2 - 2W3)NI2 

II2(N OtPK.OtP + N ll K.22) + Mll 

II2(NOtPK.OtP + N 22K.ll) + M22 

1{ -N ll K,12 - N 22K.12 + N I2(K.ll + K.22 - 3K(12)} + 2M12 

The tangent stiffness matrix is derived by first writing 

B~N = BGww , 

where BGw and BGIC are the symmetric geometric stiffness matrices 

N ll N 12 _(Nll + NU) 

BGw N 22 _(N22 + N12) 

sym Ntt + N22 + 2N12 

NIl Nll + N 12 2NI2 

1 N22 2N12 
BGIC - . 

12 
sym -2(Nll + N 22 + 3N12) 

(4.5.44) 

(4.5.45) 

( 4.5.46) 
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Therefore 

BG1I1 6w , 

6BT N 
" 

The second variation 62 II of equation (4.5.40) gives 

which can be written as 

where KT is the symmetrical tangent stiffness matrix 

KT - A 

sym 

BTDB" 

B~DB" 

B~DB" +.Ba" + ~;D 
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( 4.5.47) 

(4.5.48) 

( 4.5.49) 

( 4.5.50) 

The connectors UOtj, Wj, KOt{J in equations (4.5.21) and (4.5.22) are readily trans

formed to the global connectors uj, 4>1'., 4>1'5, 4>1'6 of shell space first by noting 

equations (4.3.12) and (4.2.3) which give 

(4.5.51) 

where the Z~Ot are defined in equations (4.2.4) and by noting equations (4.2.9) which 

give 

( 4.5.52) 

where the n' are defined by equations (4.2.10). The KOt{J are then transformed by 

where the relationships are obtained through the finite element derivation. 
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On the general theory of the 

stability of equilibrium of 

discrete conservative systems 

5.1 Introduction 

The general theory of the stability of equilibrium of cons<'rvative systems \I,',\.s founded 

by Koiter in his now celebrated dissertation 'On the stability of elastic equilibrium' 

[Koi45]. The energy criterion for stability of equilibrium of a conservativ(' system re

quires that the total potential energy, consisting of the sum of internal and external 

energy, has a local minimum. This forms the basis of Koiter's work. He assumes that 

the total potential energy can be expanded in a Taylor's series in ascending powprs 

of the displacements (and their derivatives) of an elastic body and his analysis pro

ceeds, by investigation of a sequence of minimum problems, to establish the basic 

results accepted today. While his early formulation relates specifically to continuous 

conservative systems, it is possible to adapt it to obtain a perturbation analysis of 

a discrete conservative system with a finite number of variables, as encountered in 

present computer techniques like the finite element method. 

In contrast to the perturbation methods, there exists another class of solution 

t{'rlllliques where t he governin~ nonlinear equations of a discrete (onsprvativ(> system 

an' solved iteratively at different values of the paramet(>r to fill<1 points which define 

·1 1 
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equilibrium paths. For this type of iterative approach it "is useful to have available 

a version of the theory which, from the outset, featurE:S a natural parameter of 

the system as the independent variable. Modern finite element methods generally 

employ solution techniques of this class. 

The potential energy function of a discrete conservative system, like that result

ing from the finite element analysis of elastic plates and shells, may be written 

n = n(a,A) , (5.1.1) 

where the elements of the displacement vector a are taken as the generalized coor

dinates of the system which describe its state of deformation and A represents the 

intensity of the applied loads. Equation (5.1.1) is a more general form of equation 

(3.2.5) where A has a specified value. The equilibrium equations follow as usual from 

the stationary nature of n and we may write 

f( a, A) = K a - p o , (5.1.2) 

where 

Ji(a,A) = n,i = 0 , i = l, .. ,n, (5.1.3) 

with n denoting the total number of degrees of freedom in the system and the sub

script Ii indicates partial differentiation with respect to the displacement parameter 

ai. In general, equation (5.1.2) is nonlinear in a and A. For conservative proportional 

loading the load vector p may be expressed as 

P = AP* , (5.1.4) 

where p. is a constant vector of reference loads. 

Every solution a of equation (5.1.2) for a given value of A describes an equilibrium 

state which can be represented with the point (a, A) in an (n + 1) dimensional 

space spanned by the generalized coordinates and the load intensity. The set of 

all equilibrium points derived through continuous deformation from the undeformed 

state (a = 0,.\ = 0) define a curve which is referred to as the primo'1l or the 

fundamental equilibrium path. It is usual in the solution of nonlinear problems that 

for a given value of .\ more than one equilibrium solution a may exist. This means 

that M!COnda'1l equilibrium ptJthB may exist and usually appear as branches to the 

fundamental equilibrium path at bifurcation points. 
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Equilibrium paths (or parts of an equilibrium path) can be stable or unstable. 

Stable equilibrium configurations are characterized by a positive definite tangent 

stiffness matrix (Hessian matrix), 

n,ij = KT , i,j = 1, .. ,n . (5.1.5) 

Unstable equilibrium states are characterized by an indefinite n,ij' The transitional 

state from a stable to an unstable configuration or vice versa is marked by a singular 

n,ij and it is called critical state. The corresponding point on the equilibrium path 

is called singular point or critical point. 

In the following, the general theory of the stability of equilibrium of discrete 

conservative systems is used for an approach that features a natural parameter, such 

as the applied loading of a system, as the independent variable: all results are thus 

conveniently established without recourse to any artificial parameters. In section 5.2 

the criteria for identifying singular (critical) points, which include bifurcation points 

and limit points, and determining their stability are obtained in a simple matrix 

form suitable for computation in the form of so-called stability coefficients. Note 

that section 5.2 is based on a report by Bangemann [Ban92] which itself is based on 

a paper by Allman [A1l89b]. Section 5.3 is based on a report by Morley [Mor94] and 

provides an alternative equivalent formulation for computing the above mentioned 

stability coefficients by making direct use of higher order directional derivatives. 

5.2 Matrix interpretation of the general theory of the 

stability of equilibrium of discrete conservative 

systems 

5.2.1 Introduction 

A derivation of the theory of the stability of equilibrium of discrete conservative 

systems is given which conveniently establishes all results in a simple matrix form 

suitable for finite element computation. First, the criteria for identifying the type 

of a singular point are obtained by an application of the differential calculus to the 

equilibrium equations of a system. The stability of equilibrium of a singular point 

is then determined by consideration of an increment of the total potential energy 
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expressed as a Taylor series expansion in terms of differentials of energy, instead 

of the equivalent series expansion in terms of displacements and their derivatives 

proposed by Koiter. 

Critical points can be either limit points or bifurcation points. They are marked 

by a singular tangent stiffness matrix. Limit points occur when the tangent to 

the load-deflection curve becomes horizontal. Bifurcation points are points on the 

solution path from which the solution may proceed along several paths, some stable 

and the others unstable. 

The results obtained for singular points using the differential theory are, of 

course, essentially the same as those of Koiter and other authors; but the present 

analysis displays all the basic features by a direct, unified formulation which should 

prove useful for practical calculations. 

5.2.2 Singular points in discrete conservative systems 

The potential energy function of a discrete conservative system is assumed to be a 

continuously differentiable form 

(5.2.1 ) 

where the variables at describe the degrees of freedom and A is the intensity of applied 

loading. An equilibrium state of such a system, for a specified value of A, is associated 

with a stationary value of the potential energy function IT; the corresponding at are 

then functions of the independent variable A which are determined implicitly by the 

nonlinear equations of equilibrium from 

o (5.2.2) 

where 
n an 

6n - L: -a . 6at • 
. t a • • = 

( 5.2.3) 

Consider 

n n. + n~ (5.2.4) 

with the strain energy n. given by 

1 T n. = 2a KSEa, (5.2.5 ) 
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KSE being the appropriate (n X n )-matrix in the finite element context. The loading 

is contained in 

n~ = - A ~ (p*)T a (5.2.6) 

where A is the area considered, ~ is the loading intensity and p. is the constant 

reference load vector. 

Altogether we thus get 

n (5.2.7) 

with 

L>' - - A ~ . (5.2.8) 

The first variation 6n then becomes 

(5.2.9) 

with the appropriate stiffness matrix K, yielding the nonlinear equilibrium equations 

n,Cli = Ka + L>'p· = 0 . (5.2.10) 

The second variation 62n is given by 

(5.2.11) 

where the symmetric tangent stiffness matrix KT has eigenvalues g(r) and corre

sponding eigenvectors e(r) defined relative to an (arbitrary) positive definite sym

metric matrix T by the equations 

KTe(r) 

(e(r»T T e(r) 

g(r) Te(r) (no sum on r) , 

1 . (5.2.12) 

A minimum point of n corresponds to a state of stable equilibrium of the system and 

the aasociated positive definite matrix KT has all positive eigenvalues tI(r). If the 

matrix KT, evaluated at an equilibrium point, has any negative eigenvalues then the 

potential energy function attains local maxima in the directions of the correspond

ing eigenvectors and this state of the system is one of unstable equilibrium. The 

transition from stable to unstable equilibrium occurs when at least one eigenvalue, 
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say 8(1), becomes zero; the matrix KT is then singular and this point on an equilib

rium path is accordingly termed a singular point or critical point. Singular points 

indicate either that there is a bifurcation of the equilibrium path into alternative, 

stable or unstable, branches or that a limit point has been reached. It is therefore 

important to detect and calculate singular points in addition to stable points on an 

equilibrium path. Attention is restricted here to 'simple' singular points on a stable 

equilibrium path, i.e. where just one eigenvalue of the matrix KT is equal to zero, 

so that the eigenvalues 8(r) are given by 

8(n) > ... > 8(2) > 8(1) = 0 . (5.2.13) 

Consider a differential change d)' in the parameter). which produces a differential 

change da in the dependent variable a; from equation (5.2.2) the total differentials 

d(6I1) of the equilibrium equations in equation (5.2.10) of a system vanish, so that 

d)' and da satisfy 

d(6ll) = 0 (5.2.14) 

entailing 

KT da + L p. d)' = 0 (5.2.15) 

with 

L 
oL). 

-A (5.2.16) 
0). 

and 

da = (dal, ... ,dan)T . (5.2.17) 

If KT is nonsingular, equation (5.2.15) can be solved for the differential da, but a 

simple estimate (ai + dai) of the coordinates of a neighbouring point on the equi

librium path is a good approximation only if d)' is sufficiently small. Practical 

calculation of points on an equilibrium path requires more sophisticated methods 

than merely repeated solutions of equation (5.2.15). At a singular point, however, 

equation (5.2.15) cannot be solved, but the nature of the point can be investigated 

by forming the components of d(ll.Gi) in the directions of each eigenvector e(r) of 

equations (5.2.12) to obtain a new system of equations 

o . (5.2.18) 
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Directing attention at the first of these equations, with r = 1 and 0(1) = 0, and 

defining the first order stability coefficient JL as 

(5.2.19) 

or, equivalently, 

(5.2.20) 

shows that 

either JL :F 0 and dA = 0 

or JL o and dA indeterminate . (5.2.21) 

The first of equations (5.2.21) is the condition for a limit point. Since dA = 0, but 

oCr) :F 0 for r > 1 in the remaining (n - 1) equations, it follows that 

(5.2.22) 

whence it is deduced that the differential changes in the dependent variables at a 

limit point are proportional to the eigenvector (1), i.e. 

(5.2.23) 

where ds is a differential amplitude which has, as yet, an unspecified magnitude. 

The second of equations (5.2.21) is the condition for a bifurcation point. Now it 

follows from equation (5.2.18) that 

(5.2.24) 

which implies that the differential da at a bifurcation point takes a more general 

form than that given in equation (5.2.23) for a limit point, namely 

(5.2.25) 

where the components of the vector b = (h1,h2, ... ,bn)T are 

" hi = E p(r) dr
) for i = 1, ... , n , (5.2.26) 

r=2 

i.e. 

b - E/3 , (5.2.27) 
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where 

0 d2) ~~n) 0 

0 ~~2) ~~n) /J(2) 

E= 
0 ~~2) ~~n) 

, (3 = 
/J(3) 

(5.2.28) 

o ~~2) 

The coefficients /J(r) are calculated by substituting equation (5.2.25) and equa

tion (5.2.26) into equation (5.2.24) to obtain, using the second of equations (5.2.12), 

(5.2.29) 

or, in matrix notation, 

(5.2.30) 

where E is as in equations (5.2.28) and the diagonal: matrix e contains the eigen-

values in the form 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 -om 
0 0 1 0 0 

9= 
-8m 

(5.2.31) 

o 0 o 0 1 
-j{ftY 

Therefore, the vector b can be written as 

( 5.2.32) 

It is necessary to employ a higher order approximation for further investigation of 

the bifurcation point and the limit point. This is accomplished by generating the 

second total differential tP( c5ll) of equation (5.2.14) and by stipulating that 

( 5.2.33) 

in order to then get, c.l. equation (5.2.15) and equation (5.2.19), 

(5.2.34) 
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revealing 

KT(d2a) + (8r:::,» (tP~) + (8KT(da» da 

+ 26(8(::t» dad>. + (82~~:J)(d>.)2 = 0 . 

Here, the term (8KT(da» in equation (5.2.35) is defined by 

( 8{(KT)11) 8{(Krlu} ) d 
BOI ' ... , 80" a 
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(5.2.35) 

( 8{(KT)"I) 8{(Krl"1} ) da 
BOl , ... , 80" ( 8{(KT )",,) 8{(KT )",,}) da 

BO l ' ... , 8a" 
(5.2.36) 

where KT has entries 

(5.2.37) 

Forming now the components of tP(ll,Gi) in the directions of the eigenvectors (r) 

and using equations (5.2.12) provides the result, c.!. equation (5.2.35), 

«((r»T d2(n,Oi) = 8(r) «((r»T T (d2a) 

+ «((r»T (8(ll,4 i » (d2-X) 
8-X 

+ (e(r»T (8KT{da» da 

+ 2 (e(r»T 6(8(ll,4J)dad-X 
lJ-X 

+ ({(r»T (82~~i.J)(d>.)2 

- o. (5.2.38) 

Directing attention, again, at the first of these equations, with r = 1 and 8(1) = 0, 

and substituting equation (5.2.25) for da gives a quadratic equation for calculating 

the differential amplitude ds in terms of known quantities d-X and (d2 ~), namely 

(5.2.39) 

where IJ is defined in equation (5.2.19) and the second order stability coefficients A, 

B and C are 

A _ «((l»T (8KT«((l») e(l) , 

B _ «((l»T (8KT(b»(I) + «((l»T (8!T) (1) , (5.2.40) 

c _ «((.»T (8KT(b» b + 2 «((.»T (8::) b + «((.»T (82~~;.l) . 
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A proof is given in Appendix A.l that the stability coefficient A as given in the first 

of the equations (5.2.40) coincides with A as in Allman's notation, c.l. [AJl89b]. It 

is prudent to note also that the coefficient A is identical with the third directional 

derivative d(PPP)n (when taken in the same direction e(l» as introduced by Morley 

[Mor91], 

A (5.2.41) 

c.l. Appendix A.2. 

The right hand side of equation (5.2.39) vanishes, of course, for a bifurcation 

point, since J' = 0, but it plays an important role in the analysis of a limit point as 

seen later. There are, in general, two real solutions of equation (5.2.39), provided 

B2 > AC, at a simple singular point; one corresponds to a primary 'fundamental' 

path and the other corresponds to a secondary 'bifurcation' path. But degenerate 

forms of equation (5.2.39) also correspond to types of singular points which often 

occur in physical systems. 

The three most common types of singular points are 

1. an asymmetric bifurcation point, where p. = 0, A 1:- 0, B2 > AC, giving two 

distinct solutions for ds, 

ds = ~ ( - B ± .j B2 - A C ) d.\ 
A 

(5.2.42) 

which are substituted into equation (5.2.25) to obtain the differential da; 

2. a symmetric bifurcation point, where p. = 0, A = 0, B ~ 0, giving a degenerate 

form of equation (5.2.39) 

( 2 B ds + C d.\ ) d~ = ° (5.2.43) 

but there are still two distinct solutions 

1 C 
ds - - 2 ( B ) d~ , 

d~ - 0. (5.2.44) 

The second of equations (5.2.44) means that d.\ = 0 in the direction of the 

bifurcation path at a symmetric bifurcation point and hence equation (5.2.25) 

for the differential da reduces to equation (5.2.23) for the limit point, with 
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ds indeterminate at this level of approximation. The differential da for the 

fundamental path is obtained by substituting the first of equations (5.2.44) 

into equation (5.2.25); 

3. a limit point, where JL :f; 0, A :f; 0, d)' = 0 (from the first of equations (5.2.21» 

giving another degenerate form of equation (5.2.39) 

(5.2.45) 

The two solutions of this equation for ds are equal but opposite in sign; 

they correspond to points lying on the unique equilibrium path, which closely 

bracket the limit point. Note that the existence of real values for ds requires 

an appropriate (positive or negative) second order change (til).) to make the 

right hand side of equation (5.2.45) positive. 

For convenience of reference the above results are recorded here as the following 

criteria for identifying the type of a singular point: 

(a) an asymmetric bifurcation point I' O,A:f;O; 

(b) a symmetric bifurcation point o , A - 0 ; (5.2.46) 

(c) a limit point I':f; O,A:f;O. 

The symmetric bifurcation point, appearing as the second of the criteria in equa

tions (5.2.46), occurs in two distinct types: stable symmetric and unstable sym

metric. Additional criteria for identifying these singular points are derived in the 

following section. 

5.2.3 Stability of equilibrium of singular points 

The stability of equilibrium of a simple singular point (a,).) is conditional upon the 

total potential energy function attaining a local minimum (stable equilibrium), a 

local maximum (unstable equilibrium) or a minimax point (unstable equilibrium). 

The natural condition that pertains can be determined by consideration of an in

cretnent an of the total potential energy expressed as a Taylor series expansion in 

terms of the differentials of n, such that 

an = n (a + da , ).) - n ( a, ). ) 

I 

f 
I 
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1 1 
dll ( a , .\) + 2! d2n ( a, .\) + 3! cPn ( a , .\ ) 

1 + 4! tttn ( a, .\) + .... (5.2.47) 

Here, the value of the natural parameter .\ is considered to be fixed at the singular 

point, and consequently d.\ = 0, (d2.\) = 0, etc, but the dependent variable a is 

allowed a differential change da, as specified by 

(5.2.48) 

and higher order differential changes d 2a, d3a, d4a, etc as necessary. According to 

the reasoning of the previous section the choice of da = (I)d3 correctly applies to 

all types of singular points because equation (5.2.25) for bifurcation points reduces 

to equation (5.2.23) for limit points if d.\ = o. The differential change da is also 

considered to be limited in magnitude by putting 

ds = £ (5.2.49) 

in equation (5.2.48), where £ is a small disturbance parameter. Under these assump

tions the differentials of energy dn, d2n, etc which appear in equation (5.2.47) are 

given by 

dn «((I})T n,ai £ 

d2n (d2a)T n,ai + «((I»T KT (1) £2 

(d3a)T n,ai + 3 (d2a)T KT (1) £ 

+ «((l»T (8KT«((1») (1) (3 

d'n _ (d4a)T n,ai + 4 (d3a)T KT (1) £ 

+ 3 (d2a)T KT (d2a) 

+ 6 (d2a)T (8KT«((1») (1) (2 

+ «((l»T (8(8KT«(1»)(((1») (1) £4 • 

(5.2.50) 

Some of the terms in the expressions of equations (5.2.50) vanish in virtue of equa

tion (5.2.10) and equations (5.2.12) and it is found that the first three differentials 

of energy evaluated at a singular point are 

dIl = 0, 

, 

I • 
f 
" 
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tPII - 0, 

,pn - Ail, 

where the coefficient A is given in the first of equations (5.2.40). 
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(5.2.51) 

At an asymmetric bifurcation point or a limit point A 'I 0 according to parts 

(a) and (c) of the criteria in equations (5.2.46), so equation (5.2.41) and equa

tions (5.2.51) show that the increment of the total potential energy is given by 

1 an = 3! Ail + 0 «(4) . (5.2.52) 

For a sufficiently small value of the disturbance parameter ( the increment an is seen 

to obey a cubic law close to those types of singular points and hence there is a point 

of inflexion of the total potential energy function in the direction of the eigenvector 

e(I). This means that an can decrease the total potential energy, so the asymmetric 

bifurcation point and the limit point are in a state of unstable equilibrium. 

At a sYlnmetric bifurcation point A = 0, according .to part (b) of the criteria in 

equations (5.2.46), so equation (5.2.41) and equations (5.2.51) show that the incre

ment An of the total potential energy depends principally on the fourth differential 

of energy d4n, given in the fourth of equations (5.2.50); using equation (5.2.10) and 

equations (5.2.12), this becomes 

d4n = 3 (d2a)T KT (d2a) 

+ 6 (d2a)T (8KT(e(I») e(l) (2 (5.2.53) 

+ (e(I»T (8(8KT(e(I»)(e(I») e(l) (4 • 

This expression involves terms in (d2a) and these are calculated, using the second 

of equations (5.2.12) and equation (5.2.48), from 

(5.2.54) 

whence, by differentiation, 

(5.2.55) 

Equation (5.2.55) read in conjunction with the second of equations (5.2.12) and 

equation (5.2.48) shows that (d2a) has the form 
n 

(d2a) = e(l) (d2s) + L c(r) e(r) (5.2.56) 
r=2 

I 
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where the coefficients c(r) are determined by substituting equation (5.2.56) into 

equation (5.2.35) (with d~ = 0, (cP~) = 0) and using equation (5.2.12) and equa.

tion (5.2.48), with ds = l, to obtain, c.l. Appendix A.3, 

(5.2.57) 

In matrix/vector notation we hence have with 

(5.2.58) 

the form 

(5.2.59) 

where e and E are defined in equation (5.2.31) and equation (5.2.28), respectively. 

Thus, equation (5.2.59) can be written as (. 

(5.2.60) 

Substituting now equation (5.2.60) into equation (5.2.53) gives the fourth differential 

of energy as 

(5.2.61) 

where the coefficient D is found to be, c.l. Appendix A.4, 

D = «((l»T (8(8KT«((1») «((1») (1) 

+ 3 «((l»T (8KT«((1»)T E e ET (8KT«((1») (1) . (5.2.62) 

A proof is given in Appendix A.5 that the stability coefficient D as given in equa

tion (5.2.62) coincides with the stability coefficient D as in Allman's notation, col. 

[A1l89b). It is prudent to note also that the first tenn of equation (5.2.62) is identi

cal with the lourth directional derivative d(pppp)n (when taken in the same direction 

eel»~ as introduced by Morley [Mor91), 

(5.2.63) 

c.J. Appendix A.6. 

The increment ~n of the total potential energy is obtained from equation (5.2.47), 

with dn = ,pn = cPU = 0, and equation (5.2.62), namely 

(5.2.64) 
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Considering a sufficiently small value of the disturbance parameter E now shows that 

the increment ~n obeys a quartic law close to a symmetric bifurcation point. This 

implies that the total potential energy function can attain either a local minimum 

(stable equilibrium), if D > 0, or a local maximum (unstable equilibrium), if D < 

0, in the direction of the eigenvector €(l). The following criteria for determining 

stability therefore apply 

(a) a symmetric bifurcation point is stable if D > 0; 

(b) a symmetric bifurcation point is unstable if D < o. (5.2.65) 

If the coefficients A and D in equations (5.2.40) and equation (5.2.62) are both zero, 

it is necessary to evaluate higher order differentials of energy in the expression for 

the increment ~n of the total potential energy in order to investigate the stability 

of equilibrium of a singular point. 

A further observation, noted also by Koiter in his continuum analysis, may also 

be made regarding applications of the criteria in equations (5.2.65). It is often im

practical to use more than a few of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (r = 2, ... , fl) 

to calculate an approximation to D in equation (5.2.62). Consequently, if this ap

proximation to D is negative, the equilibrium of a singular point is certain to be 

unstable in reality. Conversely, a positive value of D, calculated without using a 

complete set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, does not always mean that the equi

librium is actually stable. In the present work it is preferred to use the complete set 

of eigenvectors as for the computation of D the convenient matrix formulation as in 

equation (5.2.62) is derived. 

5.2.4 Finite element formulation for the geometrically nonlinear 

constant moment triangle 

The tangent stiffness matrix KT for the geometrically nonlinear constant moment 

triangle is given in equation (4.5.50) as 

B~DBw + BGw B~DBI( (5.2.66) 

sym B!DBI( + BGI( + ~;D 
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For the computation of the second order stability coefficients A, B and C the 'deriva

tive' of KT, the matrix (8KT(e(I») (taken in the direction of (1» as defined in 

equation (5.2.36), is required. Equation (5.2.66) entails then that (8KT«((l») be

comes the symmetric matrix 

0 BTDBw BTDB" 

(8KT(a» = ~A A TAT A AT AT A (5.2.67) 
2 BwDBw + BwDBw BwDB" + BwDB" , 

sym 
AT AT A 

B" DB" + B" DB" 

where the 'hatted' matrices are taken in the direction of (1) where (1) = (uT w T K,T)T, 

c.,. equation (4.5.21). 

Note that the terms involving (8J\T) and (a2~~2Qi» vanish as KT is independent 

of A and II,lIi is linear in A, respectively. Hence equations (5.2.40) for the second 

order stability coefficients reduce for the geometrically nonlinear constant moment 

triangle to 

A _ «((,»T (8KT «((I)» (I) , 

B «((I})T (8KT (b» ({I) , (5.2.68) 

C «((l})T (8KT(b» b . 

For the computation of the stability coefficient D the 'derivative' of (8KT«((1}», 

the matrix (8(8KT«(1}»(((1») (taken twice in the direction of (1», is required. 

Equation (5.2.67) entails then that (8(8KT«(1»)(((1») becomes the symmetric 

matrix 

o o o 
(5.2.69) 

sym 

where, again, the hatted matrices are taken (twice) in the direction of (I). 

The stability coefficient D is computed as in equation (5.2.62) by 

D = «((I»T (8(8KT«((I») «((I») (I) 

+ 3 «((I»T (8KT«((I»)T E e ET (8KT«((I») (I) . (5.2.70) 

It is prudent to note that the second order stability coefficients A, Band C 

can be calculated element wise and the result is obtained by then summing up over 

t 
~, 
, 
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the element contributions, but the second term in the expression for D must be 

compu ted on the global level. 

5.3 The geometrically nonlinear constant bending 

moment triangle and its repeated directional 

derivatives with respect to varied directions 

5.3.1 Introduction 

A formulation based on the paper by Morley [Mor91] is presented for the matrix 

evaluation of repeated directional derivatives with respect to varied directions for the 

geometrically nonlinear constant bending moment triangle. With the help of these 

directional derivatives the stability coefficients introduced earlier may be computed 

and, thus, an alternative way for determining the type and stability of critical points 

is provided. 

5.3.2 The directional derivative 

The directional (Gateaux) derivative dG = dG(a; iI) of the operator G = G(a) in 

the direction of iI is defined by 

. G(a + Ail) - G(a) 
dG = lim A ..x-o 

where 

say. Introducing 

a - (at, a:17 alJT (uT wT 

·T ... (ah a2, ak)T (uT 
a - - w 

c.l. equation (4.5.21), the first scalar 9 = g(a) with 

T g=eo+c a, 

(5.3.1 ) 

(5.3.2) 

"T)T } K,T)T 
, (5.3.3) 

(5.3.4) 
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is considered, where Co, Cl, C2, ••• , Cle are fixed constants. Let 9 = g( a) where1 

(5.3.5) 

Equations (5.3.1), (5.3.4), (5.3.5) and (5.3.2) then show that the directional deriva

tive dg = dg( a; a) of 9 in the direction of Ii is 

dg = D . (5.3.6) 

Consider next the matrix G = G( a) with 

G - (goo] - IJ , i, j = 1,2, ... , k (5.3.7) 

where the coefficients gij = g(a),j are defined similarly as for g(a) in equation (5.3.4) 

and let 

(5.3.8) 

where the coefficients gij = D( a )ij are defined similarly as for D( a) in equation (5.3.5). 

The directional derivative dG = dG(a; a) of the matrix G in the direction of a is 
then 

(5.3.9) 

Moreover, if say 

(5.3.10) 

then the directional derivative is 

(5.3.11 ) 

5.3.3 Repeated directional derivatives with respect to varied 

directions 

In order to denote repeated directional derivatives with respect to varied directions, 

it is convenient to replace the second of equations (5.3.3) with 

aA(p) _ (a"(p) aA(p) ... a(P)T - (u.(p)T w(p)T ;;,(p)T)T 
- l' 2' 'Ie -

(5.3.12) 

lin the application of the present results to the calculation of stability coefficients as are ex

preased by Allman [All89b) it is worth notilll that; == g,e, ii where the comma denotes partial 

differentiation wit.h respect to Ai and where the repeated index i denotes summation over the r&Dle 

i = 1, ... ,1.. 
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where p is a prescribed index. 

The directional derivative d(p)G of G in the direction of a(p) is then denoted by 

(5.3.13) 

The second directional derivative of e.g. equation (5.3.10) is 

where it is evident that 

(5.3.15) 

5.3.4 Repeated directional derivatives of the strain vector 

The strain vector 'Y for the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle of 

equation (4.5.28) is written 

- B IS lB 'Y - u + 2 wW + 2 ,.K. (5.3.16) 

Equations (4.5.26) and (4.5.27) then imply that 

B A (p) _ BA (p) 
wW - w W, (5.3.17) 

and the equations for repeated directional derivatives with respect to varied direc

tions become 

d(p)'Y = Bi1(p) + BwW(p) + B,.K(P) , 

d(pq)'Y = B~)w(p) + B~q) It(p) , 

d(pqr)'Y = 0 . 

Note that equations (5.3.17) show that 

(5.3.18) 

(5.3.19) 

which confirms that the sequence of directional differentiation is immaterial, i.e. 

d(,) - B A (p) + BA (p) + B- (p) 
7- u wW ,," 

(5.3.20) 
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5.3.5 Repeated directional derivatives of the strain energy 

The strain energy n as given in equation (4.5.40) is 

A h2 

n = -{-yTD-y + -"TD,,} 
2 12 

which has first directional derivative, c.l. equation (4.5.42), 

d(p)n = A{d(p)-yTD-y + h2 
d(p)" TD,,} 

12 
= i(p)Ka 

where K is the asymmetrical stiffness matrix 

K = A B!DB tB!DBtII ~B!DBIC 

BIDB ~BJDBtII ~BJDBIC + ~;D 
as in equation (4.5.43). 

The second directional derivative of n, c.l. equation (4.5.48), becomes 

where the asymmetrical matrix K2j is given by 

0 0 0 

K 2j = A B(q)T
DB til 

lB(q)TDB 2 w til 

lB(q)TDB 2 til IC 
B~q)TDB lB(q)TDB 2 Ii til 

lB(q)TDB 2 IC IC 

and the symmetrical matrix K2 is given by 

K2 = A B!DB B!DBtII B~DBIC 
T T T h2 

BIC DB BICDBtII BICDBIC + 12D 
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(5.3.21 ) 

(5.3.22) 

(5.3.23) 

(5.3.24) 

(5.3.25 ) 

(5.3.26) 

The role of the geometric stiffness matrices Bow and BolC of equations (4.5.45) in the 

derivation of the directional derivatives is considered in Appendix A. 7. Geometric 

stiffness matrices are introduced in computational structural analysis so as to achieve 

symmetry of the Hessian, i.e. of the tangent stiffness matrix KT of equations (4.5.48) 

and (4.5.49). 
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The third directional derivative D, in a similar way, then becomes 

d{pqr)n = A{ d(qr)" TDd(p)" + d(pr)" TDd(q)" + d(r)" TDd(pq),,} 

= i(p)TK3qi(r) + i(q)TK3ri(P) + i(r)TK
3p

i(q) 

where K 3q is the asymmetrical matrix 

o o 
K 3q = A 

and the fourth directional derivative of n becomes 

where, for example, K~~ is the asymmetrical matrix 

0 0 0 
i«6) - A 0 B(q)TDB(.s) B~)TDB~.s) 3q - w w 

0 B(q)T DB(.s) 
Ie W 

B~q)TDB~.s) 
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(5.3.21) 

(5.3.28) 

(5.3.29) 

(5.3.30) 

An alternative formulation for the repeated directional derivatives of D with re

spect to varied directions is given in Appendix A.8 where a.ll matrices are symmetric. 

5.3.6 Stability coefficients for Koiter's criteria 

The stability coefficients A, B, C and D, as derived in the prequel and given in 

equations (5.2.40) and equation (5.2.62), can now be expressed in terms of the 

directional derivatives of the strain energy introduced above by substituting from 

equations (5.3.21) and (5.3.29) so that symbolica.lly 

A = d("")n, 

B = d(ppq)n, 

C = d(ptq)n, 

D = d(pppp)n - ~ ~(d(ppq)n)2 
L..J 9(q) , 
q=2 

(5.3.31) 
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with 

d(ppp)rr = 3i(p)TK3pi(p), 

d(ppq)rr = 2i(p)TK3pi(q) + i(p)TK3qi(p), 

d(pqq)rr = 2i(p)TK3qi(q) + i(q)TK3pi(q), 

d(pppp)rr = 3i(p)TK~ i(p), 
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(5.3.32) 

where the appropriate substitutions for the a~p) and a~q) are ascertained from the 

previous section or the paper by Allman [All89b]. While the stability coefficients A, 

Band C can be calculated element by element and then summed, the summation 

term in the last of equations (5.3.31) for D must be calculated on a global basis. 
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Calculation of stable 

equilibrium paths 

6.1 Introduction I . 

In this chapter the numerical solution of equilibrium equations is elaborated on. In 

general, there exist two methods, perturbation methods and continuation methods. 

Perturbation methods consist of computer adaptations of Koiter's work [Koi45] or 

numerical implementations of the analyses by Thompson [Tho63], [Tho70] and the 

equivalent results derived by other people. The main characteristic is that they rely 

on power series expansion techniques. Hence, perturbation methods yield results 

that approximate the equilibrium paths only around a pre-determined solution point 

at which the series is taken. Continuation methods do not have this drawback and 

are employed in most of the modern finite element codes. The key feature is the 

use of iterations to correct an initially predicted solution for a particular point of 

the solution space. Many solution points can be calculated by gradually varying an 

independent parameter (usually the intensity of the applied loads) and, in this way, 

enabling the tracing of the equilibrium path. 

The emphasis of the present work lies in the investigation of bifurcation points 

(budding phenomena) rather than limit points (snapping phenomena) as for the 

latter methods suitable for finite e1eDlent computation already exist. Bifurcational 

buckling as well as limit points often exhibit huge structural changes and the compu-
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tation of the required switch procedures between bifurcation paths in earlier works 

have not been implemented in a satisfactory manner into finite element codes. 

In this chapter, after a note on linear bifurcation analysis, some of the com

monly used continuation methods for the calculation of stable equilibrium paths 

are discussed. Thereafter, a solution technique developed by Allman is described, 

where stable equilibrium paths are located reliably by a generalization of Newton's 

method, c.l. [All84], which converges only to minima in applications to find station

ary points of a function of several variables. Some important computational aspects 

are also considered such as reliably locating critical points. Then, a branch switching 

method, which has successfully been applied at bifurcation points in order to enter 

the post buckling regime on the stable equilibrium path, is presented. 

6.2 Linear bifurcation analysis 
I . , 

Buckling takes place when a member or a structure converts membrane strain energy 

into strain energy of bending with no change in externally applied load. A critical 

condition, at which buckling occurs, exists when it is possible that the deformation 

state may change slightly in a way that makes a loss in membrane strain energy 

numerically equal to the gain in bending strain energy. 

The effects of membrane forces are accounted for by a matrix KG that augments 

the conventional stiffness matrix Ko. The matrix KG is called the geometric stiffness 

matrix and it is thus defined by the element's geometry, displacement field, and state 

of stress. For the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle the matrices Ko 

and KG are given by 

BTnB 0 0 

Ko A 0 0 (6.2.1 ) 

sym h2n 
12 

0 0 0 

KG A BG. 0 (6.2.2) 

sym BG" 

c.l. equation (4.5.43) in the matrix formulation given in section 4.5. 

A bifurcation buckling load is the load for which a reference configuration of the 
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structure and an infinitesimally close (budded) configuration are both possible equi

librium configurations. As a budding displacement da takes place from a reference 

configuration a, the load does not change. Accordingly, 

(Ko + Ka )da = 0 , (6.2.3) 

or, equivalently, 

(Ko + ~er KG ) da = 0 , (6.2.4) 

where KG defines the reference state of KG. Note that here the so-called linear 

classical buckling analysis is followed where prebuckling rotations are either ignored 

or are zero. Equation (6.2.3) or equation (6.2.4) define a generalized eigenvalue 

problem the lowest eigenvalue of which, ~er, is associated with buckling. The critical 

load or buckling load P is then 

Per = ~er p* , 
i -

(6.2.5) 

where p* defines the reference state of the loading. The eigenvector da associated 

with ~er defines the buckling mode. The magnitude of da is indeterminate. There

fore, da identifies shape but not amplitude. 

Thus, the linear bifurcation analysis provides an easy way for calculating critical 

loads at which elastic structures buckle. It is to be noted, however, that physically 

significant answers can be obtained only for a limited number of problems such as 

for perfect structures. 

6.3 Commonly used continuation methods and branch 

switching 

6.3.1 Introduction 

There is a plethora of methods that can be employed for the iterative solution of 

nonlinear systems. Any of these techniques designed for the solution of nonlinear 

algebraic equations.-can be modified so that applicability in structural analysis in 

the form of a continuation method is obtained. This leads to the determination 

of a number of points that belong to the solution curve of interest, e.g. the stable 

--
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equilibrium path in the present work. Continuation methods are iterative meth

ods requiring starting values from a point found on the solution curve in order to 

construct an approximation for another point sought on the same solution curve. 

This must be done using a step-by-step procedure and, hence, continuation meth

ods can be classified essentially as predictor-corrector methods where the initially 

constructed prediction is corrected by employing the iterative technique at hand. 

6.3.2 The Newton-Raphson method 

The most popular method for the iterative solution of nonlinear systems is undoubt

edly the Newton-Raphson method. The equilibrium equations for the finite element 

model are as given in equation (3.2.1), Ka = p. This may be rewritten, assuming a 

fixed load value, as a set of functions for which the roots are sought, 

f( a) = Ka - p = 0 '[ . (6.3.6) 

Presume that for a given load value at the k'th iteration the approximate solution 

ak-l is known and an approximation (ak-l + 6ak) closer to the true solution is 

sought. 

Setting the first order Taylor series expansion at (ak-l + 6ak) equal to zero gives 

the system of linear equations 

(6.3.1) 

where the subscripts denote the iteration numbers. Equation (6.3.1) is then solved 

for the unknown 6ak and a new better approximation for ale is obtained from 

(6.3.8) 

The term ak is then substituted into equation (6.3.1) for a further correction and 

the procedure carries on until a certain cut-off criterion is satisfied and a solution 

point a or am is obtained if it is assumed that the calculations were performed for 

the m'th increment. The am is then used as a first approximation for the (m + 1 )'th 

increment. 

The initial starting vector ao for 'the first iteration increment is ideally chosen 

close to the unknown true answer. A common step is to employ a solution vector 
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obtained from the linear theory as an initial first guess. This approach is also made 

use of in the present work. 

The standard Newton-Raphson method as presented above has a quadratic rate 

of convergence, provided that the initial guess is close enough to the true solution 

and that the tangent stiffness matrix satisfies certain conditions as stated by Ortega 

and Rheinboldt [OR70). The popularity of the Newton-Raphson method is due to 

its good convergence properties as well as it being easy to implement into a com

puter code. The drawbacks, however, can be severe in complex problems. Firstly, 

the tangent stiffness matrix KT requires updating after each iteration, which is com

putationally extremely costly. The second drawback of the method is, that it may 

fail to converge due to numerical errors. 

6.3.3 Modified Newton-Raphson methods and Quasi-Newton-

Raphson methods I· • I 

In order to overcome the drawback of the standard Newton-Raphson method of 

continuously having to update the tangent stiffness matrix the so-called modified 

Newton-Raphson methods have won popularity. The idea here is to update the 

tangent stiffness matrix after each increment only rather than after each iteration. 

Alternatively, the updating can take place after every s iterations or when conver

gence becomes too slow. An interesting recent suggestion was made by Forsgren 

and Wngertz [FR93] who use both descent directions and directions with negative 

curvature. In this way, the applicability is extended to nonconvex problems and the 

method seems to provide a useful complement to other existing Newton-Raphson-

type techniques. 

Following the same objective as the modified Newton-Raphson methods, the 

qUQ8i-Newton-RapMon methods also try to avoid the costly computation of the in

verse of the tangent stiffness matrix as well as the slow convergence, which is often 

the case with modified Newton-llaphson methods. The idea is the introduction 

of a matrix B which behaves in a 'simllar' way to KT but is easy to construct. 

The most common'quasi-Newton-llaphson methods are Broyden's method, Davi

don'. method, the DFP method and\the BFGS method. It is not the purpose of 

the present work to give detailed descriptions of these methods and, thus, it suf-

--
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fices here to refer to the works by Dennis and More [JEDM77) for a survey and 

Matthies and Strang [MS79) for the first nonlinear finite element implementation of 

quasi-Newton-Raphson methods. 

6.3.4 Constant arc-length method and its alternative forms 

The constant arc-length method was first introduced independently by IDks (R.ik72] 

and Wempner (Wem71], later developed by ruks [Rik79] and then modified to suit 

finite element computations by Crisfield [Cri81] and Ramm [Ram82]. The idea of 

the constant arc-length method is to add to the standard equilibrium equations 

a constraint that depends on the load. In this way, it aims to control both the 

displacement and load in order to follow the equilibrium path of the structure. The 

resulting main advantage of the method is that the extended system of equations 

does not become singular at limit points and, thus, the entry into the post critical 

regime of snapping phenomena is made feasible. At tiHurcation points, however, the 

system becomes singular, this being of importance to the present work. A major 

disadvantage of the constant arc-length method is that through the introduction of 

an additional row and column the otherwise symmetrical (n X n )-matrix loses its 

symmetry in the now (n + 1 )-dimensional space. 

Presuming that it is intended to advance from the (m - l)'th equilibrium con

figuration to the. m'th equilibrium configuration, the unknown load value 6-X1 to be 

added to the structure is approximated using the identity 

(6.3.9) 

Here, the scaling parameter I' is usually taken as I' = 1 and 6al = 6-X1 6a where 6a = 

«KT )m-l )-lp. is the t~gential displacement of unit loading p. and ds fixes the 

length of the increment in (n + 1 )-dimensional space. The corrections are then made 

by employing the N ewton-Raphson method. In the constant arc-length method as 

suggested by Ramm [Ram82] the iteration path is forced to follow a plane normal 

to the tangent tl, say, of the equilibrium path at the solution point and, therefore, 

(6.3.10) 

Alternative forms of the constant 'we-length method have been developed which 

either, instead of the standard Newton-Raph80n method, make use of a modified 
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Newton-Raphson method or quasi-Newton-Raphson method, or for which equa

tion (6.3.10) is different. The different Newton-Raphson type techniques are as 

described in the prequel and, e.g. , Chang [Cha.91] has used the constant arc-length 

method in combination with quasi-Newton-Raphson iterations. In the latter case, 

instead of following the plane normal to the tangent tl the method could be modified 

to follow the plane normal to t.-l. Another alternative is to force all iterates to lie 

at a fixed distance from the current solution point, i.e. on a sphere with radius ds 

and centre at the current solution point. This method was suggested by Crisfield 

[Cri81]. Batoz and Dhatt [BD79] came up with a different approach by introducing 

as the additional constra.int one which is dependent on the dominant displacement 

rather than on the load. 

The constant arc-length method and its alternatives hence provide a useful tool 

for problems where limit points are encountered but gives no advantages compared 

with other mentioned techniques when bifurcations otcpr. Another drawback of the 

constant arc-length method is that the solution procedure fails in cases for which 

KT becomes singular. 

A good survey of Newton-Raphson as well as the constant arc-length type tech

niques is given in the paper by Kouhia [Kou] and in the book by Crisfield [Cri9I]. 

ruks [ruk84] and Kouhia and Mikkola [KM89) concentrate on the constant arc-length 

method and its alternative forms. 

6.3.5 Convergence criteria 

Convergence criteria are important for deciding when an approximate solution is 

close enough to the true equilibriating answer. They can be based on displacements 

such as the sma.llness of c5a, the sufficiently small magnitude of the residual forces 

(K.aa - p), or the energy. 

Usually, convergence criteria are based on a scalar norm such as, e.g. , the I-norm 

or Euler norm II a 112= (Ei'=t 1 tit 12)t. In the present work a convergence criterion is 

used that has also been favoured by Bergan and Clough [BC72), [BC73] and Providas 

[Pro90] and is based on displacements. For each connector at, i = 1, .. , n the ratio 

c5~ 
et = 1 I, i = l, .. ,n , (6.3.11) 

"--<.t) 
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is computed. Here, "mCl%(6t) denotes the largest magnitude total displacement of the 

same type as the current 6ai. The occurring types in the context of the present 

work are in-plane displacements, out-of-plane displacements and rotations in terms 

of cartesian components. The iterations are then terminated if 

(6.3.12) 

where II e 1100= maXt ~'~n I e. I and f is taken such that desired accuracy is obtained. 

In the examples in the present work a value f = 10-7 is common. 

6.3.6 Branch switching 

Up to this point, attention has been paid only to the following of the equilibrium 

path and the encountering of limit points. The task of entering into the post buck

ling regime beyond bifurcation points is a more complex problem and is discussed 
I· • 

here. Although the underlying theory for the computation of intersecting branches 

is reasonably well established, c.!. the surveys by Mittelmann and Weber [MW80] 

and Allgower and Georg [AG92], the switch procedures which enable these compu

tations have so far not been implemented successfully into finite element codes in a 

satisfactory manner. The reasons for this are evident, as all the methods described 

above result in singular systems at bifurcation points. 

The pioneering work in this area was done by Thurston [Thu69] who used a mod

ified New ton-Raphson method applied on the differential equations of the problem 

at hand. The main drawback of his approach is that for each application a different 

system needs to be derived from the underlying theory. 

An idea would be to restart the whole iterative process at the critical point and 

with help of a good initial' guess seek the equilibrium path beyond the singularity. 

This has also been suggested by Riks [Rik84] for use with the constant arc-length 

method. Practical implementations for this have been made by Kouhia and Mikkola 

[KM89] and Kouhia [Kou92] who have accomplished successful branch switchings. 

Their achievements, however, are diluted due to problems with regards to robustness, 

reliability and economy. The major disadvantage is that computations involve higher 

order derivatives of the potential energy functional, for both determining the type of 

critical point as well as for finding a suitable starting vector for the continuation from 
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the critical point, which are obtained only approximately. All results correspond to 

fairly simple problems such as columns and frames and it should be noted as well 

that the bifurcations occur to branches where a continuous movement onto the new 

equilibrium path is feasible, i.e. no 'jumps' take place. 

A different approach for branch switching has been suggested by Fujii and 

Choong [FC92]. Here, the type of critical point is determined with help of de

terminants. The branch switching is accomplished by a line search method in the 

direction of the tangent of the curve. Successful practical computations are obtained 

for simple problems such as frames and trusses. Fujii and Choong achieve jumps 

from the critical point to post critical branches. It is prudent to note, however, that 

the applicability of the method is confined to problems where these jumps are of 

small magnitude. Another drawback is the need for the derivative of the tangent 

stiffness matrix as well as an unjustified exchange of a valid equilibrium equation 

with an equation determined through the method. "', 

An approach has been suggested by Stein et ale [ES094], whereby an adaptive 

finite element analysis is used for buckling problems . It is stated in the paper, how

ever, that the employed adaptivity concept is not applicable directly at bifurcation 

points. 

Argyris et ale [JHAS77] have accomplished a branch switching through adding 

to the solution vector at the critical point Bold, say, an increment of the critical 

eigenmode eold with the point at which the deflection is imposed held fixed, i.e. 

&.new = &old + aeold' A new eigenvector enew is then computed for this newly calcu

lated &.new emerging (enew )TKTenew < O. The updating of anew is continued until 

the tangent stiffness matrix is no longer negative definite, i.e. (enew)TKTeAeUI ~ O. 

The method provides a limited facility for the treatment of critical points as the 

above mentioned procedure is only applicable for bifurcation points with a snap

through. Also, no proper justification is given with regard to the employment of 

the technique. The tangent stiffness matrix used by Argyris et ale is an approxi

mation and it is noted in their paper that the method is not fully automated and, 

thus, needs thorough background knowledge of the derivation of the element used 

in order to obtain the best possible ~ults. 
\ 
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6.4 Allman's solution technique 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Keeping the above in mind, the objective is to seek a method that follows reliably 

the stable equilibrium path and locates accurately the critical point. Once this is 

achieved, the critical point can be identified using the criteria derived in equations 

(5.2.46) and equations (5.2.65). With help of knowing the type of critical point a 

branch switching method is then sought for continuing on the stable equilibrium 

path beyond the critical point. A generalized N ewton-Raphson method developed 

by Allman [All84] is presented, which converges to minima only. This is a most useful 

property as it is well known that points on the stable equilibrium path correspond 

to minima of the total potential energy. The aim of this section is to merely describe 

the method. Computational aspects such as locating the critical point precisely and 

continuing from the critical point are discussed in the -,equel. 

6.4.2 Calculation of stable equilibrium paths 

Stable equilibrium paths of discrete conservative systems are the loci of minima of 

a potential energy function II with 

II II (a,~) (6.4.13) 

where the vector argument a 

(6.4.14) 

describes the geometry and deformation of the structure while ~ is a parameter 

by which the deformation can be changed. The parameter ~ is assumed to be 

representative of a loading which is induced either by external forces or by prescribed 

displacements or by a combination of both. 

Accordingly, stable equilibrium paths are solutions of the n nonlinear equilibrium 

equations 

f = f(a,'i) = {Is} = (/t, ... ,/n)T = 0 , Ii = II,oi 
\ 

(6.4.15) 

for which the symmetric positive definite Hessian H, i.e. the tangent stiffness matrix 
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KT in the finite element context, is given by 

H = H(a,,\) = [hij] = n ft·ft . 

' '''''J fi,aj. (6.4.16) 

The n eigenvalues O(i) and eigenvectors e(i) of H are taken to satisfy 

H e(i) - O(i) T e(i) , (no sum on i) 

(e(i»T T e(i) 1 (6.4.17) 

for any positive definite symmetric matrix T. The eigenvalues are therefore all pos

itive and are arranged such that 

Omaz = O(n) > o(n-l) > ... > 0(2) > 0(1) = Omin > 0 , (6.4.18) 

, .. 
• 

where Omaz and Omin denote respectively the largest and smallest eigenvalues. On an 

unstable path there exist some O(i) < 0 and so the Hessian matrix is indefinite. At a 

simple critical point Omin = 0 the Hessian matrix is singular. This causes difficulties 

for the calculation of these points by the standard Newton method; convergence is 

'often very slow or the method fails due to numerical errors in computation. 

A modification of Newton's method has been presented by Allman [All84] which 

converges only to minima in applications to find stationary points of a continuously 

differentiable function of several variables. This property proves to be useful for 

the reliable calculation of stable equilibrium paths of discrete conservative systems 

because they correspond to minima of the potential energy function. 

The iteration to calculate an improvement a(k+1) in a known vector of n variables 

a(k) is 

a(k+l) = a(k) + Aa(k), k = 0,1, ... , (6.4.19) 

where the increment Aa(k) is found by solving the system of linear equations 

(6.4.20) 

In equation (6.4.20) the coefficients\"1, (I and the positive definite matrix T are 

chosen, e.f. Allman [All84] , as follows: putting 7 = 2 ensures that the iterative 
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method converges to minima only; the linear convergence of the iteration is fastest 

if (T = (To, an optimum value dependent on the problem, which can be shown to be 

(6.4.21) 

the positive definite matrix T is initially chosen as the Hessian matrix at the cur

rent (known) solution point, then a matrix updating algorithm for T improves the 

basic linear convergence to superlinear convergence as the next solution point is 

approached, i.e. when ~a(k) becomes small enough. Allman's criterion II ~a(k) 11< 
EClb. + Erel II a(k) II is adopted also in the present work with EClb. = 2 X 10-' the 

absolute accuracy on a machine of t bit word length and for the relative accuracy 

Erel = 10-2 is found satisfactory. 

I I . 

6.5 Computational aspects 

6.5.1 Introduction 

The success of tbe current work is based on the combination of two recent advances: 

the above described solution technique by Allman [All89a), and the deVelopment 

of the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle finite element by Morley 

[Mor91]. For the proper evaluation of critical points higher order derivatives of the 

potential energy function II are essential, but for most finite elements even the com

putation of the Hessian II"j is an approximation. Using the geometrically nonlinear 

constant moment triangle,' however, allows a ready and accurate calculation of all 

directional derivatives of the potential energy function II. 

In this section some computational aspects regarding the implementation of All

man's method into the MBFEATPS (Morley-Bangemann Finite Element Analysis 

of Thin Plates and Shells) finite element code, which has been employed for com

puting all the results for the present work, are described. Locating the critical point 

in & safe manner without oversteppin~ another critical point is of importance. Also, 

an additional feature of the code, the step length adaption algorithm, is presented. 
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6.5.2 Step length adaption 

6.5.2.1 Displacement control 

Using displacement control, the displacements in the direction of compression are 

prescribed to be of equal magnitude at each point of the compressive edge(s). The 

adapted step length is determined by using the following adaption procedure: 

1. Let I D denote the predefined value indicating the IDeal number of iterations 

per increment 

2. Let ITER denote the value indicating the current number of ITERations per 

increment 

3. Let STEP denote the value indicating the current STEP length in use 

4. During the iteration process, if the current nubt»er of iterations exceeds the 

ideal number of iterations per increment, halve the step size, i.e. 

(STABLE POINT NOT FOUND AND ITER> ID) => STEP = iSTEP 

5. After the iteration process (i.e. after having found a stable solution point), if 

the number of iterations used for the current increment is smaller than the ideal 

number of iterations per increment, the step length for the next increment is 

the previous step length, multiplied by the ideal number of iterations, divided 

by the actual number of iterations used for the current increment, i.e. 

(STABLE POINT FOUND AND ITER < I D) => STEP = 1'f.~RST EP 

6.5.2.2 Load control 

Using load control, the load is applied such that the resulting displacements in the 

direction of compression are of equal magnitude at each point along the compressive 

edge(s) (loading of a constrained boundary). The objective of this load control is to 

provide identical solutions as for displacement control excepting, of course, where 

'jumps' occur. The equivalent load increment aciaption procedure is then: 

1. Let I D denote the predefined Value indicating the IDeal number of iterations 

per increment 
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2. Let ITER denote the value indicating the CUrTent number of ITERations per 

increment 

3. Let I Ne R denote the value indicating the CUrTent load INCRement in use 

4. During the iteration process, if the current number of iterations exceeds the 

ideal number of iterations per increment, halve the load increment, i.e. 

(STABLE POINT NOT FOUND AND ITER> ID) => INCR = ~INCR 

5. After the iteratio!l process (i.e. after having found a stable solution point), if 

the number of iterations used for the current increment is smaller than the ideal 

number of iterations per increment, the load increment for the next increment 

is the previous load increment, multiplied by the ideal number of iterations, 

divided by the actual number of iterations used for the current increment, i.e. 

(STABLE POINT FOUND AND ITER < ID')",=> INCR= rPbINCR 

6.5.3 The value of u 

Recall equation (6.4.21) where the u-value for Allman's solution technique is given 

by 

(6.5.22) 

where 8min and 8ma:r: are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of the tangent stiffness 

matrix, respectively. Note here, that 8min and 8ma:r: are actually not known at the 

current point and can only be estimated. Instead of using the estimated values for 

8min and 8m4%, as Allman, [All89b] does, the MBFEATPS code uses the smallest 

and largest eigenvalues at the previous solution point - 8:in and 8:4 % - which are 

known exactly and, then, takes 0' as 

(6.5.23) 

This, however, is not believed to deteriorate the performance of the method signifi

cantly, and it should also be noted here that it is often found that the value (J' = 1 

is quite adequate, cf. Allman [All89b] and Bartholomew [Ba.r83]. 
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6.5.4 Locating the critical point 

Unlike in the original method by Allman [All89b], where he makes use of a predictor 

to locate singular points, no predictor is used in the MBFEATPS code. Instead, 

adapted displacement step lengths or load increments, as described earlier, are ap

plied as long as the Hessian (tangent stiffness matrix) remains positive definite. 

When the Hessian becomes indefinite, the applied step length I load increment is 

halved until an appropriate step length I load increment is found leading to a posi

tive definite Hessian. Hence, checking the positive definiteness of the Hessian at each 

iteration prevents overstepping a singular point. This kind of bisection method for 

locating the critical point is found to be safe and effective, and the critical point can 

be located precisely without any difficulties. For checking the positive definiteness 

of the Hessian the NAG-library routine FOIBXF is used. This routine performs the 

Cholesky factorization of a real symmetric positive df.~nite matrix . 
• 

6.5.5 Identifying the critical point 

Once the critical point has been located, it has to be identified. This is done as 

described in Chapter 5 where the different stability coefficients p, A, B, C, and D 

are calculated using a convenient matrix formulation. For convenience, the criteria 

for identifying the type of a critical point as in equations (5.2.46) are repeated here: 

(a) an asymmetric bifurcation point 

(b) a symmetric bifurcation point 

( c) a lilnit point-

O,AtfO; 

p. 0 , A = 0; (6.5.24) 

p. tf O,AtfO. 

The symmetric bifurcation point, appearing as the second criteria in equations (6.5.24) 

occurs in two distinct types: stable symmetric and unstable symmetric. The follow

ing criteria for determining stability apply: 

(a) a symmetric bifurcati~ point is stable if D > 0; 

(b) a symmetric bifurcation point is unstable if D < O. (6.5.25) 
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6.6 Continuation from critical points 

6.6.1 Introduction 

Once a critical point has been located and identified the aim is to continue beyond 

the singularity. In the past, this has been a formidable task. As discussed earlier , 
although the underlying theory is reasonably well established, c.l. e.g. surveys by 

Mittelmann and Weber [MW80] and Allgower and Georg [AG92], the required switch 

procedures between bifurcation paths have not been implemented previously into 

finite element codes in a satisfactory manner. 

A branch switching method, here called METHOD A, which has been imple

mented into the MBFEATPS code and used successfully for getting beyond crit

ical points is presented. Two other branch switching methods, METHOD B and 

METHOD C, are given in Appendix B.l and Appendix B.2, respectively. METHOD 

B is shown in order to present an alternative appro¥h to the branch switching, 

whereas METHOD C is mainly of historical importance. The aim of the continua

tion methods is to produce vectors a~O) and a~O) which are then employed as starting 

values for continuing from the critical point using Allman's solution technique. The 

methods are presented in algorithmic step-by-step forms. Note that the generalized 

eigenvalue problem in the first step of the branch switching methods is solved by 

employing the NAG-library routine F02BJF which solves the problem Ax = ~Bx, 
where A and B are real square matrices, using the QZ-algorithm. 

6.6.2 Branch switching method METHOD A 

METHOD A 

1. • At the initial start (from the origin) 

(a) Compute the solution vector aii" of the linear problem with uniform 

displacement. 

(b) Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem (Ko + ~KG) 6a = 0 which 

gives the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue 

~"'t" and determine a; = ~",."aii". Here, Ko denotes the linear 

stiffness matrix aad KG is the geometric stiffness matrix. 
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• At the start from a critical point compute the solution vector a; and 

the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the zero eigenvalue at the critical 

point using the employed nonlinear solution technique. 

2. Determine the first starting vector aiD) for the continuation procedure from 

the buckling point from 

(6.6.26) 

where the parameter Qt determines the proportion of the normalized eigen

vector «e~t»Te~t) = 1) to be used. 

3. Determine the second starting vector a~O) for the continuation procedure from 

the buckling point from 

(6.6.27) 

I I . 

where the parameter Q2 determines the difference in the eigenvector to be used 

conlpared to the first starting vector. 

4. Use aiD) and a~O) as starting vectors for the continuation procedure and solve 

in the first iteration the system 

(6.6.28) 

where T(a~O» is the Hessian constructed using a~O). 

5. Continue in the ordinary fashion. 

6.6.3 Notes on methods 

6.6.S.1 On the second starting vector ~O) 

The choice of the second starting vector ~O) has been examined cloee1y. The points 

to keep in mind are: 

1. a bad choice of ~O) results in divergence and the method does not perform 

successfully; 

2. practically, it is not feasible to construct an ideal second starting vector. 
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Therefore, the importance of the second starting vector should be lessened. This is 

achieved by eliminating ~O) after the first iteration, i.e. after the first iteration of the 

continuation method ~O) is substituted by the first starting vector .\0). Evidently, 

this suggests to choose ~O) = .1°) in the continuation method, which also has proven 

to be a good choice, i.e. the first iteration for continuation is an ordinary Newton

Raphson iteration. 

6.6.3.2 On the choice of the parameter 01 

Although the branch switching method described in the previous section has proved 

to be most powerful, questions regarding the suitable choices of the different param

eters occurring still exist. Idea.lly, it is anticipated to present a method with the 

following features: 

1. a.ll parameters are calculated automatica.lly usiJ}g problem-dependent param-
I . 

eters only; 

2. the choices (see 1. above) are ideal choices. 

The parameter 02 can be eliminated by keeping in mind the above thoughts re

garding the second starting vector in the continuation method, hence leaving 01 

the only unknown parameter to be determined. During the course of the present 

work a successful choice for the 01 parameter has been found by a trial-and-error 

approach while simultaneously monitoring the behaviour of the norm. In Chapter 8 

it is suggested that the manua.lly-performed norm-monitoring could be coded and, in 

this way, an automated procedure for determining a suitable parameter 01 entailing 

successful continuation beyond bifurcation points can be set up. 

Also, a least squares fit procedure has been incorporated into the code for use 

with METHOD A. The algorithm for this procedure is given in Appendix B.3. 

With help of this the ideal choice for the parameter 01 in equation (6.6.26) is found. 

The drawback of this procedure is that the ideal le48t squares fit-value can only be 

computed once a successful first increment has been performed by the continuation 

method. Still, once this has been accomplished, a good idea regarding a suitable 

choice is given by the magnitude of the value found. Also, if the ideal ktut square8 

fit-value of has been established for a mesh A, say, the ideal value for another mesh 
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B, say, can be determined immediately using the empirical relationship 

aA (d1»)A = aB (~(I»)B 1 ~p m4Z 1 ~p m4Z. (6.6.29) 

It should be noted here, however, that the procedure only yields a unique ideal 

solution in case of a symmetric or antisymmetric mode shape of the structure. In 

case of an asymmetric mode shape a different initial choice for al will give a different 

ideal at-value calculated using the least squares fit-procedure. 

The sign of the initial choice of at is of importance in the sense that, in this way, 

the direction of buckling may be controlled. IT additional imperfections are employed 

and METHOD A is used, then positive/negative o} give load and deflection values 

greater/smaller in magnitude compared with the solution when no imperfections a.re 

applied. This kind of 'stiffness control' is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7 where 

the sign of Ot is considered in the context of specimen numerical applications. 
I I . 
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Numerical applications 

7.1 Introduction 

For the computational work, a comprehensive Fortran 77 code, the Morley-Bangemann 

Finite Element Analysis of Thin Plates and Shells code '(MBFEATPS), has been de

veloped during the course of the current work. A program description is given in 

Appendix D.l. MBFEATPS has been tested against the MPFEAS (Morley-Providas 

Finite Element Analysis of Shells) code by solving different numerical examples ex

amined by Providas, c.J. [Pro90], revealing identical results for these problems which, 

evidently, are of a less complex nature (limit point problems) than the ones exam

ined in this chapter (bifurcation point problems). It should be noted here that the 

MBFEATPS code has been completely rewritten and is not based on the MPFEAS 

code. All calculations make use of double precision variables (accuracy 1.0 X 10-14) 

and have been performed on Sun-machines on a Unix system. 

7.2 Plate problem 

7.2.1 Introduction 

A square clamped plate under uniaxial compression is investigated. The plate lies in 

the x1-x2-plane with out-of-plane direction x3 and is clamped along the boundaries, 

but the in-plane displacement is free along the unloaded edges, c.f. Figure 7.1, where 

also the material and geometrical data are given and the boundary conditions are 

85 
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stated. 

The main interest in this work is the physical behaviour of the initially perfectly 

flat plate or perfect plate in the sequel. Additional work has also been done on 

the use of initial geometrical imperfections. Comparison results are extracted from 

Carnoy and Hughes, c.f. [CH83]. It should be mentioned here that Carnoy and 

Hughes consider only plates with initial imperfections. Note that in this work the 

first critical/buckling point refers to the first nonlinear critical/buckling point and 

so forth, whereas the linear buckling is referred to as Euler buckling. 

u1 = constant u1 = constant 
A .--______ +--::~----__. B 

G 
E = 7000 m

k!n2 
t = 2mm 
II 0.3 
a = 300 rnm 

E~ ______ +-_ 

F 
D hr7"'T:l"77"7"TT7'T7"T'.~~7"T7:77n"77/77777h~ C 

•• _____________ a ____________ __ 

x2 

Boundary conditions: 

AB U1 = constant, U2 _ U3 _ au3 
0 - - an -

DC U1 _ U2 = U3 = 
au3 

-=0 an 
BC,AD 

au3 

U3 = - = 0 an 
Figure 7.1. Square flat plate: material and geometrical data 

and boundary conditions. 

As the interest lies in the symmetric buckling about the longitudinal line of 

compression F - G only half a plate is modelled. Results given in this section 
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correspond to the 8 x 4 mesh as depicted in Figure 7.2 unless otherwise stated. 

Several meshes employed for the problem are shown in Appendix C.I. 

For practical and verificational reasons, not only displacement control has been 

used for the calculations but also load control. In this context load control means 

that the load is applied such that the resulting displacements in the direction of com

pression are of equal magnitude at each point along the compressive edge (loading 

of a constrained boundary). 

The continuation from critical points is accomplished by using the continuation 

method Method A as described in Chapter 6. Note that the sign of the parameter 

a1 used in the method determines the sign of the waves obtained as results, i.e. the 

direction of buckling can be controlled in this way. 

7.2.2 Perfect plate 

7.2.2.1 Numerical results 

All results presented in this section are obtained using displacement control un

less otherwise stated. The emerging load - deflection curve, smallest eigenvalue _ 

deflection curves, deflection - compression curve and curves for the mode shapes 

along the longitudinal and transverse axes are shown in Figures 7.3 - 7.8, respec

tively, with comparison results by Carnoy and Hughes, c./. [CH83], for the load -

deflection curve. In the context of the present work, deflection means the central 

deflection, i.e. the out-of-plane displacement at the centre point of the plate E, 

c./. Figure 7.1. Note that the comparison results presented by Carnoy and Hughes 

are for non-perfect plates with initial symmetrical imperfections with an initial out

of-plane central deflection of O.Smm. The figures show the behaviour until well 

beyond the third critical point. It is emphasized that Carnoy and Hughes are able 

to treat the problem (even with imperfections) only up to the first critical point. 

The straight line at the start of the load - deflection curve (Figure 7.3) indicates 

the jump to the Euler buckling load from where the non-linear regime is entered. 

The non-dimensional load P is calculated here from P = ~ where pto• is the total 

applied load and F = -: D where D = 12(f:;)) is the flexural rigidity of the plate 

and a = 300m,n and t = 2mm are the dimension and the thickness of the plate, re-
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spectively, while E is Young's modulus and" is Poisson's ratio. The marked points 

on the curves depict the found increment points on the stable equilibrium path. The 

notation C Pi- and C Pi+ is used in the sequel where C Pi- corresponds to the last 

found solution point on the stable equilibrium path before the ith critical point, i.e. 

it represents the ith singular point, whereas C Pi+ corresponds to the configuration 

immediately after the ith critical point. The first critical point C P1- is found at 

increment number 40. Up to here the mode shape is symmetric. Then a jump takes 

place to increment number 41. A snap mode change occurs as the mode changes 

to be antisymmetric and remains as such until the second critical point C P2- is 

found at increment number 92. Continuing from C P2- involves a branch switching 

with no snap onto another path with an asymmetric two wave mode shape at incre

ment number 93. The mode shape remains asymmetric all the way up to the third 

critical point C P3- at increment number 134. Note that the change in load along 

this asymmetric path is small. Increasing the compressi,on entails again a snap mode 

change to a fully antisymmetric four wave form at increment number 135. The mode 

shape remains antisynlmetric and no further critical points are found. It should be 

noted here that at the last marked solution point at increment number 400 the com

pression is as large as 370 mfn, i.e. with a plate dimension of 300 mm this means 

that the plate has actually flipped over long before this. Recall that the plate theory 

employed in the present work is valid up to a maximum displacement of magnitude 

~ 6 times the plate thickness. The example is treated up to a maximum displace

ment of magnitude ~ 20 times the plate thickness, i.e. ~ 40mm with the example 

thickness t = 2mm, in order to underline the potential of the method employed. The 

point where the maximum displacement takes this value is marked in Figure 7.3 at 

increment number 225. Two smallest eigenvalue - deflection curves are presented. 

In the curve denoted 'with T-matrix' the T-matrix in equation (6.4.17) is taken 

as the Hessian at the previous increment or iteration point according to Allman's 

solution technique, whereas in the curve denoted 'without T-matrix' the T-matrix 

is taken as the identity matrix. To improve visualization, for the curves depicting 

mode shapes only a few curves are presented for chosen increment points. Note that 

all curves are obtained by simply connecting the found points, i.e. no attention is 

drawn e.g. to the fact that the slopes at the edges of the plate are supposed to be 
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zero. Also, the four wave form beyond C P3- is not visible as along the centre line, 

where the connectors for the mode shapes are saved, the mesh is not able to exhibit 

this behaviour. 

Figure 7.2. Half a plate modelled using the 8 X 4 mesh. 

The stability coefficients at the critical points reveal that 

• at CP1-: 

J.I. ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. J.I. - 0 

A -0.549 X 10-8 I.e. A 0 (7.2.1) 

D - -0.576 X 105 I.e. D < 0 

Hence the critical point is identified as an unstable symmetric bi/urmtion 

point which is in agreement with the investigations performed by Carnoy and 

Hughes, c.l. [CH83]. It is called symmetric because the load - amplitude of 

the bifurcation eigenmode curve is symmetric with respect to a. change of sign 

of the amplitude. Hence, an antisymmetric eigenmode is expected at this first 

critical point after snapping, which is also the case. 1 

1 Recalllitg the linear theory it is expect.ed that, if the mode shape at the itth critical point 

is .ymmetric (aatisymmetric) with i waves, theD the eigenmode at this critical point reveals aD 

aatisymmetric (.ymmetric) shape with (i + 1) waves aad the deformed configuratioD beYODd the 

cri\ica1 poiDt alto hu an aawymmetric (.ymmetric) .hape with (i + 1) waves. 
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The load at C P1- is P = 0.872 X 101, the central deflection Wed = 0.250 X 101 

and the end displacement U1 = 0.138 x 100. 

The mode shape between the linear buckling point and C P1- is symmetric 

with one wave. 

Successful continuation from the Euler buckling point is achieved with 01 = 
0.500 X 10

1
• Successful continuation from CP1- is achieved with 01 = 0.100x 

101 . 

• at CP2-: 

J.L - ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. Il 0 

A -0.220 X 10-8 I.e. A 0 (7.2.2) 

D -0.160 x 106 I.e. D < 0 

Hence the critical point is identified as an unstable symmetric bifurcation point. 

The load at C P2- is P = 0.106 x 102, the central deflection Wed = 0.506 x 10-6 

and the end displacement U1 = 0.329 X 101• 

The mode shape between C P1+ and C P2- is antisymmetric with two waves. 

Successful continuation from C P2- is achieved with 01 = 0.010 x 10° . 

• at CP3-: 

J.L 

A -

±O.OOO x 10° 

+0.604 x 10° 

. 
I.e. J.L - 0 

I.e. A ~ 0 
(7.2.3) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. It 

should be remembered here that the stability coefficient D has in the case 

where A :F 0 no significance as all asymmetric bifurcation points are unstable. 

The load at C P3- is P = 0.113 X 102, the central deflection Wetl = 0.116 X 101 

and the end displacement U1 = 0.732 X 101• 

The mode shape between C P2+ and C P3- is asymmetric with two waves. 

Successful continuation from C P3- is achieved with 01 = -0.591 X 101
• 

For the justification, that the values obtained for the stability coefficient A at 

C Pl- and C P-J.- can be interpreted as zero here and in other examples in the 

sequel, c.l. Appendix C.2. 
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11. 

is. 

1. 

~. 

t.~ 

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CONTROL 

I • LON) - DEl"LBC'l'Ia.J CURVE (JeFlA!'PS CQD8) I 
--~-- LON) - DEl"LBC'l'Ia.J CURVE (CAItNOY , HUGHES) 

I.t 

Figure 7.3. Load - deflection curve for the perfect plate using the 8 x 4 

mesh. 

1.2 

It . .. 
t. 

t. 

t.\ 

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CONTROL 
WITH T-MATRIX 

1.t I. \ 
c--. -.a'ft<* I "J~ 

2.t 

Figure 7.4. Sma.1lest eigenvalue - deflection curve for the perfect plate 

using the 8 x .. mesh (with T-matrix, i.e. eigenvalues 8(r) calculated 

from KTe(r) = g(r)Te(r) (no sum on r». 
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2. 

2. 

I. 

i 
! .. 

1. 

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CONTROL 
WITHOUT T-MATRIX 

I.' I.~ 
~~a.'''I~ 

II stW.L8S'1' IlaBNVALUB - DllP'LECTION CVIIVE (leFEATPS COOl) I 

2.' 

Figure 7.5. Smallest eigenvalue - deflection curve for the perfect plate 

using the 8 x 4 mesh (without T-matrix, i.e. eigenvalues o(r) calculated 

from KT,e(r) = o(r),e(r) (no sum on r». 

! ~ 

i -2 

-, 

~, 

-4 

0.\ 

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CONTROL 

1)4 

• ClOMP_ION - DlFt.BtTION CVIIVE (MllFSATPS COOl) I 

1.1. 

Figure 7.6. Compression - deflection curve for the perfect plate using 

the 8 x 4 mesh. 
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SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 
DISPLACEMENT CONTROL 
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Figure 7.7. Mode shapes along th longitudinal axJ f th p rf 
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In order to acrueve confirmation of the results obtained a quart r f h la 

and the whole plate have also been modelled for this exampl . m d llin 

the quarter of the plate constrains out the first critical poin t and th r f romp r

ison results are merely obtained for load, deflection and compr ion valu un iJ h 

first critical point. Modelling the whole plate i.e. modelling h 0 h r h f f h 

plate with the mirror image of the half plate model re eals id nti a1 r ul m-

pared with those for the half plate. In addition, applying load on r I I din f 

constrained boundary) instead of displacement control verifie th r b aiD 

for displacement control as identical solutions are found (ex ept for v h r a nap 

takes place), c.f. Figure 7.9. 

22 . ~ 

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 

LOAD CONTROL 

-----JlL-. _____ .c:....-----~.r rl -

o. ~ 1.0 1 ~ 

comw. DOUCTI / "'I 

e LOAD - DEFl.EC'I'JCtI CVRVE (HBFEATPS COOE) 
__ ~ __ LOAD - DEFl.EC'I'JCtI ClffiVE (CARNO'{ , IIVCHES) 

2 • 

Figure 7.9. Load - deflection curve for the perfect plate using th 

mesh. 

x 4 

For better visualization of the physical changes of the stru t ur Fi ur 7.10-

7.12 show the d form d plate at the first, second and third ri t i aI pint 

tiv ly. Figur 7.13 show th d form d plat a.t in r m nt num r 22 n th 

h . di I n t I' fIll 11 i u dIm third riti aJ point wh r t lUa.xJmum p am 

th pla.t thi kn H r it i n I arly that th m d 11 p 1 f f ur w \' 

anti mmetri f rIl1. For all of Figur 7.10 - 7. 1 th 

th In h fi ur h Iu ti n p am d ar nn Iyn 
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rnials and, hence, the edges within the figures may not be straigh nor lyin n h 

x 1-x2 -plane. 

I[E] ABOVE 

r;9,~"lli ~~ .. , ... . 2-

fWtM 2-.. 2-- 2-- 1 -- 1 -- 1 -- 0--:':'.' 0-- 0-- BELOW 

2 
2 
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2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

0 
0 
0 

FIRST BUCKLING MODE 
WHOLE PlATE 

Figure 7.10. SY1l1111 tric first buckling mod of th p rf t pla.t at 

P1-. 
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7.2.2.2 Convergence of results 

In order to demonstrate that the results converge when the mesh is refin d ur 

7.14 shows in comparison load - deflection curves for the x 4 mesh and h 1 

mesh. 

20 

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH AND 16 x 8 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CONTROL 

~ I' 

'" L--------~~~ 

o. ~ I.' 1 ~ 
romw. OI:fUC'Tl I "" 1 ts 

I!I WM) - DEfLECT! GI CURVE ( 8 x 4 MESH) 
---+1-- WM) - DEfLECT!GI CURVE (16 x 8 MESH ) 
---.a.---- WM) - DEfLECT!GI CURVE (o.RNOY , KVCIlES) 

2 • 

Figure 7.14. Mesh comparison of load - deflection curv for th p rf t 

plate using the 8 x 4 and the 16 x 
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7.2.2.3 Unloading 

An unloading procedure is performed commencing at a poin bond P - . h 

resulting load - deflection curve is shown in Figure 7.15 and re eals id ntica! r ul 

to those obtained by increasing the compression except in the neighbourho f 

critical points, c.f. Figure 7.3. It is prudent to note that in thi wa onfirma i n 

is also obtained for the claim that no snap takes place from C P2- to P2+ bu 

rather a switch to another path also passing through C P2-. 

22 . ~ 

~O . 0 

17 . ~ 

1~ . 0 

10 . 0 

---

SQUARE PLATE PROBLEM 
8 x 4 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CO TRO 
UNLOADI G 

....-~--...... -
/' 

"~-I7"---___ ---:-::::::::O_" .......... ---
~ . O fi' 
~ . ~ 

1 
o . ~ 1.0 1.~ 

comw. D£n.£CT1 , ,,.1 U S 

I!!I LeW) - DE:FL.ECTICI"l CURVE (MBfEATPS CODE) 

-.A.--- LQMl - DE:FL.ECTJCI"l CURVE (CAmoY " H1JCKES) 

1 • 

Figure 7.15. Load - deflection curve for the perfe t plat u ing an 

unloading procedure for the 8 x 4 m h. 
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7.2.3 Imperfect plate 

7.2.3.1 Introduction 

Initial geometrical imperfections can be used by giving nodes within the plate non

zero z3-coordinates (out-of-plane coordinates), i.e. the plate will then not be flat 

anymore. Two different kinds of initial imperfections are examined, symmetrical 

and antisymmetrical. In particular, initial imperfections as employed by Carnoy 

and Hughes, c·l· [CH83], are prescribed in the way that zj, the x3-coordinate of a 

nodal point j, is calculated by 

(7.2.7) 

with 

2x~ 2 x~ 
(=--.1,'1=-' 

a a (7.2.8) 

The terms £1 and £2 are the non-dimensional amplitudes of the symmetric part and 

the antisymmetric part of the imperfection, respectively, whereas a and t are the 

size and the thickness of the plate, respectively. 

Another way of imposing initial imperfections should be mentioned here as well. 

This is to add a proportion of the eigenmode at the buckling point to the config

uration at that point. This choice is considered to be suitable as the eigenmode 

approximates the shape of the deforming structure beyond the critical point, c.l. 

also branch switching method METHOD B in Appendix B.l. 

7.2.3.2 Symmetrical initial imperfections 

In this section there are no antisymmetrical imperfections, i.e. £2 = 0.0. Figure 

7.16 shows comparison results for three levels of symmetrical initial imperfections, 

£1 = 0.005, £1 = 0.050 and £1 = 0.500, and the perfect plate as well as results by 

Carnoy and Hughes, c.l. [CH83], with £1 = 0.050 up to the first critical point. It is 

seen that the larger the initial imperfections used, the larger the load and deftection 

values at C Pl- and the further away from the perfect plate - curve they lie. If a 

set of different initial imperfections is used, an envelope of curves is obtained with 

the curve corresponding to the smallest initial imperfection being closest to that of 
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the perfect plate. Note, that curves with initial imperfections ah a 

the perfect plate - curve. 

a 
-' 

20 . 0 

17 . ~ 

I ~ . 0 

12 . ~ 

10 . 0 

HUGHES SQUARE PLATE PROS E 
8 x 4 MESH 

DISPLACEMENT CO TRO 
PERFECT PLATE vs IMPERFECT PLATES 

o. ) 1.0 l . t 
ItMW. OCI'U: I I TlCI SS 

B LOAD - DEFLECTION CURVE ( PERFECT PLATE . ps 1 =0 . 000) 
-_e-- LOAD - DEFLECTI CURVE (IMPERFECT PLATE. e 51=0 . 005 ) 
---+1-- LOAD - DEFLEC1'ION CURVE (lMPERFECT PLATE • • psl=O . OSO I 
---KK-- LOAD - DEFLECTION CURVE (IMPERFECT PLATE. psI=O . SOO) 

... LOAD - DEFL.ECTION CURVE (CARNOY , IIVCKES • epsl=O . OSO) 

1 

r malO b 

Figure 7.16. Perfect platf' vs. imperfect plates load - d ft tion urv 

using symmetrical initial imperf ct ions a nd th h. 

Figure 7.17 shows the load - deflection curv u ing th ymm t ri al ini i 1 im p r

f ction [1 = 0.005 with comparison results by Carnoy and Hugh with 

[1 = 0.050. The first critical point C P1- is found at in cr m nt numb r 3 fr m 

where a 'jump' follows to a point on the stabl equilibrium path at in r nt num-

b r 44 where no fully antisymmetric mode \ ith zero central d ft ti n b n 

but an asymm tri two wave form. Th clo er the t 

th cJos r the mode shape gets to a fully antisymm tric mod . hap 

r mains asymm tric and from increment number on it di tan it If fr m an 

antisymmetric mod shap with the central deflection also in r 1l1g III m nitud. 

Th second critical point C P2- is found at incr m nt numb r 122. In r III th 

ompres Ion ntail again a nap mod chang to an asymm tri m d t 

an a.nti ymm t ri mod hap . No fur t h r crit i al pint m rk 

p int at in r 111 nt numb r 170 rr p nd an 111 n f2 mm \ hi h 

fa r th a mpi d. h tr n r m I n \ i h 

th d - d fl n ur f r h p rf pia .f. ur 1.' . 
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The stability coefficients at the critical points yield 

• at CP1-

J.L - ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. J.L 

A -0.327 X 10-8 I.e. A 

o 
o 

D -0.590 X 105 I.e. D < 0 

101 

(7.2.9) 

i.e. the critical point is identified as an unstable symmetric bifurcation point. 

The load at C P1- is P = 0.873 X 101, the central deflection Wed = 0.252 X 101 

and the end displacement Ul = 0.139 X 10°. 

The mode shape up to C P1- is symmetric wit~ ~>ne wave. 

Successful continuation from C P1- is achieved with 01 = 0.30 X 101 
• 

• at CP2-

J.L 

A 

±O.OOO x 10° I.e. J.L 0 

+0.605 x 10° I.e. A :j 0 

i.e. the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

(7.2.10) 

The load at C P2- is P = 0.113 X 102, the central deflection Wed = 0.232 X 10
1 

and the end displacement Ul = xO.365101. 

The mode shape between C P1- and C P2- is asymmetric with two waves. 

Successful continuation from C P2- is achieved with 01 = -0.30 X 10
1

• 
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Figure 7.17. Load - deflection curve for an imp rf t pla.t with 

symmetrical initial imperfection [1 = 0.005 (and [2 = 0.000) using th 

8 X 4 mesh. 

7.2.3.3 Antisymmetrical initial imperfections 

10' 

In this section there are no symmetrical imperfections i .. [1 = 0.0. Igur 7.1 

hows comparison results for three kinds of antisymmetri al initial imp rf 

[2 = 0.005, [2 = 0.050 and [2 = 0.500, and the per~ t plat 

arnoy and Hugh s, c.f. [CH 3] which are for symmetri al imp 

up to the first criti al point. Only for th smalle t appli d imp rf 

w II r ult 

it ~ asibl to br ak away from th z ro entral d ft tion valu . ur 

for [2 = 0.005 i v ry to th on ~ r th rf t plat bu li W I In 

mall r I ad and d ft ti n run h ri i al In f un . . . 
III ma nl u 

In 
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HUGHES SQUARE PLATE PROB EM 

20 . 0 

8 x 4 MESH 
DISPLACEMENT CONTRO 

PERFECT PLATE vs ~PERFECT PLATES 
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I!I LO.>.O - DEFI.ECTIGI CURVE ( PERFOCT Pl.ATE • eps2:0 . 000) 
- __ e_- LO.>.O - DEFI.OCTIGI CURVE ( lN PERFOCT Pl.ATE • eps 2:0 . 005) 
---+1-- LO.>.O - DEFI.OCT I GI CURVE ( I HPE RF OCT Pl.ATE . ps2:0 . 0S0) 

H LO.>.O - DEFI.ECTIGI CURVE (IHPERFOCT Pl.ATE . pshO . SOO) 
• LO.>.O - DEFI.ECTI GI CURVE (CARNOY , K\JGHES • e p s 1:0 . OSO) 

Figure 7.18. Perfect plate vs. im perf ct plates load - d 11 ti n u rv 

using antisymmetrical initial imp rf ctions and th h. 

1 . 

Figure 7.19 shows the load - deflection curve u ing th anti ymm tri al ini t ial 

imperfection 62 = 0.005 with comparison results by arnoy and Hugh .f.[ H 

with symmetrical imperfections 61 = 0.050. Th mod hap fr m th fir t fund 

solution point (increment number 1) on up to th fir t riti al pint 1- i an 

asymmetric one wave buckl d form. C Pl- is found at in r m nt numb r 2 wh r 

a snap mode change follows to a point on the stable quilibrium path at in r 111 n 

number 26 where a fully antisymmetric mode with zero c ntral d fl tion i d . 

The mode shape remains antisymmetric up to the second critical point P2- at 

increment point 77. Continuing from C P2- involves again a chang in h m 

shape and from increment number 7 on the mode is asymmetri all th \ a up t 

the third critical point C P3- at incr ment number 117. In ring th 

ntails again a snap mode change to an asymmetri mod hap 

m tri mode sha.p . No furth r critical point ar found. Th I 

mcrem nt numb r 164 corr sponds to an nd di pIa m nt f 20mm \ hi 11 i 

th ampl has b n mv tigat d. Not th troll r mbla n \ i h h 

d fi tion urv for th p r~ t plat .f. Fi ur 7 . . 

h tabilit ffi i nt . t th cri ti al I ll1 

Il\ -

d -
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• at CP1-

I' 

A 

±o.ooo x 10° I.e. I' - 0 

+0.192 X 100 I.e. A =F 0 

i.e. the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

104 

(7.2.11) 

The load at C P1- is P = 0.843 X lOt, the central deflection Wed = 0.226 X lOt 

and the end displacement Ut = 0.129 x 100. 

The mode shape between the linear buckling point and C Pl- is asymmetric 

with one wave. 

Successful continuation from the Euler buckling point is achieved with Ot = 
0.70 X lOt. Successful continuation from C P1- is achieved with at = 0.50 x 

lOt . 

• at CP2-

It ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. fJ. - 0 

A +0.674 X 10-7 I.e. A - 0 (7.2.12) 

D -0.159 X 106 I.e. D < 0 

i.e. the critical point is identified as an unstable symmetric bifurcation point. 

The load at C P2- is P = 0.106 X 102, the central deflection Wed = 0.149 X 10-6 

and the end displacement Ut = 0.165 X lOt. 

The mode shape between C PI + and C P2- is antisymmetric with two waves. 

Successful continuation from C P2- is achieved with Ot = 0.10 X lOt . 

• at CP3-

I' - ±O.OOO X 10° I.e. 

A +0.596 X 10° I.e. 

I' - 0 

A :F 0 

i.e. tile critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

(7.2.13) 

The load at C P3- is P = 0.113 X 102, the central deflection Wed = 0.230 X 101 

and the end cllsplacement Ut = 0.363 X lOt. 

The mode shape between C P2+ and C P3- is asymmetric with two waves. 

Successful continuation from C P3- is achieved with 01 = -0.30 X 101
. 
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n . S 

IS . O 

~ U . 
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HUGHES SQUARE PLATE PROS EM 
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DISPLACEME CO 0 

16~ 

~ . 
~ I ' 

~--~~----------~~ 

o . S \. 0 \. 
Cor'l'1UJ.. D(r1..LCT1 I ft I 

1 • 

Figure 7.19. Load - defl ection curv for a n imp' rf t pi t wi h 

antisymmetrical initial imp rf tion [ 1 = 0.005 (and [ 2 = 0.00 ) U In 

th 

7.2.3.4 Asymmetrical initial imperfections 

Consider the asymmetrical initial imperf ctions obtain d b ombinin th ymm t-

rical imperfections [1 = 0.005 and the anti mm trical im p rf ti n [ 2 0.00 

Figure 7.20 shows the load - defl ction curv with ompari n r ult b arn 

and Hugh s, .f. [ H 3] with [ 1 = 0.050 and [2 = 0.000. Fr TIl th 

solu tion point on (incr ment numb r 1) the mod n 

bu kl d form all th way up to the fir t critical point C P1- at in r m n numb 

A nap mode change then follows to a point on the stabl quiubrium pa h t in r -

111 nt numb r 29 wh re an asymm tric two way bu kl d f rm i fund with n z r 

ntral d fi tion. Th clos r th ntral d fi e tion g t t z r th r th m d 

hap g t t a fully anti mmetri mod. Th lU mm TI 

and fr m a r und in r m nt numb r 75 on it di tan if fr 111 n t ri 

m d hap with th fI ti n al 111 III nl ud 

r11 I I in t 2- fun d a 10 r m nt num r 7. In 111 

am han t an mm t ri n I ' 
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symmetric mode shape. No further critical points are found. The last marked point 

at increment number 168 corresponds to an end displacement of 20mm which is as 

far as the example has been investigated. Note the strong resemblance with the load 

- deflection curve for the perfect plate, c.f. Figure 7.3. 

The stability coefficients at the critical points yield 

• at CP1-

p. - ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. 

A -0.187 x 10° I.e. 

Jl 0 

A :F 0 
(7.2.14) 

i.e. the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

The load at C P1- is P = 0.846 X 101, the central deflection Wed = 0.228 X 10
1 

and the end displacement U1 = 0.130 x 10°. 

The mode shape between the linear buckling point and C PI- is asymmetric 

with one wave. 

Successful continuation from C PI- is achieved with 01 = 0.10 X 10
1 

. 

• at CP2-

P. 

A 

±O.OOO x 10° I.e. Jl 0 

+0.614 x 10° I.e. A 1: 0 

i.e. the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

(7.2.15) 

The load at C P2- is P = 0.113 X 102, the central deflection Wed = 0.233 X 10
1 

and the end displacement Ut = 0.368 X 10
1

• 

The mode shape between C P2- a.nd C P3- is asymmetric with two waves. 

Successful continua.tion from C P2- is achieved with 0'1 = -0.60 X 10
1

• 
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Figure 7.20. Load - d ft ction curv for symm tri al imp rf 

l . ~ 

£1 = 0.005 and antisymmetrical imp rf ti n £ 2 = 0.00 u in h x 

m sh. 

7.2.4 Conclusions 

1 -

The results obtained are as expected up to th s nd riti aJ pint. Th p rf 

plate, see Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.7 exhibit th anticipat d ' mln tri n wav 

buckled shap of the plate at the fir t riti cal point (at in r m nt point 40) nd 11 

antisymmetric two wave buckled shap at th cond riti al pint (at in r m n 

point 92). A branch switching with no nap th n tak pIa and th m h p 

hang to b asymmetric after th aJ poin an I r main u h until 

th third critical pint during which th load hang nl hi n l 

in agr ement with th suggestions mad by th lin ar th wh r a mm f1 

thr way buckl d mod is normall to b anti ipat d. It i huh WI hin th 

lin ar th ory that, if at th III ption ry thing i p rf t th h uld 

r main p r~ t. Thi I ad to p ti n f ba in alt h 

tw n ymm t ri nd nti mm tri III d h n 

numb r f bu kl d b Il. th w r, 

hump 1 n ar n t rr \ i hin h 111 n nlin (r h ry, Ith u h 
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the eigenmode at C P2- reveals a symmetric three wave buckled mode. The plate 

then undergoes another snap at C P3- and returns back to an antisymmetric mode, 

this time into a four wave form. The asymmetry along the path between C P2+ and 

C P3- could be explained by the known fact from the bifurcation theory whereby 

the second and third buckling modes are not compatible under some circumstances 

1, thus causing the mode shape not to be a pure one but rather a mixture of other 

modes [Fur95]. The reason that the asymmetric mode shape, which seems to be a 

mixture of a two wave form and a three wave form, is stable instead of the pure 

three wave form - which hence is unstable - is dependent on the physical behaviour 

of the plate (how does the plate absorb the energy?) as well as the specific material 

data of the example. For aspects of symmetry breaking, reference is made to the 

book by Seydel [Sey88]. 

No real comparison results exist for checking the results obtained as in the current 

work for the first time to the author's knowledge it h~ been feasible, by employing 

the finite element method within a nonlinear theory, to accomplish a successful 

branch switching into the post buckling regime and to continue there on the stable 

equilibrium path and even find further critical points. The following points are used 

for verifying the validity of the results obtained: 

1. Several different meshes produce similar results with the same physical fea

tures, see e.g. Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.14. 

2. Modelling the whole plate reveals identical solutions compared with the half 

plate model, i.e. the assertion that the asymmetry is caused by the plate 

wanting to deform into an antisymmetrical mode shape along the transverse 

axis after the second critical point is false. 

3. Identical results are obtained for both load control and displacement control 

except for just after snaps, c.l. Figure 7.9. 

4. Performing an unloading procedure from a point well beyond C P3- produces 

identical results to those where the compression is increased except for in the 

neighbourhood of critical points, c.f. Figure 7.15. It should also be noted 

lIn ceneral, the mode shapes are put together as a combination of several ei&enmodea. Evidently, 

two and three are co-primea and, hence, the construction of these mode shapes may fail. 
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here that the fact that performing the unloading procedure by simply using 

negative increments underlines the potential of the method employed. 

5. An analysis regarding the quality of the solution vector and the eigenvector 

revealing the eigenmode has been performed. Here, the computed quality val

ues show that there is no difference in accuracy in the solution vector obtained 

and eigenvector between CPI- and CP2-, i.e. the likely assumption that the 

quality of the solution vector and/or the eigenvector at the first critical point 

compared with the second critical point might be considerably better at C PI

and, thus, allowing numerical inaccuracies to be blamed for the unexpected 

mode change, is unfounded. 

The results obtained using the MBFEATPS code compare well with those given 

by Carnoy and Hughes, c.!. [CH83), up to the first critical point (Carnoy and Hughes 

only treat the problem up to this point), although different kinds of elements are 

applied for solving the problem. The geometrically nonlinear constant moment 

triangle by Morley [Mor91} used in the MBFEATPS code is known to be overftexible, 

whereas Carnoy and Hughes use overstiff shell elements. 

With regards to the choice of a suitable parameter at for continuation from 

the critical point it is left for future work to develop a method with the feature 

that it computes automatically a suitable parameter (i.e. leading to a successful 

continuation) and, if possible, such that this at is also the ideal choice. A first 

step in this direction has been made, c.!. Appendix B.3, where a 'least squares fit' 

procedure is presented that is believed to compute the ideal choice for at as long as 

the eigenmode at the critical point is not asymmetric and one suitable at value is 

already known. 

The 'up-and-down' movement of the smallest eigenvalue - deflection curve when 

using the T-matrix is due to the fact that the T-matrix converges towards the Hes

sian, when the step length is made smaller. This means that the smallest eigenvalue 

8""" converges towards 8""" = 1. Computing the smallest eigenvalue while em

ploying the T-matrix is considered very useful in cases where the magnitude of the 

smallest eigenvalue decreases slowly towards zero, wbere it might be difficult to pre

cisely locate a critical point. With the T-matrix, however, the smallest eigenvalue 
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(depending on the chosen step length) remains clearly non-zero until a critical point 

is in a very near vicinity. 

Employing a hierarchy of meshes as in Figure 7.14 clearly shows that refining the 

mesh continuously leads to improved results with larger values for both the central 

deflection and the load, i.e. the results converge towards a specific solution. 

Investigations have been made regarding mesh sensitivity revealing that the 

shape of the element triangles is decisive for the performance of the employed 

method. It is suggested that triangles be designed with angles such that no an

gle is smaller than 45 degrees and no angle is larger than 90 degrees. Here, the 

angles are extracted from a triangle of pyramidal shape with two corners on the 

transverse line of symmetry. No definitive agreement is found as to which mesh 

pattern is the most suitable. It is suggested here, however, that meshes with crosses 

across both diagonals in each square are to be preferred. It is emphasized that great 

care must be taken in the choice of the mesh so as not to exclude any symmetry or 

antisymmetry. 

When initial geometrical imperfections are applied it is observed that in the 

case of 'small' imperfections the results obtained are close to those of the perfect 

plate, i.e. initial imperfections can be used relatively safely for approximating the 

behaviour of the perfect plate, see Figures 7.16 and 7.18 together with Figure 7.3. In 

the case where 'large' imperfections are applied on the plate the results obtained are 

further away from those of the perfect plate or even exhibit totally different physical 

behaviour, see Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.18. Thus it can be said that the precise 

measurement of initial imperfections is imperative for predicting accurate numerical 

results. 
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7.3 Cylindrical panel problem 

7.3.1 Introduction 

A shell problem is drawn attention to, viz that of a cylindri al pan lund r 

compression. The panel is fixed against rotation at all edg m v 

longitudinally at both loaded edges and the sides c.f. Figur .21 . Thi h pr v n 

to be an extremely difficult problem as has also been recogniz d b rgy rI t 0/ . 

[JHAS77] and Riks [Rik84]. 

Only symmetrical deformations about the longitudinal axi of mpr n ar 

considered and, hence, half a panel is modell d. R sult giv n in thi 

spond to the 8 x 8 mesh the project ion of whi h onto th 1_ 2-plan 

rr -

d 

in Figure 7.22. Several meshes employ d for th probl In ar h \ n in pp ndi ' 

C.3. 

H 

1- -- - 8 -

~fT'<tr'ul O~u 

8 • 100 em 
H • 8/2 

, & _8_ • S 7 7lS em '.-,0-
t • "SOC • 0 II SO em 

" • 60-
S • l10 92 <m (I~"'s of ~,'" I 

t.(~I~"~1 O~I~ 
E • 2.1 .10( "'perno

} 

... : 0) 

P'fs(rl~d dlS9l~c~mfnts 'p al 

It.f "~1 ("nd 

Figure 7.21 Cylindrical panel: material and g om tri al data and b un ar 

condition . 

F r pra ti aI and v rifi ational r aso ns in addition di pI In nt n r I I d 

ntr 1 h al b n u d. In anal gy to th plat pr bl III 

that th I ad appli d su h that th r ul tin 111 nt 10 th 

dir f qua] rna nitu at h pint I n th IV 

d lin f n train d b undari ). 
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8 x 8 MESH 
1/2 PANEL 
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)0 
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10 

A 

.. ~ 
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Figure 7.22. Half a panel modell d using th 

(projection on x 1-x 2 -plan ) . 

X m h 

11' 

The continuation from critical points is accomplish d b u ing th bran h wit h

ing method METHOD A as described in Chapter 6. 

The main interest is to investigat the physical b ha iour f initiall p rf 

structures in the example at hand. In the context of th pr nt work a p rf t 

structure is considered a shell (or no-fiat-plat -st1-ip appr ximation) wh n th 

is approximated such that all the (finite) elem nt corn r nod li on th h II urfa . 

Not that the solution of the generalized eigenvalu probl 111 (Ko + ),KG ) a = 0 

111 the first step of the continuation method is of no physical signifi an wh n 

tr ating a shell. 

It is noted also that additional imperfection can b pr crib d. 0 tail f r thi 

will b giv n in th qu 1. 
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7.3.2 'Perfect'shell 

7.3.2.1 Introduction 

In this section the shell (or the no-fiat-plate-strips approximation) i u 

puting the results which are obtained by using clisplacement control unl 

stated. 

7.3.2.2 Numerical results until just beyond the first critical point 

f r Ul-

h f\ j 

The emerging load - compression curves and small t ig n alu - d fl ti n UT 

as well as curves for the mode shapes along th longitudinal and tran x 

shown in Figures 7.23 - 7.28. 
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Figure 7.28. Mode shapes along the transv r a.xj ' f r th p rf t h U 

using the 8 x mesh. 

7.3.2.3 Numerical results beyond the first critical point 

Tabl 7.1 how r sult for th x m sh up to th i h h ri t i al pint. 

tV th availabl c mpan on valu by Ar n tal. -f. [J H 

th in Tab) 7.2 ar btain d u In th n h d n 

wh r th limitati n f th hni u x I -n 

11 

7.2 

h 
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CRITICAL 

POINT 

EULER 

CPl-

CP2-

CP3-

CP4-

CP5-

CP6-

CP7-

CP8-
-- -- -- ---

COMPRESSION TOTAL LOAD 

u· p'pre 
tot 

p'po.t 
tot 

(em) (kp) (kp) 

0.609321 X 10-1 0.194806 X 105 -
0.723886 X 10-2 0.229366 X 104 0.236719 X 104 

0.398216 X 10° 0.953651 X 104 0.890378 X 104 

0.793240 X 10° 0.114602 X 105 0.111061 X 105 

0.183301 x 101 0.140943 X 105 0.140321 X 105 

0.223302 x 101 0.146266 X 105 0.602045 X 104 

0.235500 x 101 0.598561 X 104 0.551048 X 104 

0.309230 x 101 0.187256 X 105 0.186079 X 105 

0.315969 x 101 0.187618 X 105 0.179641 X 105 
'---_._._--

LINE LOAD ; CENTRAL 
p,pre p,po.t DEFLECTION line line 

~ 
~ 
~ .. 

(kp) (kp) (em) 
~ 

0.988663 X 103 - -0.119837 X 10-1 

0.143336 X 103 0.152363 X 103 -0.124333 X 10-2 

0.770216 X 102 0.111681 X 103 -0.710477 X 10° 
I 

0.138275 X 103 0.262601 X 103 -0.101170 x 101 
. 

0.160972 X 103 0.128131 X 103 -0.171647 X 101 

0.908708 X 102 -0.937958 X 103 -0.193309 X 101 

-0.105032 X 104 -0.850903 X 103 -0.188019 X 101 

-0.163495 X 104 -0.166326 X 104 -0.467964 X 101 

-0.164824 X 104 -0.154152 X 104 -0.507414 X 101 

--..... 
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Table 7.2 : Comparison values for different critical points by Argyris et al .. 

In Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 the extreme left hand column denotes the bucliling 

point under consideration in the corresponding row, i.e. EULER corresponds to the 

solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem (Ko + ~KG) 6. = o. It is prudent 

to note that the EULER-solution is not the actual Euler buckling solution as the 

mesh under consideration is a shell-approximation for which the solution of the gen

eralized eigenvalue problem is of no physical significance. The term 'Euler' is still 

used in the sequel due to the underlying mathematical relationship. C Pi- corre-
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sponds to the i'th buckling point (critical point) found using nonlinear calculations. 

Hence for example C P2- denotes the second critical point on the nonlinear equilib

rium path. The Euler buckling mode, obtained from the solution of the generalized 

eigenvalue problem, is symmetric. The mode shape at C Pl- is symmetric with an 

antisymmetric eigenmode along the longitudinal line, although the connector posi

tions with the largest magnitude entries do not lie on it. From C P2- onwards all 

mode shapes and eigenmodes are asymmetric. Note also that the deformations in 

the direction of the compression (in zl-direction) along the transverse middle line 

become different from one another. The pr:,e column gives the total applied load at 

the critical points (C Pi-), whereas the pfo~·t column gives the total applied load 

immediately after the critical points (C Pi+). Similarly, the p~~ column gives the 

line load at the critical points (C Pi-), whereas the p~~t column gives the line load 

immediately after the critical points (C Pi+). In the context of the present work, 

line load means the nodal load at the compressive edg~ of the longitudinal axis. 

The stability coefficients at the critical points reveal that 

• at CP1-

J.L ±O.OOO X 10° I.e. J.L 0 

A +0.185 X 10-4 I.e. A 0 (7.3.1) 

D -0.138 x 1012 I.e. D < 0 

Hence the critical point is identified as an unstable symmetric bifurcation point. 

Successful continuation from the Euler buckling point is achieved with o} = 

0.300 X 101• Successful continuation from C P1- is achieved with o} = 0.100 x 

10° . 

• at CP2-

J.L 

A -

±O.OOO x 10° 

-0.158 X 10" 

I.e. 

i.e. 

J.L 0 

A 1= 0 
(7.3.2) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an as1l'nmetric bifurcation point. 

Successful continuation from C P2- is achieved with o} = 0.100 X 10-
2 

and 

• at CP3-
IJ - ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. 

A - +0.140 X 10" I.e. 

J.L 0 

A 1= 0 
(7.3.3) 
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Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point 

Successful continuation from CP3- is achieved with o} = -0.120 x 100. 

• at CP4-

120 

JL 

A 

±O.OOO x 10° I.e. JL 0 

-0.346 X 103 I.e. A 1: 0 
(7.3.4) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

Successful continuation from C P4- is achieved with o} = 0.600 X 10-}. 

• at CP5-

JL 

A 

±O.OOO x 10° I.e. JL 0 

-0.201 X 104 I.e. A 1: 0 
(7.3.5) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

Successful continuation from C P5- is achieved with 01 = -0.850 X 10-1. 

• at CP6-

I' 

A 

±O.OOO x 10° I.e. I' 0 

+0.395 X 103 I.e. A 1: 0 
(7.3.6) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

Successful continuation from C P6- is achieved with 01 = -0.68 X 10-1• 

• at CP7-
I' ±O.OOO x 10° I.e. 

A - +0.999 X 103 I.e. 

I' - 0 

A 1: 0 
(7.3.7) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric bifurcation point. 

Successful continuation from C P7 - is achieved with o} = 0.80 X 10-1 • 

• at CP8-

JL 

A 

±O.OOO x 10° I.e. 

+0.481 X 10J I.e. 

I' 0 

A ~ 0 
(7.3.8) 

Hence the critical point is identified as an asymmetric biJumJtion point. 

Successful continuation from C P8- is achieved with 01 = -0.20 X 10- 1• 

The emerging load - compression curves and smallest eigenvalue - deflection 

curves as well as curves for the mode shapes along the longitudinal and transverse 
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axes until a point beyond the eighth critical point C P - are shm n 10 Figur 

- 7.34. 
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Figure 7.34. Mode shapes along tb transv rs axJ . for th p rf t h U 

using the 8 x 8 mesh. 

L 

Figures 7.35 - 7.52 show the deformed configurations at the ight riti al pint 

C Pl- until C P8- and at a point b yond C P - as w U 

x l-x 2-plane. Note tha.t the deformation ha b n ma nifi 1 b a fa t r f . in 

ord r to improv visualization . 
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In addition to displacement control which has been discussed in de ail 0 far. 

Figures 7.23 - 7.52, load control (loading of constrained boundaries) has al b n 

used for computations. Both techniques reveal identical results up to th nd 

critical point for load control, see Figure 7.53 below. Note that th cond n i al 

point is different for load control (C P2-load) and displacement control P2-

Load control finds a critical point where the tangent becomes horizontal (limi p In 

whereas the displacement control curve undergoes a hook with a slight d r as in 

load and continues a bit further until C P2- is found. Employing load ontrol I ad 

to three different continuation solutions from C P2-load all being djff r nt from th 

displacement control solution. Figure 7.53 and Figur 7.54 i ualiz thj by pi ttin 

the load control curves into the same graph with the dj splac m nt ntr I Juti n 

up to the third critical pointe s). 
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7.3.3 'Imperfect' shell 

The branch switching method METHOD A can be used for the panel problem with 

additional imperfections in analogy to the plate problem where imperfections were 

imposed by just adding imperfections to the initial configuration. In this way, im

perfections can be prescribed and the 'perfect' structure becomes an 'imperfect' 

structure in the sense of the definition of 'perfect' structures within the present 

work. Table 7.3 gives results obtained at the first critical point for different imper

fections using the 8 x 8 mesh. Here, the aI-value is given such that, if connector i 

has the largest absolute magnitude of all connectors within the eigenvector of the 

solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem (Ko + ~KG) 6a = 0 then, if 

connector i of the perfect panel has initial z3-coordinate i3 , the application of the 

imperfections is such that the imperfect panel has a z3-coordinate value at connector 

i of (i3 + (}:1 ). 

I IMPERFECTION COMPRESSION TOTAL LOAD 

PROBLEM (}:I u'" p'pre 
coe 

8 x 8 MESH 

half pa.nel - 0.10 0.719068 X 10-2 0.227471 X 104 

half panel ± 0.00 0.723886 x 10-2 0.229367 X 104 

half panel + 0.01 0.724398 X 10-2 0.229560 X lac 

half panel + 0.10 0.729174 X 10-2 0.231307 X 104 

COMPARISON RESULTS BY ARGYRIS 

half panel ± 0.00 0.350610 X 10-1 0.204400 X 105 

Table 7.3 : Effect of imperfections on results using the 8 x 8 mesh. 

7.3.4 Conclusions 

The numerical technique employed has proved to be most powerful. The cylindrical 

panel is treated until beyond the eighth critical point without encountering any 

difficulties. It is believed that the investigations could easily be extended beyond 

the last presented solution point. Evidently, at the last solution point shown on the 

stable equilibrium path the end displacement is as large as 4.10cm, i.e. about 35 
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times the panel thickness where t = 0.11547 em and, hence, questions regarding the 

validity of the results have to be taken into consideration as well. The objective in 

computing the stable equilibrium path as shown e.g. in Figure 7.29 has not been the 

obtaining of realistic numerical results. A fine mesh would be required for this. The 

main aim has been to demonstrate the ability of the solution technique combined 

with the branch switching method to follow the stable equilibrium path throughout 

the load - deformation history. This has not been feasible in the past and, hence, 

for the first time to the author's knowledge, it has here been accomplished to follow 

the load - deformation path beyond bifurcation points for a most complex problem 

such as the one at hand. 

At C Pl- a true bifurcation takes place with no snap, c.l. Figure 7.23. At all 

other critical points snaps occur with a decrease in the total load after the critical 

point, c.l· Figure 7.29. The line load, however, does not follow this pattern, c.l. 

Figure 7.30, which suggests rather large differences i~ the loading at the nodes 

along the compressive edges. 

The first buckling takes place at a very early stage and it is suspected that C P2-

in the present calculations corresponds to Argyris's first critical point, c.l. Table 7.1 

and Table 7.2, i.e. Argyris et ale are not able to identify C PI- at all. 

The differences in the magnitudes between the results of the present work and 

those by Argyris et ale are explained by recalling that the geometrically nonlinear 

constant moment triangle by Morley [Mor91] used in the MBFEATPS code is an 

overflexible element, i.e. it is expected to give lower load values for buckling, whereas 

the element employed by Argyris et ale is an overs tiff element, i.e. it is expected to 

give higher buckling values. Note that Argyris et ale treat the problem only up to 

the fourth critical point and that their method only provides a limited technique as 

explained in Chapter 6. There seems to be a tendency that refining the mesh reveals 

buckling values for the panel which are larger in magnitude and, at the same time, 

getting closer to the conlparison values by Argyris. 

For the example, both displacement control and load control (loading of a con

strained boundary) methods have been employed. Agreement is found in the solu

tions obtained up to the second critical point for load control C P2-loati on noting 

that for displacement control the second critical point C P2- occurs after a slight 
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decrease in load and further increase of the end displacement, c./. Figure 1.53. Con

tinuation from C P2-l04tl yields three different solution curves, all being different 

from the curve obtained using displacement control, c.l. Figure 1.53 and Figure 1.54. 

This means that there is no unique solution to the problem. This non-uniqueness 

phenomenon is regarded as highly unconventional and can be explained by consid

ering that, when load control is used, the total load along the compressive edges is 

prescribed and, thus, a huge amount of freedom is given to the actual nodal loads 

to develop, the only condition being that the sum of the nodal loads be equal to the 

prescribed total load. Questions still arise regarding the fact that the three different 

load control solutions all exhibit stable equilibrium paths, whereas the existence of 

unstable paths is more common. 

The unloading procedure commencing from a point beyond C P4- and presented 

In Figure 1.55 and Figure 1.56 shows, again, a stable equilibrium path emerging 

which is different to the one obtained using displacem~t control. It is known that 

the unloading procedure does not traverse exactly the same path as the ordinary 

displacement control with increasing step size. Still, a return to the same path 

is usually expected; this is not the case here, where the displacement control and 

unloading paths are virtually two different stable solutions. 

As an overall conclusion it is hence suggested that no unique solution exists for 

a cOlnplex problem such as the one considered here, i.e. a cylindrical panel under 

biaxial compression. It should be kept in mind that the solution technique presented 

in the current work is a static one and, therefore, the real-world solution will depend 

decisively upon the time-dependent way the forces are applied on the structure. 

By employing additional initial imperfections it is seen that applying a positive 

(negative) a)-value for the imperfections reveals buckling values larger (smaller) in 

magnitude when compared with the perfect structure case (0) = 0). This evidently 

suggests that the computational results can be controlled by employing imperfec

tions. This kind of 'stiffness control' could prove to be a very useful tool for further 

applications. 
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Conclusions and further 

developments 

In this work a reliable and robust way of performing the st eps 

1. follow stable equilibrium path; 

2. locate critical point precisely; 

3. identify critical point; 

4. continue from critical point; 

IS presented and proves to be most powerful. The success of the acitie\'(,IlH'lIts is 

based on the combination of the following: 

1. Allman's solution technique; 

2. adaptive step size criteria; 

3. rederivation of Koiter's work by Allman; 

.t. development of the geometrically nonlinear constant moment triangle finite 

cl(,llH'nt by Morley; 

;). branch switching method. 

The t('chniqu(' is applicable to all thin elastic plate and shell problems ;t11d hencI' 

clops not entail all.\" H'strictions to specific examp)ps. .\11 kinds of critical points 

}·to 
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can be handled, even though the present work only elaborates on bifurcation points 

(except for one limit point encountered using load control for the cylindrical panel 

problem). For realistic results, evidently, fine meshes should be used. 

A major advantage of the presented work is that no change in technique is 

required when continuing into the post buckling regime. The continuation is merely 

based on finding suitable starting vectors for which a branch switching method with 

only one unknown parameter (01) is derived. Being able to perform the calculation 

of the tangent stiffness matrix exactly is considered of great importance as in this 

way symmetry and bandedness can be taken into account in the computation. The 

fact that the tangent stiffness matrix is no approximation provides a unique tool 

for engineering applications as to the author's knowledge no other finite element 

possesses this valuable feature. 

The easy way of computing the so-called stability coefficients in the given matrix 

form makes the identification of critical points a straight.-forward unproblematic task 

and, in tIllS way, insight is given to how to continue from the critical point. The 

continuation is then achieved, even for very complex problems where huge structural 

changes occur, i.e. 'jumps' from the critical point on the stable equilibrium path into 

the post buckling regime is accomplished. 

Future developments continuing the presented work should contain improving 

the presented universally applicable continuation method METHOD A for getting 

beyond critical points in the sense that a.utomated procedures for computing the 

unknown parameter to be employed for successful continuation be developed. As 

mentioned in Chapter 6, suitable 01 parameters to be used for the specimen prob

lems were found by a trial-and-error basis while simultaneously monitoring the norm. 

It is suggested here that this kind of norm-monitoring could be made use of com

putationaJIy, this implying a fully automated procedure for the continuation from 

critical (bifurcation) points. The suggested algorithm is as follows: 

ALGORITHM FOR FINDING A SUITABLE 01 

1. Choose (01 h as first try for o}, e.g. (ad} = 0.1. 

2. Run program and monitor norm II· fl. 
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3. When II ·11> TOL2 then stop and store NI where NI is the number of itera

tions performed with II .11< TOLL I 

In the present work values TOLl = 0.105 and TOL2 = 1.000 have been used. 

4. Choose (alh as second try for aI, e.g. (al)2 = 0.2. 

5. Run program and monitor norm 11.1\. 

6. When II . II> TO L2 then stop and store N2 where N2 is the number of itera

tions performed with II . 11< TO LI. 

In case NI = N2 use convention, e.g. if NI = N2 then Nmaz 

Nmin = N2 • 

8. Calculate new at from 

(at}(Nmin) + II (at}(Nmllz) 
1 + II 

NI and 

(8.0.1 ) 

where II is a predefined weighting factor with 1 < 1/ < 2, e.g. II = J3. 
(al)(Nmin) is the at value corresponding to Nmin and (a.)(Nmaz ) is the at 

value corresponding to N mllz. 

9. Run program and monitor norm II . 1/. 

10. When" . 1/> TOL2 then stop and store Ni where Ni is the number ofiterations 

performed for the i'th aI-value with 1/ .11< TOLL 

12. If (Nmtlz - Nmin < e) then 

conclude that no suitable at-value exists in the chosen initial interval [(01)1, (01 hl 
and try other choices for initial guesses; 

else 

go to step 8; 

end if. 

I Two tolerance values are prescribed u the procedure might require some iterations to'stabiliae' 

itself and. hence, II . II> TOLl might also occur for a suitable 0a. 
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An even more sophisticated technique could be set up by not only taking into account 

the eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue at the critical point but also 

other eigenvectors. Evidently, in this case, if k eigenvectors are considered, the 

modified branch switching method based on METHOD A requires k QI-parameters 

to be determined. 
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Appendix A.I. Comparing notations for A 

A proof is given that the second order stability coefficient A given in the present 

work in the first of equations (5.2.40) by 

(A.I.l) 

coincides with Allman's [AllS9b] scalar notation where 

(A.I.2) 

Proof: 

The proof is straight forward as follows: 

A V; c~l) c(l) c(l) 
Allman - :t:i:t:j:t:k~' ~J ~k 

( 
8{(Krlnl) 8{(Kr)nl} )~(1) _ (8{(~!!nn), ... , 8{(~!2nnl )e(a) 

aal , ... , aan ~ 

_ (e(I»T( 8KT(e(1») eel) 

(A.l.3) _ A. a 
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Appendix A.2. Proof of equation (5.2.41) 

A proof is given that the second order stability coefficient A in the first of equa

tions (5.2.40) where 

(A.2.1) 

coincides with the third directional derivative d(ppp)n as introduced by Morley 

[Mor91] where 

(A.2.2) 

c.,. the first of equations (5.3.32), and, hence, the validity of the first of equa

tions (5.3.31) is also confirmed. 

Proof: 

Considering equation (A.2.2) with i(p) = (1), it is evident that 
I 

(A.2.3) 

where K 3p is also taken in the direction of (1). It is easily verified that 

(A.2.4) 

as (e(1»T K3p e(1) represents a scalar value. Therefore, d(ppp)n can be written as 

(A.2.5) 

Recalling K3p given in equation (5.3.28) as 

0 0 0 

K3p = A (l]~»TDB (B~»TDBw (B~»TDB" (A.2.6) 

(B~»TDB (B~»TDBw (B~»TDB" 

i.e. 
0 BTDB(p) w BTDB~) 

(Kap)T = A 0 BTDB(p) BTDB(p) 
UI w W IC 

(A.2.7) 

0 BTDB(p) 
IC W 

BTDB(p) 
IC IC 
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thus 

. 
I.e. 

K3p + (K3p)T 

o 
= A (B~»TDB 

(B~»T 

3 T 
2 (K3p + (K3p) ) 

o 
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(A.2.8) 

BTDB(p) 
til 

BTDB(p) 
" 

(B~»TDBtII + B~DB~) (B~»TDB" + B~DB~) 
(B~})TDBtII + BrDB~) (B~»TDB" + (B,,)TDB~) 

(A.2.9) 

BTDBW BTDBW 
w " 3 = -A 

2 (B~»TDB (B~»TDBw + B~DB~) (B~»TDB" + B~DB~) 
(B~»T (B~»TDBw + BrDB~) (B~»TDB" + (B,,)TDB~) 

Recalling equation (5.2.67) 

0 BTDBw ' BTDB" 

(8KT(e(1») = ~A "'T "'T '" "'T "'T '" , (A.2.10) BwDBw + BwDBw BwDB" + BwDB" 2 
sym "'T "'T '" 

B" DB" + B" DB" 

w here the 'hatted' matrices are taken in the direction of e(1), it is evident that 

and, hence, 

_ ~ (e(1»T (KJp + (K3P)T) ((1) 
2 

_ «((1»T (8KT«((1») e(l) 

- A. 0 

(A.2.11) 

(A.2.12) 
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Appendix A.3. Proof of equation (5.2.57) 

A proof is given of equation (5.2.57) where 

(A.3.1 ) 

Proof: 

Start by substituting equations (5.2.56) and (5.2.48) into equation (5.2.35) (with 

d)' = 0, (cP).) = 0) giving 

n 

KT [e(l) (d2s) + L c(r) e(r)] 
r=2 

+ (8KT(e(l)ds» (e(l) ds) = 0 
n 

<==> KTe(l) (d2s) + L C(r)KTe(r) 
r=2 

+ (8KT(e(1») (e(l» (ds)2 = 0 . (A.3.2) 
I ' 

Making use of equations (5.2.12) and (5.2.49) gives 

n L c(r) oCr) T e(r) 
r=2 

n 

<==> L c(r) oCr) T e(r) 
r=2 

(A.3.3) 

Remembering that 

(e(r»T T e(r) - 1, 

(e(r»T T eta) - 0 for r 1= s (A.3.4) 

and premultiplying both sides of the second of equations (A.3.3) by (e(·»T gives 

n 
(e(·»T L c(r) S(r) T e(r) 

r=2 
= _ (e(.»T (8KT(e(1») eel) £2 

~ c(·) 8(·) (e(·»T T e(·) 

= - (e(·»T (8KT(e(1») eel) ~ 

~ c(.) = -~ (e(·,)T (8KT(e(1») e(1) (2 . a 
8(·) 

(A.3.S) 
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Appendix A.4. Proof of equation (5.2.62) 

A proof is given that the second order stability coefficient D in equation (5.2.62) 

takes the form 

D - «((l»T (8(8KT«(I»)(((l») (I) 

+ 3 (e(l»T (8KT(e(l»)T E 9 ET (8KT(e(l») e(I) . (A.4.1 ) 

Proof: 

Substitute equation (5.2.56) into equation (5.2.53); this gives 

d4n = 3 (e(I) (d2s) + E 9 ET (8KT(e(I»)) (1) (2)T KT' 

. «((1) (d2s) + E 9 ET (8KT«((1») (1) (2) 

+ 6 ( (I) (d2s) + E 9 ET (8KT«((I») e(l) (2 )T (8KT«((I») (I) (2 

+ (e(I»T (8(8KT«((I»)(e(I») (1) (4 

- 3 (E 9 ET (8KT(e(I») e(I»T KT (E 9 ET (8KT«((I») (I) ) (4 

+ 6 (e(I»T(8KT«(I»)((1) (d2s) (2 

+ 6 (E 9 ET (8KT(e('») e(I»T (8KT«((I») e(l) (4 

+ (e(,»T (8( 8KT( (1»)( (I ») (I) (4 

(since KT e(') = 0 ) 

- 3 (E 9 ET (8KT(e(I»)e(I»T KT (E 9 ET (8KT«((I») (1» (4 

+ 6 (E 9 ET (8KT(e(I») e(l»T (8KT(e(I») e(l) (4 

+ (e(I»T (8(8KT(e(I»)({(I)(I») (I) (4 

(since A = (e(I»T (8KT«(('») (I) = 0 ) 

_ 3 (E 9 ET (8KT«((I») e(I»T (_9-1 T E) 9 ET (8KT(e(I»)e(l) (4 

+ 6 (E e ET (lJKT(e(I») e(I»T (8KT(e(I»)e(I) (4 

+ (e(I»T (8( lJKT(e(I»)(e(I») eel) (4 (A.4.2) 

by making use of KTE = -e-1TE, c./. equation (5.2.12) and the definitions of E 

and e in equations (5.2.28) and (5.2.31). It is to be noted here that the inverse 

a-I of the matrix e does not exist as such, since the first row and the first column 

of e only contain zero entries. However, by considering the reduced matrix Sa 
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constructed by omitting the first row and the first column of 9, the inverse ei1 

exists. The matrix 8-1 used in this proof is the matrix which is obtained by adding 

a zero first row and a zero first column to eat. Continuing the proof from here, it 

then follows that 

d4n = - 3 «8KT«((I») (I»T E9 ET 8-1 TEe ET (8KT«((I») (I) £4 

+ 6 (E 8 ET (8KT«((I») (I»T (8KT«(('») (1) (4 

+ «((I»T (8(8KT«(I»)((('») (I) (4 

_ _ 3 «8KT«((1») (I»T E (99-1 ) (ET T E) e ET (8KT«((1») (I) (4 

+ 6 (E 9 ET (8KT«((I») (l»T (8KT«((I») (I) (4 

+ «((I»T (8(8KT«((I»)(e(I») e(l) (4 

(since 9 is a diagonal matrix => 9-1 E = E a-I) 

_ _ 3 «DKT(e(I») e(I»T E 9 ET (8KT(e(I») e(l) (4 

. 
+ 6 (E 9 ET (8KT(e(I») e(I»T (8KT(e(I») e(l) (4 

+ (e(I»T (lJ(8KT(e(I»)(e(I») e(l) (4 • (A.4.3) 

Here, use is made of the identities a 8-1 = IR and ET T E = IR where IR is the 

identity matrix with the exception that the first row first column entry is zero. It is 

easily verified, however, that (98-1 ) (ETTE) 9 = 8 and therefore the last line 

of the proof follows. Continuing from here, it now follows that 

d4n = _ 3 (E e ET (8KT«((I») e(I»T (8KT(e(I») e(l) £4 

+ 6 (E 9 ET (8KT«((I») (I»T (8KT«((I») (I) £4 

+ «((I»T (8( 8KT«('»)((('») e(l) £4 

- 3 (E 8 ET (8KT«((I») e(I»T (8KT«((I») e(l) £4 

+ (e(I»T (8( 8KT«(I»)(((I») e(l) £4 

- 3 «8KT«(I»)((I»T E 8 ET (8KT(e(1») (1) (4 

+ (e(I»T (8(8KT(e(I»)(e(I») (1) £4 

(since 8 = aT) 

- D£4 • 0 (A.4.4) 
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Appendix A.5 : Comparing notations for D 

A proof is given that the stability coefficient D given in the present work in equa

tion (5.2.62) by 

D - (e(l»T (8(8KT(e(I»)(e(l») e(l~ 

+ 3 (e(l»T (8KT(e(1»)T E e ET (8KT«((l») «I) (A.5.1) 

coincides with Allman's [All89b] notation where 

Proof: 

First it is noted that the first terms of the equations (A.5.1) and (A.5.2) can be shown 

to coincide following a similar proof to the one given in Appendix A.I. Therefore, 

this need not be done here. A proof that the second terms are the same is straight 

forward as follows: 

~ 3 (1) (1) t{r) ) ( v: tel) d l ) d r ) ) = - L...J (I{r) (VZjZjZk ei ej "-k ZjZjZk c.i c.j c.k 
r=2 

= _ ~ 2- (e(r})T (8KT «((I)» (I) «({r})T (8KT(e{1)» (1) 
L...J (I(r) 
r=2 

(using the result of Appendix A.I) 

_ ~ ~ (e(l})T (8KT (e(l»)T e(r) (e{r»T (8KT«((1») (1) 
- L...J (I(r) 

r=2 
(since (e(l»T (8KT«({l»)T e{r) = «((r})T (8KT«((1}»({1) ; 

scalar quantities) 

= 3 «((l})T (8KT«((1»)T (t (I(rt) (r) «({r»T) (8KT«((1») ({I) 

. r=2 

= 3 «((I})T (8KT«((1»)T e E ET (8KT«((1») (I) 

(with e and E as in equations (5.2.31) and (5.2.28), respectively) 

= 3 (e(l»T (lJKT«((l»)T E e ET (8KT«((1») eel) 

(since e is a diagonal matrix ~ eE = Ee) . 0 (A.5.3) 
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Appendix A.6. Proof of equation (5.2.63) 

A proof is given that the first term of the stability coefficient D of equation (5.2.62), 

D1 , where 

(A.6.1 ) 

coincides with the fourth directional derivatives d(pppp)n as introduced by Morley 

[Mor91] where 

(A.6.2) 

c.!. the last of equation (5.3.32), and, hence, the validity of the first part of the last 

of equations (5.3.31) is also confirmed. 

Proof: 

Considering equation (A.6.2) with i(p) = (1), it is evident that 

(A.6.3) 

where K~ is also taken (twice) in the direction of e(l). Then, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

.. (p) A B(q)T DB($) B~)TDB~$) A 0 
AT A AT A 

K3p - 0 - BwDBw BwDB" w w 
B(q)T DB($) B(q)TDB(,) A AT AT A 

0 0 B"DBw B"DB" 
" w " " (A.6.4) 

i.e. the matrix is identical to the one appearing in equation (5.2.69) for the calcula

tion of (8(8KT«(l»)(((l»). Therefore, 

d(pppp)n = 3 «((l»T K~) (1) 

o o o 

0 0 0 

3A (e(l»T .. T .. 
- 0 BwDBw 

.. T '" 
BwDB" 

e(l) 

'" ",T "'T .. 
0 B"DBw B"DB" 

0 0 0 

«((l»T (3A 0 
"'T .. AT A ) eel) - BwDBw BwDB" 
A AT AT A 

0 B"DBw B" DB" 
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_ «((l»T (8(8KT«(1»)((<1») (1) 

- D1 • 0 

152 

(A.6.S) 
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Appendix A.7: Role of geometric stiffness matrices in the derivation 

of directional derivatives 

The purpose here is to consider the role of the geometric stiffness matrices Bcw and 

Bc", see equations (4.5.45), in the derivation of the directional derivatives of the 

strain energy IT. 

When deriving the tangent stiffness matrix KT in preparation for computational 

structural analysis it is the practice to establish the following relationships 

(A.7.1) 

in order to achieve symmetry of the matrix KT, see equations (4.5.48) and (4.5.49) 

and then equations (4.5.38), (4.5.45), (4.5.46) and (4.5.47). In equation (A.7.1) the 

matrices Bw and B" are defined in equations (4.5.26) as 

-2(WI - W3) 

-2(W2 - W3) (A.7.2) 

and 
KII + K22 Kn -2KI2 

1 
B--

It - 12 K22 Kn + K22 -2K12 (A.7.3) 

K12 K12 Kn + K22 - 2K12 

while the geometric stiffness matrices Bcw and Bc" are defined in equation (4.5.46) 

as 

Bcw = 

and 

sym 

sym 

_(Nil + NI2) 

_(N22 + NI2 

Nil + N22 + 2N12 

2NI2 

-2(NIl + N 22 + 3N12 

The following relationships then exist 

£BTN - Bc ~w and cB!N = Bc.,~K. . (1 W - w(1 (1 "' .. 

(A.7.4) 

(A.7.5) 

(A.7.6) 
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Consider now the term 

(A.7.7) 

which occurs in equation (5.3.24) for the second directional derivative of ll, see also 

equations (5.3.16) and (5.3.17). Analogously with equation (A.7.6) it is permissible 

to write 

and B(q) A (p) _ BA (p) A (q) 
"K - "K , 

and BA (q)TN - B . (q) 
" - C"K • (A.7.8) 

Thus, the equation (A.7.7) can be rewritten 

(A.7.9) 

so that equation (5.3.24) for the second directional derivative of n becomes 

(A.7.10) 

c·l· equation (4.5.49). In equation (A.7.10) the tangent stiffness matrix KT is given 

by, see equation (4.5.50), 

sym 

BTDB" 

B~DB" 

BJDB" + Bc" + ~; D 

(A.7.11) 

Note, however, that there is no computational advantage in attempting to de

rive the higher directional derivatives of the strain energy, e.g. d(pqr)n, directly 

from equation (A.7.10). Such derivation requires evaluation of d(r)KT and this 

in turn requires substitutions Bcww = B!D(Bu + ~Bww + ~B"K) and Bc,," = 

BJD(Bu + lBww+ lB"K) see equations (A.7.1) and (5.3.16) which effectively re

turns the calculation process to the state which exists at equations (5.3.24), (5.3.25) 

a.nd (5.3.26) - see also sectio~ 5.2 of the present work and the technical report by 

Bangemann [Ban92b]. 
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Appendix A.S. Symmetric matrix formulation for directional deriva

tives of the strain energy 

The strain energy n of equation (5.3.21) can be expressed in terms of the symmetrical 

matrix E as 

where E is given by 

E=A 
4 ~B!DBw ~B!DB" 

sym ~B!DB" + h: D 

The first directional derivative can now be written in the form 

where E" is the symmetrical matrix 

A 
E" =-4 

o 

sym 

The second directional derivative is given by 

where E(q) is the symmetrical matrix 
p 

o o 
!(BA (p)T DB(q) + B(q)T DB(p» 
2 w w w w 

sym 

The third directional derivative is 

(A.8.1) 

(A.8.2) 

(A.8.3) 

(A.8.5) 

d(pqr)n = 2(i(p)TE
r
i(q) + i(q)TE~r)a + i(q)TEpi(r) + i(r)TE~q)a) (A.8.7) 

while the fourth directional derivative is 

d(pqu)n = 2(i(")TE~·)i(q) + i(q)TE~r)i(·) 

+i(9)TE~·) i(r) + i(r)TE~q) i(·». (A.8.8) 
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Thus the equations in (5.3.32) can be replaced by equations containing only 

symmetrical matrices like Ep and t~q) as follows 

d(ppp)rr = 4(a(p)TE"a(p) + a(p)Tt~)a), 

d(ppq)rr = 2(a(p)TEqa(p) + a(p)TE~q)a + a(p)TEpa(q) + a(q)TE~)a), 
d(pqq)rr = 2(a(p)TEqi(q) + a(q)TE~q)a + i(q)TEpa(q) + a(q)TE~q)a), 

d(pppp)rr = 8i(p)TE~)a(p). (A.8.9) 
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Appendix B.I. Branch switching method METHOD B 

METHOD B 

1. • At the initial start (from the origin) 

(a) Compute the solution vector aiin of the linear problem with uniform 

displacement. 

(b) Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem (Ko + AKa) 6a = 0 which 

gives the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue 

Amin and determine a; = ..xminaiin. Here, Ko denotes the linear 

stiffness matrix and Ka is the geometric stiffness matrix . 

• At the start from a critical point compute the solution vector a; and 

the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue at the crit

ical point using the nonlinear solution technique. 

2. Derive initial imperfections by using the eigenvector e~l) such that the initial 

imperfections are given by the vector &imp where 

a . - '" tel) amp - '-41 4ap • (B.l.I) 

Here, the parameter 01 determines the proportion of the normalized eigenvec

tor «e~l»Te~l) = 1) to be used as initial imperfections. 

3. Using the imperfections as derived in 2., perform a linear step from the critical 

point using a predefined step-size 02, giving the solution vector ai'mp-lin· 

4. Let a1°) = 03 aimp-lin be the first starting vector for the continuation proce

dure from the critical point. Here, the parameter 03 determines the proportion 

of the linear solution vector to be used for continuation. 

(0) • . (0) (1) b th d t t' t 5. Let a2 = 0304 &imp-lin' I.e. a2 = 04 al , e e secon s ar mg vec or 

for the continuation procedure from the critical point. 

6. Remove the in step 2. derived imperfections. 

7. Use a1°) and ~o) as starting vectors for the continuation procedure and solve 

in the first iteration the system 

(B.1.2) 
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8. Continue in the ordinary fashion. 
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Appendix B.2. Branch switching method METHOD C 

METHOD C 

1. • At the initial start (from the origin) 

(a) Compute the solution vector a;in of the linear problem with uniform 

displacement. 

(b) Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem (Ko + .\KG) 6a = 0 which 

gives the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue 

.\min and determine a; = .\minaiin' Here, Ko denotes the linear 

stiffness matrix and KG is the geometric stiffness matrix . 

• At the start from a critical point compute the solution vector a; and 

the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue at the crit

ical point using the nonlinear solution technique. 

2. Derive initial imperfections by using the eigenvector e~l) corresponding to the 

smallest eigenvalue at the buckling point, such that the initial imperfections 

are given by the vector aimp where 

a . - '" t(l) Imp - OAt .. p • (B.2.1 ) 

Here, the parameter at determines the proportion of the normalized eigenvec

tor « e~ 1 » T e~ 1 ) = 1) to be used as initial imperfections. 

3. Compute a starting vector astart for the nonlinear part with added imperfec

tions from 

where 02 and 03 are parameters used as scaling factors. 

The vectors a'" and e'" are given as follows: 

• For the primary buckling point 

(8.2.2) 

(8.2.3) 

(8.2.4) 
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• For any other buckling point 

a* 

e* 
(a;><-w) 
(e~l»(+w) 

160 

(8.2.5) 

(B.2.6) 

where <a;)(-w) is the vector a; but with all w-connectors set to zero, and 

<e~l»(+w) is the vector e~l) with all but the w-connectors set to zero. 

4. Use a.dart as the starting vector for computing the solution vector a:caf'C with 

initial imperfections as derived in 2. Only one starting vector is needed, as 

• For the primary buckling point the T-matrix is taken equal to the 

tangent stiffness matrix, i.e. the second starting vector is also taken as 

• For any other buckling point the second starting vector used for the 

T-matrix is taken as the zero vector. 

5. Compute another solution point a;tart2 on the equilibrium path with imper

fections by using the starting vector a;tart and a step length determined by 

the step-length adaption procedure. 

6. Let a\O) = a:tart2 be the first starting vector for the continuation procedure 

from the buckling point. 

7. Let a~O) = a:tart be the second starting vector for the continuation procedure 

from the buckling point. 

8. Remove the in step 2. derived imperfections. 

9. Use a1°) and ~O) as starting vectors for the continuation procedure a.nd solve 

in the first iteration the system 

(B.2.7) 

10. Continue in the ordina.ry fashion. 
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Appendix B.3. Least squares fit - procedure for determining the 

optimal a-value for the continuation from the critical point (for 

METHOD A) 

1. Let a* be the solution vector at the critical point. 

2. Let a~O) be the first starting vector from the critical point where 

(B.3.1) 

AIM 

Find the ideal value for 0 such that the next solution point beyond the critical 

point is found in as few iterations as possible. 

3. Choose a value for o. 

4. Use the nonlinear solution technique for finding the next solution point for the 

chosen value of 0 to obtain the corresponding solution vector ai· 

5. Let Uine be defined by 

a* (B.3.2) 

i.e. Uine represents the change from the pre-critical solution point to the post

critical solution point. 

6. Perform the least squares fit-procedure for finding the ideal value for 0, i.e. 

try to minimize the difference between Uine and oe( I) . 

LEAST SQUARES FIT-PROCEDURE 

(Uine - ae(I»2 ---+ min 

<=> (Uine)2 + 0 2 (e(I»2 - 2 0 Uinee(l) --+ min 

<=> 60 ( 20 (e(I»2 - 2 Uince(l) ) = 0 

Uine • eel) 
<=> 0-- e(l). eel) 

(B.3.3) 

7. Determine 0 from equation (B.3.3) giving the optimum value for a to be used 

in equation (B.3.1). 
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Appendix C.2. Rounding error analysis on z = xTMx 

The aim is to determine an approximation for the maximum rounding error that 

can occur when computing an expression xTMx while it is assumed that the com

putations be carried out as follows: 

1. compute y = Mx ; 

2. compute z = xT Y . 

C.2.1 Rounding errors in y = Mx 

Let y = (Yt, .. , Yn)T. Then, for the i'th position of y it follows that 

II (MitXI + .. + Minxn ) 

( Mil Xl ) (1 + (il ) + .. + (Minxn) (1 + (in) 

(C.2.1) 

where Il( val) means the floating point value of val, i.e. the value of val rounded in 

the computations, the (ij , j = 1, .. , n are the individually occurring rounding errors 

and the total error Ei is bounded by 

I Ei I < 5 x 10-& {I MilXI I + .. + I MinXn I} 

< 5 x 10- t {I Mil II Xl I + .. + I Min II Xn I} 

< 5 X 10- t n I Mi II X I 

< 5 X 10- t n I M II X I (C.2.2) 

Note that in the above it is assumed that (il 

accuracy denary notation. 

.. = fin = 5 X 10-c in machine 

C.2.2 Rounding errors in z = xTMx = xT 
y 

With help of equation (C.2.1) above, 

II (z) - II (xlIl(Yt) + .. + xnll(Yn» 

_ xT Jl(y) + E* (C.2.3) 
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where 

I E* 1 = 5 X 10-t n 1M" x 1 

by recalling equation (C.2.2) and 

x
T 

fl(y) - Xl (Yl + E1 ) + .. + Xn (Yn + En) 

- (XIYl + .. + XnYn) + (xIEl + .. + XnEn) 

- xTy + E** 

- z + E** 

where with the help of equation (C.2.2) 

I E**' < 'xIEI , + .. + , XnE" , 

< 'Xl" El I + .. + 1 Xn " En 1 

< nlEllxl 

< n5 X 10- t n I M II X II X 1 

_ 5 X 10-tn2 1 M " X 12 
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(C.2.4) 

(C.2.5 ) 

(C.2.6) 

by defining 1 E 1= maxi=I •..• n I Ei ,. Hence, the total error for z = xTMx is given 

by 

Etot = E* + E** 

and an upper bound for the rounding error is obtained by 

1 Etot 1 < 1 E* I + 1 E** I 

< 5 X 10-t n I M II X I + 5 X 10- t
n2 1 M " X 12 

- 5 X 10-tn 1M" x I (1 + n I x ') . 

C.2.3 Example values as for the plate problem 

Considering 

t - 14 , 

n - 87 < 100 , 

I M I - 105 , 

Ixl - 1 , 

(C.2.7) 

(C.2.8) 

(C.2.9) 
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it follows for the upper bound for the rounding error 

I Etot I < 5 X 10-14 
X 102 X 105 X 10° ( 1 X 102 X 10°) 

5 X 10-14 
X 107 (1.01 X 102 ) 

5.05 X 10-14 x 109 

5.05 X 10-5 • 

C.2.4 Justification of A = 0 for the plate problem 
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(C.2.10) 

The maximum value for the stability coefficient A for which it is considered zero is 

A = 0.674 X 10-7 (C.2.11) 

where A is computed as 

(C.2.12) 

i.e. in the form A = xTMx as discussed above. Hence, 

A < 5.05 X 10-5 (C.2.13) 

and the interpretation of A = 0 can be justified. 
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Appendix C.3. Meshes for the 
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Appendix D.I. MBFEATPS program description 

MBFEATPS 

Morley-Bangemann Finite Element Analysis of Thin Plates and Shells 

1 Introduction and Purpose 

The linear and nonlinear finite element program MBFEATPS (Morley-Bangemann 

Finite Element Analysis of Thin Plates and Shells) was written in standard FOR

TRAN 77 by the author during the course of the present research work. It makes use 

of the NAG-library. The intention was to develop a program for the nonlinear finite 

element analysis of thin plates and shells by using the geometrically nonlinear con

stant moment triangle by Morley [Mor91]. Of special interest was the feasibility to 

solve the kind of problems described in the current work, i.e. the ability to perform 

all the necessary computations required for following the stable equilibrium path of 

an elastic structure undergoing deformations due to specified forces throughout the 

load-deformation history with four important features: 

1. the stable equilibrium path is followed using an automated procedure without 

the need of user intervention; 

2. critical points are located precisely; 

3. critical points are identified; 

4. there is a facility for continuing from a critical point into the post critical 

regime. 

An algorithm for the MBFEATPS code for solving problems of the above men

tioned type is given in section 4 of this Appendix D.l. 

In addition to the main characteristics described above, the program can also be 

used for 

1. linear finite element a.nalysis (including buckling analysis) of thin plates and 

shells; 

2. inclusion of other linear or nonlinear fiat tria.ngula.r finite elements. 
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2 User's Manual 

2.1 Introduction and Preparations 

MBFEATPS is a user-friendly program with a menu selection system covering 69 

incorporated problems. The code can be extended easily to handle more cases. 

In order to use MBFEATPS, the following files are required: 

• displacement control problems: 

1. input-** (contains main input data); 

2. inc-** (contains initial step size and maximum number of increments to 

be performed (currently a dummy)); 

• load control problems: 

1. input-** (contains main input data); 

2. inc-** (contains initial load magnitude, initial load increment and max

imum number of increments to be performed (currently a dummy»; 

3. in-**-bc (contains nodal load proportions). 

Here, ** E {01, 02, .. , 69} denotes the case number to be solved which corresponds 

to the one also appearing in the menu. 

2.2 Running MBFEATPS 

In order to run MBFEATPS, an executable file should be created by compiling and 

linking together the files listed in section 3 of this Appendix D.l. 

It is prudent to note that some case parameter values have to be correctly set up 

for a successful MBFEATPS run. However, in case of an incorrect set up when trying 

to run the code, MBFEATPS comes up with a detailed error message explaining 

what values need to be changed. These changes are to be made in the pilot file 

prog.fin lines 137-148. 

2.2.1 Start (rom origin 

The at-value required for finding a. first sta.ble solution point should be inserted in 

a-perf.f on line 934 
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alpha = .... 

2.2.1.1 User Interface and Cases 

When executing the code, MBFEATPS presents a menu selection system as shown 

below: 

FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM 

----------------------
FOR THIN PLATE AND THIN SHELL PROBLEMS 

--------------------------------------

(A) Pyramid snap-through problems (01. .04) 

(B) Linear plate-buckling problem (05 .. 06) 

(C) Shell snap-through problem (07 .. 08) 

(D) RAE plate problem (09 .. 20) 

(E) Hughes plate problem (21. .45) 

(F) Cylindrical panel problem (46 .. 69) 

Please choose the problem type to be solved (A .. F) 

The user then follows the instructions by first choosing the problem type to be 

solved (A .. F). A submenu then provides further case from which one is to be chosen. 

2.2.2 Restart from a critical point 

When restarting MBFEATPS from a critical point, the following additional files are 

required: 

1. displa (contains displacement vector at critical point); 

2. displ2 (contains displacement vector at last point before critical point); 

3. restart (contains case-dependent information for restart). 

The Qt-value required for finding a first stable solution point should be inserted 

in s-prf.bg.f on line 934 
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alpha = .... 

In case of a restart from a critical point restart carries the case number and , 
hence, no entry into the MBFEATPS menu takes place. The computations then 

commence immediately without the need for further user intervention. 

2.3 Output of MBFEATPS 

MBFEATPS automatically creates the following files (note that not a.1l files are 

created for each problem / case number): 

1. outpt-** : contains self-explanatory output information such as: 

(a) number of iterations; 

(b) number of increments; 

(c) norm; 

(d) nodal displacements and mid side rotations; 

(e) nodal loads; 

(f) strain energy; 

(g) case-specific central deflection; 

(h) case-specific load value; 

(i) smallest eigenvalue (with and without T-matrix); 

(j) directional derivatives (only computed at a restart from a critical point); 

(k) stability coefficients (only computed at a restart from a critical point); 

(1) type of critical point (only at a restart from a critical point); 

( m) CP U time; 

(n) at-value computed using the least squares fit-procedure as described in 

Appendix B.3 (only computed after first increment); 

2. loads-** : contains the case-specific loads vector; 

3. model-**: contains values for the mode shapes along the line of compression; 

4. mode2-** : contains values for the mode shapes along the transverse axis; 
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5. emode : contains eigenmode at critical point; 

6. displa : contains displacement vector at last computed solution point; 

7. disp12 : contains displacement vector at last but first iteration; 

8. restart : contains case-specific information required for the restart facility. 

2.5 Running MBFEATPS in the background 

MBFEATPS can also be run in the background. Section 3 below counts all the 

files required for running the code. In case a background run is wished for, the files 

in parentheses should be chosen. Also, the case number is to be set up in the file 

s-st-bg.f on line 25 in 

itype = ** 
The at-parameter for continuation from a critical point (or for finding the first stable 

solution point when starting the program from the origin) should be inserted in the 

file s-prf-bg.f on line 934 in 

alpha = .... 

The same output files as described above are created. 

3 Files 

MBFEATPS consists of the following files (file names in parentheses to be chosen 

when running MBFEATPS in the background): 

• prog.f 

• s-allman.f 

(background start from origin: s-all-bg.f) 

(background restart from critical point: s-aI2-bg.f) 

• s-cont.f (s-contbg.f) 

• s-disp.f 

• s-iface.f 

• s-load.f 
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• s-main-l.f 

• s-main-2.f 

• s-main-3.f 

• s-plate.f (s-pl-bg.f) 

• s-perf.f (s-prf-bg.f) 

• s-pyrmd.f 

• s-red245.f 

• s-reduce.f 

• s-start.f (s-st-bg.f) 

• s-tract.f 

• s-utilit.f 

prog.f is the pilot and drives the rest of the program. All subroutines are well 

documented with extensive comments. 

4 Algorithm for MBFEATPS 

An algorithm for the MBFEATPS code for solving problems as described in Chapter 

1 of the present work is given. Main subroutines employed for solving different 

subtasks are also mentioned. 

INPUT 

1. Read information regarding restart facility 

(restif) 

2. Read and check information regarding problem type 

(type) 

3. Read input data., then apply and save traction boundary conditions 

(input, trbsav) 
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4. H restart facility needed go to (12) 

-- COMPUTE LINEAR SOLUTION -_ 

5. Build up global linear stiffness matrix and global loads vector 

(genlin, loads2) 

6. Apply kinematic boundary constraints 

(boucol) 

7. Reduce system due to kinematic boundary constraints 

(reduce) 

8. For load control cases: reduce system due to boundary constraints for the 

'loading of a constrained boundary' 

(reduc2) 

9. Solve system 

(solvel, postex) 

10. Transfer reduced solution vector back to full size solution vector 

(postrv) 

11. Output linear solution 

(outlin) 

-- COMPUTE NONLINEAR SOLUTION --

12. Read initial load intensity / initial displacement vector and increment size 

(dist3) 

174 

13. Determine new loads vector / displacement vector according to chosen/computed 

increment 

(dist4) 
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14. If restart facility was chosen and this is 

- first entry here, read displacement vector for last but one iteration point 

- second entry here, read displacement vector for last solution point 

15. If maximum number of load increments has been exceeded or if the Hessian is 

indefinite, reduce displacement step size / load increment 

(toohi) 

16. Build up global tangent stiffness matrix, global loads vector, global vector of 

generalized forces 

(gennon, comb3m) 

17. Set up right hand side of system to be solved 

( dist5) 

18. Apply kinematic boundary constraints 

(kinhcs) 

19. If restart facility was chosen and this is 

_ first entry here, read restart information, then go to (14) 

- second entry here, go to (26) 

20. Reduce system due to kinematic boundary constraints 

(reduce) 

21. For load control cases: reduce system due to boundary constraints for the 

'loading of a constrained boundary' 

(reduc2) 

22. If the Hessian is indefinite, go to (15) 

23. Solve nonlinear system 

(solve2 (includes reductions» 

24. Upda.te solution vector 

(updata) 

25. Check if cut-off criterion for current increment is satisfied 

( cutoff) 
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26. Check if criterion for superlinear convergence mode is satisfied 

(cutspr) 

27. H criterion for superlinear convergence mode is satisfied, 

change into this mode 

(superc) 

28. H cut-off criterion for current increment is not satisfied, go to (15) 

-- CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED --

29. Compute eigenvalues 

(eigenv) 

30. Check mode shapes 

(modesh) 

31. Compute directional derivatives and stability coefficients 

(values) 

116 

32. Predict eigenvalues for next increment (these predictions are currently not 

made use of in MBFEATPS) 

(eigprd) 

33. Save information regarding current increment 

(saveta) 

34. Output results 

- on screen (print!) 

- on file (print2) 

35. Save information for plotting purposes 

(plot) 

36. Compute new displacement step size / load increment according to the auto

mated step size adaption technique 
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37. Save information for restart facility 

(restsv) 

38. For next increment, go to (13) 

5 Finally 

177 

The code has been tested extensively and is believed to be error-free. Some of the 

example problems (RAE plate problem) are the same as those solved by employing 

the MPFEAS code by Providas (Pro90). The results for both codes coincide. 

In case of encountering problems - and also otherwise - th~ author would appre

ciate comments and constructive criticism. 
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